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ABSTRACT

Data in manufacturing applications has been managed using dedicated information

management mechanisms embedded in CAx systems. Currently, in the manufacturing

environment the information regarding a single manufacturing resource is generated and

stored multiple times and in different formats due to the variety of dedicated manufacturing

applications used in the production process. This situation deteriorates resource data

exchangeability and its utilisation in the manufacturing environment. Thus, end users bear the

cost of creating and managing these multiple formats and integrating their use in the

manufacturing environment.

The research work reported in this thesis introduces the problems associated with

manufacturing resource information utilisation in current manufacturing practices. The

fundamental causes for these problems are investigated in the research.

The outcome of this research is a new vision towards representing manufacturing resource

information leading to a novel framework, entitled the Unified Manufacturing Resource Model

(UMRM), which is specified and designed for utilising resource specific information for a

variety of manufacturing applications used in the decision making process. The framework has

a versatile methodology to address a wide range of manufacturing resource types and

configurations deployed in manufacturing environments and provides a data model for

preserving the context of modelling these manufacturing resources. Thus generated resources

information can be used not only for a variety of manufacturing applications but also for

different types of manufacturing industries. Industrially inspired case studies are considered to

demonstrate the potentials of the framework.

The research has shown that unifying dispersed manufacturing resource information is a

prerequisite for developing a consolidated platform for making a variety of manufacturing

decisions. In addition, standardising this manufacturing resource information offers additional

benefits in utilising and exchanging it within CAx chains. Thus, this framework significantly

improves the applicability of the existing standards for promoting interoperability in the

manufacturing environment.
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DEFINITIONS

CAx: Computer aided (any) system utilised in executing manufacturing activities. This includes

software environments such as CAD, CAM, CAPP etc as well as CNC controller systems.

CNC machining system: The organisation of various manufacturing resources responsible for

executing manufacturing decisions.

Data model: A language to express desired intent. It describes constructs for expressing intent.

G&M codes: A data model, established as an International Standard (ISO 6983) for describing

CNC interpretable syntax for generating servo controlled axis movements

Information model: A methodology to express a desired intent. It allows description of

information structure required for fulfilling desired objectives.

Integration: A process of incorporating desired elements into manufacturing decision making

process.

Interoperability: The ability to seamlessly transfer information from one CAx system to

another, while maintaining the integrity of the information

Logical Manufacturing Units: Arrangement of manufacturing resources according to variety of

manufacturing identifiers such as processes, products, quality, quantity etc.

Manufacturing decision: The solution for intended objective for component manufacture

Manufacturing model: A mechanism for abstracting product, process and resource information

for making desired manufacturing decisions.

Manufacturing resources: Physical or virtual elements contributing execution of manufacturing

activities and associated decisions. These include Mechanical resources, Electro-mechanical

resources, software resources, Human resources and monetary resources.

Mechanical machine element: A body in a kinematic chain.

Resource abstraction: Resource abstraction is the process of simplifying representation of the

resource information by hiding the complexity form the outside world.
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Resource model: It is a conceptual representation of the resources that provides a logical

framework for representing resources’ functionality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing decisions can only be made on the basis of available information. Effective

ways of representing information in manufacturing has therefore been under continuous

research for many decades. In modern CNC based manufacturing, the varied applications and

complex nature of manufacturing resources such as machine tools, material handling systems,

controlling environments and Computerised Numerical Controllers (CNC) technology has made

it necessary for researchers as well as practitioners to develop methodologies for representing

information about manufacturing resources and their capabilities.

A typical CNC machining system consists of a range of elements such as machine tools,

material handling systems, fixtures etc. Each element has a distinct purpose and thus provides

specific capabilities to the CNC machining system. Manufacturing decisions are made based on

such capabilities which deductively require a methodology to represent information regarding

CNC machining system elements and their associated capabilities.

A novel methodology for representing information related to the complex and diversified CNC

machining system elements is proposed in this thesis for making a variety of manufacturing

decisions. This information related to  the CNC machining system elements is used for a variety

of objectives and manufacturing decisions such as process planning, resource allocation, tool

path generation, resource data exchange for interoperable manufacturing, shop floor

programming and resource reconfiguration for production planning etc.

Currently, the majority of commercial tools available on the market for making manufacturing

decisions rely on geometric representation of the constituent elements while modelling CNC

machining systems and overlook information constructs for representing the purpose and

capabilities of constituent elements. In addition, many commercial tools are limited in their

scope and are unable to represent integrated information regarding diversified CNC machining

system elements. Thus, the ambition of modelling a CNC machining system can only be

achieved if the tool has a methodology to model the purpose and capability of the diversified

constituents.
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Very few commercial tools such as CATIA, NX etc, available on the market are capable of

consolidating methodologies for making multi-objective manufacturing decisions using a single

computational platform. Eventually, manufacturers employ multiple commercial tools for

achieving a variety of objectives and making manufacturing decisions. The majority of these

commercial tools have proprietary information modelling methodologies; resulting in various

views of the same resource data to be modelled and stored multiple times in the organisation.

In addition, this situation deteriorates resource data exchangeability in the manufacturing

environment. As resource data exchangeability is one of the key enablers for achieving

manufacturing interoperability, this is a major hindrance for realising future ubiquitous

manufacturing practices.

This lack of interoperability has driven the development of various international standards for

exchanging manufacturing data by researchers and practitioners. Currently, there are many

well developed standards for exchanging geometric information of the CNC machining system

elements. However, this information seems to be insufficient for making a variety of

manufacturing decisions. Modelling, using and exchanging CNC machining system data

demands information transcending geometric information of constituent elements.

The majority of academic approaches regard CNC machining system elements separately. Very

few approaches combine these elements collectively for addressing the integrated capability

of the CNC machining system. In addition, the majority of them are objective specific; thus can

be utilised for taking very specific manufacturing decisions rather than multi-objective decision

making in the manufacturing environment. Hence, there is a need for an integrated platform

which can consider various CNC machining system elements in making a variety of

manufacturing decisions.

The research presented in this thesis addresses information requirements for making

manufacturing decisions in an integrated, multi-objective and flexible manner. A methodology

entitled “Unified Manufacturing Resource Modelling Methodology” (UMRM) for representing

information related to CNC machining system elements has been realised and exploited for

various manufacturing applications. This methodology unifies the different CNC machining

system elements for developing a consolidated computational platform for manufacturing

decision making process.
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The organisation of the thesis is such that first the aims, objectives and the scope have been

presented in Chapter 2. In addition, the technological advances in the CNC machining system

elements are discussed to present the state of development in the CNC manufacturing

technology. Manufacturing resource modelling approaches are reviewed in Chapter 3 for

investigating effective modelling methodologies to achieve the intended research objectives.

This is followed by the review of a number of frameworks and contemporary standards for

identifying different elements in manufacturing resource modelling. The research gaps and

opportunities have then been identified. A novel framework for unifying and representing

information regarding CNC machining system elements has been specified, envisioned and

developed in Chapter 4 for a number of manufacturing decisions. The framework consists of a

data modelling methodology that has then been presented in chapters 5 and 6. The developed

methodology is utilised in modelling CNC machining system elements and corresponding setup

of the actual shop-floor through case studies in Chapter 7. The extended use of developed

methodology and its advantages over commercial tools and other academic approaches are

discussed in Chapter 8. Finally the conclusions drawn in the course of the research together

with areas with potential for future research have been presented in Chapter 9. Figure 1.1

shows the organisation of the thesis and the contents of the chapters within the context of the

research.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of thesis structure
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2. RESEARCH AIM, SCOPE AND CONTEXT

2.1. Introduction

This chapter formalises the aim of the research together with the research objectives. The

boundaries of research are then identified to specify the subset of manufacturing resources

that are addressed within the thesis. Finally, the scope of the research is identified to present

the areas of investigation of the research.

2.2. Research aim

A typical CNC machining system consists of mechanical resources such as machine tools,

material handling devices etc; electro-mechanical resources such as sensors, probing gauges

etc; electronic resources such as controllers; software resources such as Computer Aided

applications (CAx) environments; and human resources as shown in Figure 2.1.

A “resource model” in the author’s perspective is a conceptual representation of the resources

that provides a logical framework for representing resources’ functionality; whereas a “CNC

machining system” is an organisation of various resources responsible for executing

manufacturing decisions. Practically, the utilisation of the mechanical resources is largely

influenced by software assisted human decisions. A software resource, such as a CAx

environment governs mechanical resources using electronic resources connected to electro-

mechanical resources as shown in Figure 2.2. Thus, every piece of software designed for

governing mechanical resources has a representation of attached resources. Conventional

machining system elements such as manual lathes, milling machines, shaping machines,

manual indexing heads etc cannot be overlooked as they play significant role in the shop floor

activities. Hence, the resource model should have a capability of representing conventional as

well as CNC machining system elements.
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Mechanical resources:

Machine tools, material

handling devices, fixtures,

Inspection gauges,

cutting tools

Electro-mechanical

resources:

Linear encoders, servos,

inspection probes, tool

health monitoring systems

Electronic resources:

Controllers, PLC

Software resources:

Shop floor programming

systems, CAx environments,

manufacturing application

software tools

Human resources:

Machine operator,

manufacturing engineer,

design engineer

Figure 2.1: Typical resources in a CNC machining system
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Figure 2.2: Interaction of various resources in the conventional and CNC machining system

This “representation” consists of information that can describe the configuration and the

behaviour of these resources for supporting specific or multi-objective decisions. Thus, this

“representation” eliminates the necessity of evaluating manufacturing decisions on physical

resources by simulating the CNC machining system’s behaviour in the virtual environment. For

example, machine tool representation is utilised to generate optimised tool path according to

the objective function (cost, energy, quality, etc). There is a wide range manufacturing

application software, such as CAx environments, postprocessor developers, machine tool

simulators, shop floor programming systems etc available on the market that use resources

information for manufacturing decision making.

Mechanical joints

Structural elements

Mechanical resources

Servos

Sensors / Encoders

Electro-mechanical resources

Controllers

Electronic resources

Manufacturing
application software

Software resources

User

Human resources

Conventional machining
system elements

CNC machining system
elements
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The author has identified a fact that there is no common methodology among them to

represent the wide diversity of machine tool configurations, functionalities and resulting

capabilities. These applications are either machine vendor specific or limited in their scope to

represent the range of resources. As a result, the market is flooded with an abundant amount

of non-interoperable resource information representation methodologies compiled in

commercial software tools such as Vericut, NCSIMUL. Consequently, various international

standards such as STEP, IGES, PLCS etc are evolving for representing geometric and functional

information of such resources. However, their incapability in covering the broader scope of

CNC machining system elements restricts their acceptability in the manufacturing

environment. In addition, these standards are application specific; hence they cannot be used

for multi-objective decision making in the manufacturing environment.

The hypothesis of this research is that a consolidated computational platform for a number of

ever-challenged manufacturing applications such as automatic process planning, enhancing

interoperability, realising reconfigurable manufacturing, actualise intelligent CNC controller,

digital factory simulation etc can be developed using a versatile resource information

modelling framework which unifies diversified CNC machining system elements.

Thus, the aim of this research is to realise a revolutionary approach to integrate the modelling

of manufacturing resource information to support multi-objective decision making. This

modelling methodology will allow decision making algorithms to consider the broader scope of

the mechanical resources present in the CNC machining system.

2.3. Research methodology and objectives

An inductive approach (2004) is exercised in this research to develop a novel methodology to

achieve the outlined aim. This type of research is motivated by specific observation

contributing towards manufacturing challenges; which formulates a generalised solution

through a hypothesis of the research. Practical advances and the relevant literature are

reviewed to identify potential causes and obstacles with disintegrated resource information in

the manufacturing environment. A novel methodology for representing information regarding
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CNC machining system elements is developed. Its worth is then demonstrated through case

studies by using this information in the manufacturing decision making process.

To realise this research methodology, a number of objectives have been identified:

 Review information requirements for making manufacturing decisions, common

causes for current manufacturing challenges, state-of-the-art in CNC manufacturing in

regards to the decision making process and use of resource information.

 Design and specification of a framework for representing information regarding

diversified CNC machining system elements for decision making process.

 Evaluation of the usability of the information modelling methodology by modelling a

range of test case CNC machining systems and demonstrating the methodology’s

usefulness for a variety of decision making domains.

2.4. Research context and boundaries

The context of this research is representing information regarding CNC machining system

elements for variety of decision making domains. A number of boundaries have been

identified within the context to allow the research to focus on the key issue of resource

information modelling methodology and its effective use for supporting manufacturing

applications. These boundaries are illustrated in Figure 2.3 and are defined as follows:

 CNC machining system resource elements

 Data modelling methodology

 Manufacturing processes

 Manufacturing applications
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Figure 2.3: Research boundaries within the context

2.4.1. CNC machining system resource elements

A typical CNC machining system consists of a range of resources as explained in section 2.2.

The resources range from mechanical resources such as machine tools, material handling

devices to human resources. The manufacturing decisions are preliminarily dependent on

available mechanical resources in the manufacturing facility. Mechanical resources account for

a significant investment in setting up a CNC manufacturing facility and are considered as a

major asset of any business. An effective model which represents such mechanical resources

particularly the most expensive assets namely machine tools, material handling devices,

fixtures etc would have a major effect in making better informed decisions.
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2.4.2. Data modelling methodology

Every information model uses a data modelling methodology to represent objective specific

information. There are a number of data modelling methodologies such as EXPRESS (ISO

10303-1, 1994), UML (ISO 19501, 2005) which have been developed for constructing

information models. EXPRESS provides a standardised data modelling mechanism and

facilitates a means of preserving an application specific context. In addition, it is well exploited

in the manufacturing domain for developing application specific information models. For

example, the EXPRESS based STEP standard (ISO 10303-203, 1994) offers an information model

for representing geometric constructs for modelling geometric information. Nevertheless,

EXPRESS has been utilised for developing an information model for representing process plans

for CNC manufacture, product life cycle information, CNC machining features etc. STEP-NC (ISO

14649-1, 2002), a standard defined based on EXPRESS describes different types of types of

operations, an extensive feature catalogue, tool library, and technological details for different

manufacturing processes within the context of process planning. Thus, EXPRESS is used

extensively throughout this research work as the basis for developing a resource information

model.

2.4.3. Manufacturing processes

Today CNC technology is used in a wide range of manufacturing process such as the simple

material removing process using conventional machine tools, advanced laser machining

technology, additive processes like welding, rapid prototyping and assembly operations as

shown in Figure 2.3. As metal cutting machines are considered to be fundamental in the

industry, to a degree where they are called “mother machines”, modelling these is selected as

the main focus of this research. In the interest of brevity and to better highlight the core

advantages of the methodology proposed in this research, processes such as welding, forming,

casting, heat treatment and chemical etching are not considered.

2.4.4. Resource information and application domains

Different application domains within the context of this research, require various types of

information regarding the manufacturing resource. For example, the process planning
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engineer requires specification of the manufacturing resources available in the manufacturing

firm for designing a process sequence, the costing engineer considers the running cost of the

manufacturing resources for estimating production cost and the manufacturing engineer

needs to know the material handling system details to handle line balancing problems in the

transfer line production system. The most common requirement for these manufacturing

decisions is resource information as identified in chapter 1. This research work mainly

emphasises on generating resource information which can be utilised by variety of decision

making domains such as process planning depending upon resource capabilities.

2.5. The scope of the research

To achieve the objectives in section 2.3, the research scope is planned as follows:

2.5.1. Review of CNC machining systems and manufacturing decision making
approaches

Latest developments in CNC machining system elements, configurations and technology will be

reviewed to understand the critical aspects in the decision making process. In addition,

manufacturing decision making approaches in the literature as well as in commercial solutions

available on the market will be reviewed to obtain a broader vision in utilising resource

information for making a variety of manufacturing decisions.

2.5.2. Review of current challenges in the CNC manufacturing

A review of current manufacturing challenges will offer a better understanding of the obstacles

in current manufacturing practice. This review will highlight a number of research gaps, which

will be utilised for setting objectives of undertaken research work.

2.5.3. Specification of a framework for making manufacturing decisions

A framework will be investigated, which will depict the use of information regarding product,

process and resources for making a variety of manufacturing decisions. A novel resource

information modelling methodology will be utilised in the framework.
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2.5.4. Novel resource information modelling methodology

A novel resource information modelling methodology will be explored. A wide range of CNC

machining system elements shall be considered for developing a versatile information model.

A schema for representing element specific information will be developed that preserves the

context of modelling CNC machining system elements.

2.5.5. Evaluating the developed methodology through case studies

The methodology will be verified using some industrial case studies. Versatility of a modelling

methodology will be proved by considering state-of-the-art CNC machining systems and

variety of configurations.
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3. CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES FOR REPRESENTATION OF INFORMATION

RELATING TO CNC MACHINING SYSTEMS

3.1. Introduction

This chapter reviews state-of-the-art CNC machining system elements and resource

information modelling based approaches for making manufacturing decisions. Manufacturing

decisions are made on available manufacturing resource information. Thus, the contents of

this chapter is structured as shown in Figure 3.1; in which three facets of the cube form major

sections of the chapter: CNC machining system elements (section 3.3), resource data modelling

approaches (section 3.4) and applications of the resource information in making

manufacturing decisions (section 3.5). Commercial tools which utilise resource information for

making manufacturing decisions are reviewed in the section 3.6. Research gaps identified in

the current manufacturing practice are then highlighted in the section 3.7.

3.2. Evolution of the CNC technology

Numerical control (NC) machine tools are manufacturing resources operated by structured

instructions that are generated by their controlling units. These machine tools are the

predecessor of today's Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machine tools. NC machine tools

had a capability to store a program from a paper tape or punch card into its memory and could

only be changed via sending another tape / card to the NC. CNC machine tools accept

computer generated instructions known as part programmes which can be changed on the

controller interface. The part program itself generally follows fairly well defined instruction

syntax and relevant structure specified in the international standard namely, ISO 6983 (ISO

6983-1, 1982). However, machine tool manufacturers started using proprietary program

structures due to the limited scope of the established standard.

With the increasing demand of the growing market in the early ‘80s and advancement in

computer technologies, CNCs were exploited for the majority of the manufacturing processes

such as turning, milling, grinding, hobbing and sawing. Later, international efforts of
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integrating various manufacturing processes gave birth to multi-purpose CNC centres.

Similarly, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) were designed to fully automate CNC

machines with material handling systems (Draper C.S. -Lab, 1984). FMS consisted of a group of

CNC machine tools which were integrated with an automated material handling system (i.e.,

automated guided vehicles, robot arms and conveyors) all are under the control of a central

computer to produce a variety of parts. They provided better efficiency, flexibility and accuracy

in handling cutting tools or workpieces compared to the traditional manufacturing systems.

Figure 3.1: Three facets of the Manufacturing resource information model.
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Figure 3.2 illustrates how the past CNC machine tools were revised and evolved into the

present day reconfigurable CNC machine tools. The reconfigurable manufacturing concept has

emerged in the last few years in an attempt to achieve changeable functionality and scalable

capacity (Dhupia et al., 2007). It proposed a manufacturing system the modules of which can

be added, removed, modified, or interchanged as needed to respond to changing

requirements as shown in Figure 3.2. It has the potential, when implemented, to offer a

cheaper solution in the long run compared to FMS, as it can increase the life and utility of a

manufacturing system. However, hardware reconfiguration also requires major changes in the

software used to control individual machines, cells, and systems. This situation demands a

variety of commercial software tools for controlling various elements in the CNC machining

system (Tilbury and Kota, 1999, Elmaraghy, 2006b).

In parallel to the developments in the CNC configuration, the first alternative route to manual

part programming was invented to use a computer for calculating a required tool path after

defining part geometry and cutting tool geometry (McMahon and Browne, 1993, Owodunni

and Hinduja, 2002). One of the most widely used tools for computer assisted part

programming was Automatically Programmed Tools (APT), developed in the early 1960s

(Douglas, 1978). The output of the APT program is a cutter location data (CLDATA) file that

contains axes movement information and cutting technological data such as feed, seed, etc.

Later, CLDATA file is processed using a machine tool specific postprocessor for translating the

information content into a machine tool controller interpretable format.

Today, many of CAM system available on the market still have APT as an integrated subset of

the system. Although, the idea of standardising CNC machine tool program structure have

been appreciated by researchers and practitioners for curtailing significant cost involved in

developing postprocessors. However, controller builders have shown very little interest in

developing a standardised format for exchanging data between CNC controllers and CAM

systems. Correspondingly, a void in the standard development has been identified and is

illustrated in the Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Development in the CNC machine tool technology

3.3. CNC machining system elements

Over last 30 years there have been a large number of developments in the CNC machining

from controllers to multi-process configurations. An overview of these developments is

provided below.

3.3.1. A classification of CNC machine tools

There are number of different ways in which CNC machine tools are classified as outlined

below. The main identifiers for the classification are:

 Technology (milling, turning, grinding)

 Number of axes (3 axis, 5 axis)
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 Spindle arrangement (vertical and horizontal)

 Number of spindles (single and multi-spindle)

 Kinematic configuration (Serial kinematic, parallel kinematic and hybrid structure)

 Applications (material removing, material deposit, material handling etc)

i Technology specific CNC machine tools

Conventionally, CNCs were designed to carry out specific machining operations such as

turning, milling, grinding etc. Today, although technology has enabled machine tool

manufacturers to incorporate multiple machining operations in a single machining centre;

technology (manufacturing process) specific CNCs are still available on the market. Thus, the

market today has been flooded with technology specific CNCs as well as multi-process

machining centres as shown in Figure 3.3.

ii Classification according to the number of axes

In general, CNC machine tools have a set of controlled axes, which form a kinematic linkage

configuration for positioning the workpiece with respect to the cutting tool. For example, a

typical 5 axis vertical milling centre (VMC) has three linear and two rotary axes (Figure 3.4a),

for which simultaneous control can be performed. A typical turn-mill centre has two linear (X

and Z) and one rotary axis, namely C axis as shown in Figure 3.4b. A rotary axis of the turning

centre is controlled with two separate servo motors; one facilitates controlled RPM for a

turning operation and other facilitate rotary feed motion analogous to the C axis in the milling

type operation. Thus, machine tools available on the market are preliminarily classified by

number of controlled axes.  The permutation in distribution of the axes responsible for

positioning a workpiece and a cutting tool has flooded the market with numerous

configurations of CNC machine tools. Sato (2006) has identified at least 216 configurations of 5

axis VMCs while highlighting a void in the international standard for representing machine tool

structure phraseology. Figure 3.5 illustrates two configurations of 5 axis Vertical Machining

Centres (VMC); one for controlling cutting tool movement with 5 axes while keeping workpiece
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stationary (Figure 3.5a) and other for controlling workpiece movement with 5 axes while

keeping cutting tool stationary (Figure 3.5b).

Figure 3.3: The evolution of technology specific machine tools into multi-process

machining centres (Emco Maier Ges M B H, 2007)

Milling head

Turret head

Milling head with
indexable tools

Today’s multi-process machining centre
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Figure 3.4: Illustrations of machining and turn-mill centres (Index-Werke Gmbh and Co. Kg,

2003, Hardinge Inc, 2009)

iii Classification according to the spindle arrangement

Traditionally, milling machines (Figure 3.6a) were designed with the spindle arranged vertically

in the machine tool structure; whereas, conventional turning machines (Figure 3.6b) have the

machine tool spindle arranged horizontally as shown in the Figure 3.6c. However, horizontal

machining centres are widely used in the automotive industry in integrated cell systems for

enabling mass manufacturing; whereas, vertical turning machines (Figure 3.6d) are used for

large rotational parts from disc brakes to large railway engine wheels.

Counter spindle

Turret head 2

Main spindle

Turret head 1

Y Axis
Z Axis
X Axis

B Axis

C Axis

Z axis

X axis

A axis C axis

Y axis

(a) 5 axis VMC (b) Turn-mill centre
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of the axes of movement for positioning cutting tool and the workpiece

(Hardinge Inc, 2009, MCM spa, 2009)

iv Classification according to the number of spindles

Multi-spindle machines make parts quickly because their design allows more than one

machining operation to happen at a given time. A basic form of the multi-spindle turning

centre is shown in Figure 3.7a. It consists of two spindles facing each other, those can be

engaged in performing separate operations. These two spindles can be synchronised for

machining two sides of the job in a single setup. Another form of the multi-spindle machine is

shown in Figure 3.7b, where each spindle is intersected by two independent axes of tool

movement. One is the cross slide, which moves a cutting tool perpendicular to the spindle

centre line as shown in Figure 3.7. The second slide carries the end working tools and moves

(a) Bridgeport VMC/610XP2 (b) MCM’s Jetfive-L

Axes of movement  for
positioning cutting tool

Z X,Y,Z,A,C

Axes of movement for
positioning Workpiece

X,Y,A,B -
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from the tailstock end of the machine. This machine begin with three, five, six or eight pieces

of barstock holding spindles, each secured in its own collet and mounted on an indexing

headstock.

Figure 3.6: Classification of the machine tools according to the spindle arrangement (Index-

Werke Gmbh and Co. Kg, 2003, Hardinge Inc, 2009, MCM spa, 2009)

Grinding head

(C) MCM frontrunner (d) Index V160

(a) Bridgeport VMC/610XP2 (b) Index C65

Vertical spindle

Component
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Figure 3.7: Classification of the machine tools according to number of spindles (Index-Werke

Gmbh and Co. Kg, 2003)

v Classification according to the kinematic configuration

Current manufacturing practice continues to seek solutions for achieving high precision

motion, higher stiffness and accurate positioning capability. One of the proven solutions for

achieving the above objectives is the application of Parallel Kinematic Manipulators (Majou et

al., 2001). PKM’s superior architecture provides various advantages over conventional serial

kinematic machine tool configurations (Pritschow, 2000). PKM machine tool configurations

were introduced on market in early 90s. Unlike serial kinematic machines shown in the Figure

3.8a, in which, one actuator has to carry the weight of others; in PKM architectures (Figure

3.8b) the axes do not carry other axes. This arrangement reduces the moving mass of the

machine, and as a consequence, machine dynamics can be improved. The decrease in the

moving mass could also have benefits in lowering the energy consumption. Inspire of these

advantages, early PKM machine tools were not accepted in the industry due to cost, accuracy

and lack of control. However, it is reported in the literature that PKM systems are the major

Counter spindle

Main spindle

Multiple spindle head

Multiple spindle head slides

(a) Index C65 (b) Index M18C
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enabler for designing reconfigurable manufacturing systems (Bi et al., 2008). Knowing these

returns, various CNC machine tool manufacturers are now stepping into integrating PKM units

with conventional CNC machine tools, giving birth to new hybrid machine tool configurations

(Figure 3.8c) (Destefani, 2003, Martín et al., 2008).

Figure 3.8: Kinematic configurations of the machine tools (Exechon AB, 2008)

v Classification according to the application

Today CNC technology is used from simple material removing application using conventional

machine tools, advance laser machining technology to additive processes like welding, rapid

prototyping, automated assembly and material handling in a variety of industries such as chip

(a) Serial kinematic configuration (b) Parallel kinematic configuration

Y axisX axis

B axis

C axis
Z axis

(c) Hybrid configuration
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packaging, logistics, food, ship building etc. Although application extensions of these CNC

resources vary by great degree, control mechanism remains the same to a large extent.

3.3.2. Automated material handling systems

In automated environments material handling systems such as robotic arms, gantry and pallet

changing systems carry workpieces or cutting tools to different CNC manufacturing

workstations. Typically at the loading and unloading station, each part is clamped on a fixture

which is mounted on a pallet. The part is then processed on the machines while loaded on the

pallet. When operations are complete, the part is unloaded at the loading and unloading

station. The process capability of the CNC machining system is provided by these elements

functioning coherently inside the system. Thus, this section provides an overview of the

various material handling systems available on the market.

i Tool storage magazines

The large majority of CNC machining centres are designed with tool magazines that contain all

the cutting tools required by the part program to be executed. This magazine is not a

permanent storage for the tools, but many machine operators keep the commonly used tools

there all time, if possible. The capacity of such a magazine is as small as ten or twelve tools and

as large as several hundred tools on special machines as shown in Figure 3.9. It consists of a

certain number of pockets or ports where the tool holder with a cutting tool is placed during

the setup.

ii workpiece and tool changing devices

A tool changing arm, sometimes called the tool bar, removes a tool from the machine spindle,

places it into the tool magazine, selects a different tool from the tool magazine, and returns it

to the machine spindle through instructions in the program. Figure 3.10 illustrates typical tool

changing operation in the vertical machining centres.

For efficient part / component manufacture a workpiece changing arm plays very important

role for the continuous small and medium batch production. It does not only automate the

workpiece loading cycle, but also saves considerable time and human attention to load a new
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job in the work holding spindle. Figure 3.11 illustrates the typical work changing arm on the

common turning centres.

Figure 3.9: CNC tool storage magazines

Figure 3.10: Tool changing arm in the vertical machining centres

Figure 3.11: Typical workpiece changing arm in the turning centres

The new breed of the multi-spindle machines demands machining both sides of the workpiece

in a single setup. A pick chuck can be fixed onto the turret, shown in Figure 3.12, which acts as

Cutting tools

Tool changing arm
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a work changer.  However, in the case of a turret, it picks up the workpiece from the main

headstock and indexes it in front of next programmed cutting tool to permit further operation

to be carried out on the reverse side at a backworking station. Figure 3.12 represents a pickup

chuck installed on the turret head. It has the capability of picking a machined workpiece for

the main spindle, and machining the opposite side with the help of backworking tools as

shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Workpiece changing with pickup chuck installed on turret

iii Pallet changer, gantry loading systems and robotic arm

The use of automatic material handling systems (Figure 3.13) not only helps cutting costs in

manufacturing but also improves quality and allows the machine operator to spend more time

checking quality rather than setting up the part on the machine table or chuck. When moving a

workpiece from one machine tool to another, it is necessary to reload the partially machined

part into a fixture or vice and then establish a datum point from which to continue the

processing. Time can be lost in this transfer because of the need to re-establish location of the

workpiece on the second machine tool. Saving setup time by eliminating load/unload

Backworking tools Pickup chuck
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variability is promoting the use of automatic material handling devices such as pallet changers

(Figure 3.13a), gantry loaders (Figure 3.13b), robotic arms (Figure 3.13c) in CNC manufacture.

Figure 3.13: Various workpiece handling systems

iv Bar feeders

No matter how efficient and fast a machine tool is, the bar feeding unit plays a very important

role in increasing productivity. The bar is pushed into the released collet chuck after finishing

the previous turning cycle. The bar stopper mounted on the turret station registers the exact

length of the bar after the collet chuck is released. Alternatively, the pushing piston in the bar

feeder can be programmed for feeding the exact amount of bar length. The control of these

bar feeders is available on the machine controller if it is manufactured by the same machine

supplier. Separate controllers are required with a custom made bar feeder, which are difficult

to synchronise with the parent machine tool controller. A typical bar feeder is illustrated in

Figure 3.14.

(a) Pallet transportation system (b) Gantry loader system (c) Workpiece loader
robotic arm
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3.3.3. Fixturing setups

Today, fixturing techniques allow manufacturers to increase their machining capability by

holding the workpiece in orientations that are not possible with the base machine tool. Thus,

the significant cost of buying expensive machine tools can be saved (Kang et al., 2002). In

addition, the modularity and the consequential reconfigurability of these fixtures allow reuse

of the manufacturing resources. These modular fixtures are considered as a major enabler for

realising reconfigurable CNC manufacturing systems (Bi et al., 2008). As a part of CNC

manufacturing system resources, fixtures have a significant role in the production time and

cost (Liqing and Kumar, 2005).

Figure 3.14: Bar feeder attached with the turning centre (Indústrias Romi Sa, 2007)

Various fixture elements can be classified into standard type equipments (eg. vices, clamps

etc.) and modular type fixturing elements where each element serves as a locator, supporter

or clamp. Figure 3.15 illustrates these modular fixture elements as well as standard fixturing

equipment.

Automatic bar feeding

Bar feeder gripper

Bar
holders
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Figure 3.15: Use of modular and customised fixturing elements in CNC machining operations

The final fixturing setup on the machine tool shown in Figure 3.15 is a combination of modular

elements and standard fixturing. Dai et al. (1997) started classifying various modular fixture

elements for establishing a database for developing computer aided fixture design and

assembly. The modular fixturing elements were classified according to their functions: (a) base

plate elements, where all the locating, supporting and clamping elements and workpiece can

Modular fixture elements

Fixture elements

Customised fixture elements

Fixture setup

Machine setup
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be mounted; (b) locating elements, such as location pins, V-blocks, location pads etc; (c)

supporting elements such as adjustable spacers, shims etc for supporting workpiece; and (d)

clamping elements, used for clamping the workpiece.

A set of fixturing elements can be assembled together for locating, supporting or clamping the

workpiece on the machine table as shown in fixture setup pane in Figure 3.15. These

subassemblies of modular fixture are entitled fixture towers (Dai et al., 1997). Another

example of such fixture blocks can be found in the pallet system where multiple workpieces

are clamped on a single pallet. This type of fixturing is more prevalent in the flexible

manufacturing systems (FMS) due to its reconfigurable nature.

Customised fixturing equipment such as strap clamps, vices, drilling jigs are the subassemblies

designed for a specific purpose. An individual item may consist of various modular fixture sub-

assemblies along with dedicated fixturing elements suited for the specific workpiece geometry.

For example, the travelling column horizontal machining centre linked to a pallet pool system

used for cylinder head machining. The locating and clamping elements for these cylinder heads

are customised according to the geometric and machinability requirements. Generally this

type of fixturing can be found in the mass manufacturing where the production line is

dedicated to machining a single product. In such cases, automatic fixture design is reported as

a difficult task because the fixture design is based on in-process, semi-finished workpiece

geometry; which again depends on the available manufacturing resources (Liqing and Kumar,

2005).

3.4. Review of information modelling approaches for representing CNC
machining system elements

A data model for representing CNC machining system resources defines the data structure for

representing various manufacturing resource elements and associated relationships (Molina,

1995, Zhao et al., 1999) for constructing various purpose oriented viewpoints such as

representation of manufacturing activities, capabilities and processes of a manufacturing

facility. The various data modelling methods available in the literature have been defined in

two areas, namely:
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 Data modelling tools for representing information related to CNC machining system

 Contemporary standards for representing information related to CNC machining

system

3.4.1. Data modelling tools for representing information related to CNC machining
systems

Data modelling tools are the languages to articulate desired intent. It allows description of the

information structure required for fulfilling some specific objective, which in the context of this

research is representation of the manufacturing resources.

IDEF (Integrated Definition) data modelling tools provide a methodology for modelling

activities, actions, processes, operations required by a manufacturing system. The methods

that are commonly used in the generation of STEP information models (ISO 10303-1, 1994) are

IDEF0 and the Express language (Rahimifard and Newman, 1996). This modelling methodology

allows disintegration of the parent function into a subsequent set of associated functions.

However IDEF0’s ability to describe information is weak and it cannot model process flows

(Dorador and Young, 2000). IDEF1x data modelling tools have well defined methodology for

unifying desecrate functional areas of the CAx chain such as CAD, CAM, CAPP, etc (Kusiak et al.,

1997). Similarly, IDEF3 and data flow diagrams (DFD) have a provision of representing

information flow needed to achieve desired objectives. Thus according to Dorador and Young

(2000), combining the capability of IDEF0 and IDEF3 has enabled system information to be

modelled in an object oriented manner.

Another most common method for data modelling is entity relationship (ER) diagrams. They

use graphical symbols for representing mutual relations of the entities. It permits data

generalisation, however cannot include constraints and exceptions (Paris and Brissaud, 2000).

Efficient use of ER diagrams can be found in Erdogan and Teo (1996) for representing object

oriented resource allocation for flexible manufacturing systems. Connectivity graphs can be

used for systematic representation of the structure of machine tools in a virtual reality

environment. The literature reports that the structure of the machine tools can be efficiently

represented by using connectivity graphs (Suh et al., 2003b, Seo et al., 2005, Lin and Fu, 2006,

Yao et al., 2007c).
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In an object oriented modelling technique, an object can be considered as a conceptual entity

which contains data and associated information or constraints that describes a specific role of

that entity in the system. Unlike traditional modelling tools, it allows data handling principles

such as encapsulation, data generalisation, inheritance, polymorphism etc. Many commercial

data modelling tools uses set of these principles to emulate real world objects. The recent

generalised tool for using these object orientation concepts including data handling principles

is the Unified Modelling Language (UML), the development of which was initiated and

governed by industry needs (Engels and Groenewegen, 2000).

UML unifies various data modelling techniques to build the system’s blue print. For example

class diagrams in UML allow representation of the entities and corresponding information

constraints; Use case diagrams describe the system’s interaction with the user and activity

diagrams frames information flow process within the system. Thus, UML has various data

modelling tools to express the system designer’s intent. In addition, UML has been accepted as

an international standard to represent system design intent, such as database schemas and a

standard way of representing entities modelled in the different programming languages etc

(Booch et al., 1999). However, it doesn't have guidelines regarding the selection of a data

modelling tool for a desired intent (Molhanec, 2004). There is abundant amount of literature

reporting use of UML data modelling methodology for modelling various aspects of a

manufacturing model (Bugtai and Young, 1998, Zhao et al., 1999, Costa et al., 2001, Tang et al.,

2002, Kulvatunyou et al., 2004, Tao et al., 2006).

The data modelling language called EXPRESS (ISO 10303-11, 1994), forms Part 11 of the IS0

10303 (STEP) standard was developed for standardising the exchange of product data across

many different CAx islands. It allows expression of the modelling intent with an object

flavoured data structure and associated data handling constraints. Various Application

Protocols (AP) and Integrated Resources (IR) in STEP are constructed using the EXPRESS

language. It defines a data structure to be used by a system for executing intended objectives;

however, it cannot be used for constructing executable programs. It has strong ties with the

IDEF data modelling methodology; which supports decomposition of the parent activity into

subsequent child activities. A detailed data modelling methodology using EXPRESS can be

found in Rahimifard and Newman (1996). Today, EXPRESS has been exploited for developing
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multidisciplinary APs which cover the exchange of resource data along with product data.

However, EXPRESS does not permit modelling of functionality or behaviour of the system

(Chen and Vernadat, 2004).

3.4.2. Contemporary standards for representing information related to CNC
machining systems

Computer interpretable representations of manufacturing resources are employed within a

variety of CAx applications. Software systems utilise these representations for taking various

manufacturing decisions, and to perform manufacturing activities such as process planning,

tool path verification, cost estimation, process simulation, CNC part programming etc. These

software systems generate resource information to be used in multiple formats; resulting in

redundancy of manufacturing resource data generation (Jurrens et al., 1995). As a

consequence, neutral format standards such as IGES (the Initial Graphics Exchange

Specification) in the USA, SET (Standard D'Echange et de Transfert) in France, and VDA/FS

(Verband der Automobilindustrie-Flächen-Schnittstelle) in Germany were developed by

academics manufacturers. These standards achieved relative success to represent geometric

information; however, their failure to represent other aspects of the product life cycle forced

practitioners and developers to unpack the scope of developed standards (Bhandarkar et al.,

2000). Xu and He (2004) commented on the situation that integrated CAD/CAM environments

consist of two types of data exchange interfaces namely, CAD to CAM and CAM to CNC, the

former of which is now available and generally considered sufficient (Newman et al., 2007).

The Product Manufacturing Information (PMI) (ASME Y14.41, 2003) standard is designed to

facilitate 3D annotation and other elements such as geometric dimensions and tolerances

required for process planning. This additional information has never been a part of existing

standards for representing 3D geometry. However, it does not specify how this information is

encoded to ensure that it is computer interpretable (Longview Advisors Inc, 2008).

Alternatively, an industry standard such as STEP (ISO 10303-1, 1994) clearly defines

implementation methods along with application protocols to support application specific PMI

constructs.
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The different representation formats existing among CAx islands is one of the main reasons for

the prevailing non-interoperable manufacturing practices; consequentially various

international standards such as ISO 10303 (STEP) (ISO 10303-1, 1994), ISO 14649 (STEP-NC)

(ISO 14649-1, 2002), ISO 15331 (MANDATE) (ISO 15531-1, 2003), ASME B5.59-2 (ASME B5.59-

2, 2005), and Cutting tool data representation and exchange (ISO 13399) emerged as results of

the international effort towards establishing a links among these isolated CAx domains.

i. The standard for the exchange of product data model (STEP)

By the mid 1980, the industry’s needs for more intensive standards that can cover domain

specific needs for data exchange had became apparent. For example, the representation of a

product’s life cycle would not be possible using the standards established for representing and

exchanging geometrical information. As a result, the STEP project was launched in 1984

(Fowler, 1995); with the objective of developing information bridges between segregated CAx

domains.

EXPRESS (ISO 10303-11, 1994) is the data modelling methodology designed in this standard. It

makes use of abstraction as the principle integration mechanism (Yang, 1993) for constructing

hierarchical structured schemas. A single information model constructed in STEP makes use of

multiple schemas to represent purpose oriented information. For example, an information

model constructed for representing geometry makes use of multiple schemas such as a

schema for accessing a library of the geometric entities, a schema for interpreting these

entities, a schema for representing assembly aspects of the product, a schema for representing

kinematic aspects of the product etc. Thus, this standard allows definition of data entities,

attributes, relationships, constraints along with their definitions in separate schemas.

Consequently, such schemas can be utilised for various applications, irrespective of the

application domain.

The development of this standard was governed by industry’s need to overcome

interoperability problems. Furthermore, the representation of the product information was

separated from its application, such that the standard would establish a neutral file format as

well as being used for developing other domain specific applications using application

protocols (APs). For example, the Integrated Resource (IR) Part 105 (ISO 10303-105, 1996) of
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the STEP defines kinematic aspects of mechanisms. Subsequently, application protocol Part

214 utilises Part 105 resources to represent kinematic information along with geometric

information.

Every application protocol has a scope which identifies the practical application area and data

that it is designed to represent. The scope is represented with the IDEF methodology in the

Application Activity Model (AAM); a graphical representation of the actual activities that the

Application Protocol supports. The information requirements; also known as the Application

Reference Model (ARM) for developing such APs are defined using application specific jargon,

thus the development involves allied manufacturers and users. For example, ISO 14649 (ISO

14649-1, 2002) is the ARM for developing a data model for CNC controllers; various parts of

which are designed by the technology specific experts. When constructs of the ARM are

mapped against integrated resources; a single model called the Application Interpreted Model

(AIM) is developed which consists of a mapping table for specifying how each technology

specific requirement is satisfied using various constructs of the integrated resources. For

example, AP 238 is an Application Interpreted Model (AIM) for CNC controllers, which maps

SETP-NC (ARM) information requirement constructs against integrated resources (IR) to

represent CNC manufacture.

ii. Data model for computerised numerical controllers (STEP-NC)

STEP-NC (ISO 14649) (ISO 14649-1, 2002) is the STEP Application Reference Model (ARM) for

representing resource independent data. The information requirements such as description of

the part, manufacturing process, required cutting tools and corresponding geometry specified

in the STEP-NC are mapped onto SETP AP 238 to represent CNC manufacture. It facilitates a

product model to be used as a direct input for CNC machine tools. A STEP-NC compliant

controller (Figure 3.16) is therefore envisioned to be aware of the various resources attached

to the CNC machining system. Through this awareness, the controller can plan necessary

resource dependent tool paths for manufacturing a product. It can describe machining

operations, technologies, cutting tools and product geometries using the object flavoured

concept of workingsteps.
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A workingstep in STEP-NC describes a machining feature to be manufactured, technology

along with process parameters and involved resources such as cutting tools etc. After

populating this information, the CNC controller is expected to plan the axis motion required

for manufacturing the product. It remedies the shortcomings of G-codes (ISO 6983-1, 1982) by

specifying requirements for planning the machining processes rather than machine tool

motion (Xu and Newman, 2006). As illustrated in Figure 3.17, it contains comprehensive

information including, process sequence, manufacturing feature, machining operation,

machining strategy and cutting tool geometry.

Figure 3.16: Differences between the data flow using of ISO 6983 in NC programming and with

the use of ISO 14649.

By exploiting benefits of the STEP modelling methodology, information contents of STEP-NC

can be linked to the CAD geometry information; resulting in a STEP-NC compliant part

program, which can preserve the manufacturing context. Thus, in addition to its envisaged use

for developing a STEP-NC compliant controller, this standard is envisioned to be smooth and

seamless exchange of product related information between CAD, CAM, and NC programming

(Saaski et al., 2005).
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Part 10 of the ISO 14649 (ISO 14649-10, 2002) describes the general information required for

NC programming that includes the information structure for the program execution,

workingsteps sequence and corresponding machining operations. The schema defined in this

part contains technology specific (e.g. turning, grinding, milling) information requirements. It

also includes workpiece definition, feature catalogue and general executables for a CNC

program. Information requirements for describing geometry are referred from the available

generic resources of the STEP; for example, an entity axis2_placement_3D is described in the

STEP as a generic resource; and it is used for describing the placement of the machining

feature.

Figure 3.17: Overall data structure of ISO 14649 (Suh and Cheon, 2002)
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Part 11 (ISO 14649-11, 2002) and part 12 (ISO 14649-12, 2004) of the ISO 14649 describes the

machine independent, technology specific information requirements as process data for

milling and turning respectively. Respective parts specify the information exchange between a

CNC machine tool’s controller and CAM or shop floor execution system. Parts 111 and 121 of

the ISO 14649 (ISO 14649-111, 2002, ISO 14649-121, 2004) specify the data elements needed

for representing tools for milling and turning respectively. However, information requirements

described in these parts are not obligatory to be used in the part program; hence the

controller is envisaged to select a suitable tool depending on process requirements.

iii. Cutting tool data representation and exchange (ISO 13399)

ISO 13399 (ISO 13399-1, 2006) is an International Standard for the computer-interpretable

representation and exchange of cutting tool assembly data. The objective is to provide a data

model that is capable of describing cutting tools, thus establishing a neutral file format for

representing cutting tool product data. This standard is well deployed in the supply chain

where technical knowhow has to be shared throughout. It covers representation of everything

situated between the workpiece and the machine tool. Typical information about inserts, solid

tools (e.g. solid drill and solid endmill), assembled tools (e.g. boring bars, indexable drills and

indexable milling cutters), adaptors (e.g. milling arbour and chucks), components (e.g. shims,

screws and clamps) or any combination of the above can be exchanged using this standard.

iv. Data specification for properties of machine tools for milling and turning (ASME

B5.59-2)

ASME B5.59-2 is an information model for describing a general information regarding machine

tools. This standard defines an electronic data format and associated information model for

properties of machine tools for milling and turning. The focus is on properties that describe the

performance and capabilities of a machine at an arbitrary instance in the machine's life-cycle,

e.g., during specification, after acceptance testing, or at any time during operation (ASME

B5.59-2, 2005). The standard facilitates the exchange, archiving, and use of unambiguous

machine tool data. This standard does not define which machine properties are important for

a specific application, nor their respective recommended values. The focus of this Standard is
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on properties that address the performance and capabilities of the machine tool (ASME B5.59-

2, 2005).

v. Industrial manufacturing management data (MANDATE)

The area covered in MANDATE (ISO 15531-1, 2003) is the representation of data relating to the

management of production processes and the exchange and sharing of management data

within or between companies. The standard does not standardise the model of the

manufacturing processes but provides standardised data models for information related to the

external exchanges (between manufacturers and suppliers), information related to the

management of the resources used during the manufacturing processes and information

related to the management of the manufacturing flows, which are usually complex, strongly

time-dependent and with close relationships among them (Chen and Vernadat, 2004). Thus

STEP-NC offers more specific and rich information regarding CNC machining system resources

whereas, MANDATE offers a methodology to represent corresponding capability.

3.5. Applications of information related to CNC machining system
elements

A CNC machining system consists of tangible and intangible elements contributing towards the

manufacturing activity. Tangible elements include physical machine tools and material

handling devices, CAx environments, control systems, human resources, cutting tools and

fixture inventory or external operational elements such as supply chain or logistics; whereas

intangible elements are finances, time, etc. The extent of CNC machining system elements

considered in the literature for any manufacturing decision making process varies to a great

extent. This extent is largely influenced by objectives of the research.

These research objectives are achieved through research frameworks. The framework targets

specific research objectives, identifies influencing parameters and formulates a methodology

for resolving specific issues. A framework uses reference models (Molina and Bell, 2002) for

defining a data structure and modelling methodologies by specifying terminologies, notations

and syntax; e.g. data reference models could be based on an Entity Relationship Model
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(Erdogan and Teo, 1996), UML data model for manufacturing data representation (Zhao et al.,

1999), or EXPRESS ISO 14649 ARM (ISO 14649-121, 2004) for turning tool representation. Thus,

approaches for representing information related to machine tools and material handling

systems can be classified according to the research objectives found in the literature. Some of

these objectives are:

i. Approaches for generating manufacturing resource information

Looking at the complex nature and amount of information required for describing intended

aspects of the manufacturing system, RMODP (Reference Model for Open Distributed

Processing) (Toh, 1999) provides a methodology to describe an information structure from five

viewpoints:  enterprise, information, computational, engineering and technology (Chen and

Vernadat, 2004). CIMOSA (Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture)

(Kosanke, 1995) is a modelling framework (Zwegers and Pels, 2000) which prescribes the

information required to express the various stages in the product life cycle. It also defines the

requirement of a manufacturing enterprises from four different views i.e. function,

information, resources, and organization. However, RMODP lacks the methodology to develop

a model; whereas, CIMOSA lacks the guidelines to convert system requirements to

specifications (Zwegers, 1998). Currently there is growing interest in combining advantages of

the RMODP system specifications and UML based notations for providing a basis for model

development methods (Costa et al., 2001). Similarly, Molina and Bell (2002) proposed a CAE

framework which uses CIMOSA’s requirement definition for CAE system and RMODP

guidelines for defining the structure of the information. It has a methodology for representing

resource information such as process capabilities, machine capabilities, tools, etc for

supporting the design for manufacturing activity (Molina and Bell, 1999).

One of the important applications of the manufacturing resource information model is to

develop a virtual environment for CNC manufacture. Jurrens et al. (1995), Toh et al. (1998),

Kjellberg and Bohlin (1996), Steele et al. (2001) defined resource information categories,

attributes, and relationships for development of a common representation of the specific

manufacturing resource elements such as milling machines, turning machines and related

cutting tools. The objective was to exchange resource information related to manufacturing
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equipments in the virtual manufacturing environment. Wilczynski and Lipkis (1993) started

similar work for representing machine tools using the “LOOM” modelling language. However,

the use of LOOM remained controversial due to the high start-up cost and difficulty in handling

semantic terms in machine tool modelling. Selecting the object oriented approach for

representing manufacturing resources deemed to be more prevalent in the literature due to its

promising capability of modelling complex relationships among data entities.  Zang, et al.

(1999) and Sormaz and Khoshnevis (1997) used the object oriented approach for modelling

manufacturing resources.

Lopez-Ortega and Ramirez (2005), Giachetti (1999) and Souza et al. (2006),  Rubio, et al. (2005)

proposed a manufacturing resource model for representing flexible manufacturing resources

such as CNC machine tools, robots, automatic guiding vehicles, etc. EXPRESS was chosen to

model these flexible manufacturing system elements. However, commercial tools were used

to model Kinematic aspects of the resources. Manufacturing resource representation of such

high-tech CNC machining system elements is widely reported as a challenging task in the

literature (Xu and Newman, 2006).

A range of kinematic joints can be represented with STEP’s integrated application resources

(IR) (ISO 10303-105, 1996). This IR specifies an information model for the kinematic aspects of

the mechanical product. It also describes a methodology for representing kinematic structures.

A fundamental procedure of this methodology to represent a mechanism associates all

kinematic joints to the mechanism’s coordinate system as shown in the Figure 3.18. The

coordinate systems are called frames in this part of STEP. For the purpose of representing the

kinematic aspect of a mechanism, a machine element is placed by the location and orientation

of the associated kinematic pairs with respect to mechanism’s coordinate system (ISO 10303-

105, 1996, Rachuri et al., 2005).

This methodology is capable of representing tree kinematic structures and close loop

kinematic structures (Kjellberg et al., 2009). The objective of developing this STEP’s IR was to

establish a neutral file format for exchanging kinematic configuration information between

CAx systems. However, its use for representing integrated shop floor resources is debatable.

For example, it can represent machine tool structures, fixturing mechanisms, material handling

systems. However, this IR does not specify any methodology to integrate these discrete
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manufacturing resources. In addition, it has not been utilised for constructing kinematic pairs

by mapping assembly features.

Figure 3.18: Machine tool configuration and corresponding kinematic representation using

STEP’s IR 105 (ISO 10303-105, 1996)

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have been pioneering the

development of information models for CNC manufacture. Initial work at the NIST was to

categorise CNC machining system resource elements for developing a standardised

representation according to industry needs (Jurrens et al., 1995). Consequently, Shop Data
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Model and Interface Specification (McLean et al., 2005) was developed by NIST as a part of

efforts that support the development of standard data interfaces for the efficient storage and

exchange of manufacturing life cycle data in a machine shop environment to improve

interoperability in the CNC manufacture. However, Peng et al. (2006) and Jimeno and Puerta

(2007) addressed the absence of constraint details in the geometry standards and reported

that sole graphical representation of the machine tool and material handling devices is not

enough for rendering usefulness of the available resources in the manufacturing model.

ii. Generating resource dependent / independent process plans

Process planning is a laborious, highly-skilled and time intensive job, conventionally performed

by experienced human experts (Miao et al., 2002). Today, it is still considered as a laborious

job due to the complex nature of manufacturing resource configurations but comparatively

less time consuming due to advancement of computer applications in the industry. Literature

reveals application levels of process planning activities in the manufacturing decision making.

These application levels start form machine level process plans where machine tool elements

such as machine tools, cutting tools, fixtures are involved and can be extended towards

enterprise level process plans where various manufacturing cells, production shops and

material handling systems are involved. Furthermore, the process planning activity in the

collaborative manufacturing becomes an even more challenging task due to the complex

nature of manufacturing resources involved (Kulvatunyou et al., 2004). Owing to the fact that

manufacturing resources govern process plans, it is worth to investigating resources

information modelling approaches for supporting manufacturing decisions.

The majority of approaches in the literature mainly emphasise on process planning algorithms

and frameworks rather than specific methodology of generating resource information in the

process planning framework (Steele et al., 2001, Lai-Yuen and Lee, 2002, Waiyagan and Bohez,

2005, Bi and Lang, 2006, Elmaraghy, 2006b, Seo et al., 2006, Amaitik and Kilic, 2007, Shin et al.,

2007) as shown in Table 3.1. There are some methodologies developed for generating

manufacturing resource information (Kjellberg and Bohlin, 1996, Suh et al., 2003a, Lopez-

Ortega and Ramirez, 2005, Choi et al., 2006, Hou and Faddis, 2006, Yao et al., 2007a, Yang and
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Xu, 2008). However, their scope is limited to specific application domain, limiting their usability

for a wide variety of manufacturing applications.

The suitability of such frameworks can be categorised according to resource configurations

(Tutunea-Fatan and Feng, 2004, Waiyagan and Bohez, 2005, Tanaka et al., 2006, Amaitik and

Kilic, 2007) such as 3 axis, 4 axis, 5 axis machine tools; application domains such as milling,

turning, material handling etc (Hinduja and Huang, 1989, Lai-Yuen and Lee, 2002, Miao et al.,

2002, Kumar and Rajotia, 2005, Choi et al., 2006, Hou and Faddis, 2006, Shin et al., 2007);

application levels (Molina and Bell, 2002, Fichtner et al., 2006, Nassehi et al., 2006b) such as

machine level, factory level, global supply chain etc and resource domains (Maropoulos and

Hinduja, 1990, Molina et al., 1995, Zhao et al., 1999, Babiceanu et al., 2004, You and Lin, 2005)

such as machine tools, fixtures, material handling equipments, cutting tools etc. These

approaches can also be classified according to the use of machining feature information (Lin et

al., 1997, Gao et al., 2004, Waiyagan and Bohez, 2005, Wang et al., 2006b, Shabaka and

Elmaraghy, 2007) and the level of resource specificness i.e. resource dependent / independent

process plans (Suh et al., 2003a, Kulvatunyou et al., 2004) as shown in Table 3.1. However,

very few of these works provide a methodology to generate, use and store information related

to manufacturing resources. Thus, generation of manufacturing resource information itself has

became a core research area to aid manufacturing decision making process.

iii. Generating manufacturing resource information for component manufacture

Arslan et al. (2004) developed a decision support system for the selection of machine tools,

which guides the selection process and helps a decision maker to solve the selection problem.

They created a machining centre database with machine properties and decision criteria as

shown in Table 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The decision criterion was evaluated as a function of

machine properties. For example, productivity depends on spindle speed and power,

maximum cutting feed, rapid traverse speed, etc. On other hand, flexibility depends on speed

range, number of axes, number of pallets etc. Finally machining process models were

integrated into a decision making process in the selection criteria.
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Table 3.2: Machining centre specification (Arslan et al., 2004)

1. General Manufacturer, machine name, machine type, CNC type, configuration
2. Spindle Spindle type, spindle direction, taper number, maximum speed, power
3. Tooling Number of tools, maximum tool diameter
4. Work support Table size, rotary table, pallet
5. Axis Number of axis, cutting feed, rapid transverse speed
6. Physical Machine dimensions, machine weight, installation requirement

Table 3.3: Decision support criteria (Arslan et al., 2004)

1. Productivity Speed, power, cutting feed, tool change time, rapid speed, pallet changer
2. Flexibility Number of tools, rotary table, number of pallets, index table, CNC type, U

or V axis, head changer, spindle power
3. Space Machine dimensions, auxiliary equipments
4. Adaptability CNC type, number of tools, taper number
5. Precision Axis precision, repeatability, thermal stability, static and dynamic rigidity
6. Cost Machine cost
7. Reliability Bearing failure, reliability of drive systems
8. Safety Mist collector, safety doors, fire extinguisher
9. Maintenance Training, repair service, spare parts, regular maintenance

Suh et al. (2003b) have pioneered the work in the development of internet based virtual

machine tools (Choi et al., 2006, Seo et al., 2006), development of postprocessors and

associated kinematic modelling of the manufacturing resources (Suh and Lee, 1991, Suh et al.,

1998). A prototype of web based virtual machine tools representing the geometric model of

machine tool and kinematic movement of different elements to represent actual machining

processes has been developed. The machine tool model includes modules for defining the

configuration of the overall machine tool structure, the geometric shape of mechanical units,

and the kinematic relationship between mechanical units. This model considers basic

mechanical units of the machine tool, such as bed, column, spindle, and table as shown in

Figure 3.19. The information regarding kinematic configuration of the machine tools was

modelled with homogenous transformation matrix (HTM) for two open chains of the machine

tool. Although this model is capable of representing machine tools from a functional point of

view, classifying machine elements under a parent class decreases the versatility of the

resource model. The main emphasis of this model was on presenting functionality of the

machine tool, which was well achieved.
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Figure 3.19: Different machine elements and related connectivity graph representing machine

structure (Suh et al., 2003a)

In parallel to the research in representing information regarding serial kinematic machine

tools, parallel kinematic machine tools (PKM) were designed for manufacturing application as

explained in section 3.3.1. Today, hybrid kinematic machine tools are available on the market.

The majority of approaches for representing the information regarding PKMs are utilised for

generating tool paths (Li et al., 2005a, Li and Katz, 2005, Bi and Lang, 2006, Kanaan et al.,

2009). Some of the approaches are utilised for developing postprocessors (Ridgeway and

Crane, 2004, Zhang and Bi, 2006). The common requirement for these manufacturing

applications is the information regarding kinematic joint and associated degrees of freedom.

Ong et al. (2002), Martinez et al.(2001), Jain et al.(2001) and Souza et al. (2006) proposed a

resource support system which includes a virtual machine library, a virtual cutting tool library,

a virtual fixture library, and a material library necessary to serve a complete virtual

manufacturing system. Tao et al. (2006) proposed a UML based resource model for

representing groups of manufacturing equipments along with their capability, where resource

capability was modelled for supporting the manufacturing decision making process.

Seo et al. (2005) presented a rule based machine tool structural model for supporting

manufacturing requirement of the product model. The selection of machine requirements

such as the axes (x, y, z, a, b, c), number of tools, approaches etc were classified into functional

and structural elements. An extension of this module (Seo et al., 2006) was able to simulate

Legend:

T: Tool
1: Spindle
2: Z axis slide
3: Column
4: X axis slide
W: Workpiece
6: Table
7: Y axis slide
F: Frame

F

7 6 W

4 3 2 1 T

Y axis

X axis Z axis
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machining tool path with the help of a virtual reality modelling language (VRML). Tutunea-

Fatan and Feng (2004), Jung et al. (2002), She and Hung (2008) and Sorby (2007) proposed

generic resource kinematic models for determining axes movements required for component

manufacture on 5 axis CNC machine tools.

Table 3.4 provides a summary of the configuration specific information constructs required for

the component manufacture.

iv. Enabling reconfigurability of the CNC machining system for component

manufacture

Landers et al. (2001), Molina et al. (2005), Elmaraghy (2005) and Bi et al. (2008) presented a

comprehensive review of the field of reconfigurable and intelligent machine tools. The

relevant research issues for the development and introduction of reconfigurable machines

tools were presented. A common conclusion for realising Reconfigurable Manufacturing

Systems (RMS) was to integrate efforts in currently segregated research areas such as machine

tool structure design, open machine tool controller, process oriented programming systems

and computer integrated manufacturing. The role of resource the modelling methodology was

considered as a key aspect in the next generation manufacturing paradigms.

Yao et al. (2005), Elmaraghy (2005) and Shabaka and Elmaraghy (2007) proposed approaches

for preserving and using kinematic configuration for the manufacturing equipments for

collaborative design of the NC machining process and the NC program. Reconfigurability of the

machine tool was focused to cope with the machining requirements of the part. Another

approach, where the CNC controller’s kernel was programmed to identify technology specific

resources for enabling reconfigurability was reported by Park et al. (2006). Michaloski et al.

(2000) designed a framework for a reconfigurable controller to control a range of machine tool

configurations using a single controller.
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An open device driver architecture was designed by Li et al. (2005b) where dynamic linked

libraries (dll) were designed to represent range of machine tool configurations. A configuration

specific dll was used by CAD/CAM process planner for controlling the mechanism.

Research on enabling reconfigurability in CNC manufacture has been summarised in Table 3.5.

v. Resource allocation in CNC manufacture

The prevailing supply chain networks for the manufacture of products such as aerospace

components, automobile parts etc. involve a number of production facilities that address both

global and regional market demands (Newman et al., 2008). In this regard, these

manufacturers recruit regional vendors to support their production targets with strict time

constraints. In such cases, the decision of facility selection is primarily dependent on the

manufacturing capability of the facility (Nassehi et al., 2006a). Without the availability of

information corresponding to the CNC machining system elements, it is very difficult for

manufacturers to automate the decision making process and the process planning of the

manufacturing activities.

The resource allocation task map available machine tool resources onto the product model

(Sormaz and Khoshnevis, 1997, Zhang et al., 1999). Liu and Young (2004) proposed an

approach where knowledge and information models were developed for supporting the global

decision making process. A methodology for evaluating manufacturability of manufacturing

equipments in the virtual environments was proposed by Wang et al. (2006a); where multi-

agent based environment was created for representing information related to the processing

ability and processing capability of the equipment. Similar approaches can be found in Nassehi

et al. (2006a), Domazet et al. (2000), Pappas et al. (2006), Wang et al. (2007) and Mahesh et al.

(2007) where STEP based frameworks are proposed prior to allocating manufacturing

resources in the global environment.

Shinno et al. (2006) listed machine tool parameters influencing manufacturability of the

product while proposing resource allocation model. Peng et al. (2006) proposed unified data

access platform for realising resource allocation in the virtual environment. Here resource data

and industrial standards are considered while planning collaborative manufacturing
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operations. Table 3.5 summaries relevant research area and corresponding information

requirements for decision making algorithms.

vi. Fixturing setup for component manufacture

The key problem of structuring the information models to support the interactions between

fixture design, process planning and product design was reported by Bugtai and Young (1998)

and Dai et al. (1997). The issues related to the data structures required for product and

manufacturing capability models were discussed and potential object-oriented solutions were

proposed.

Kow et al. (2000) described a CAD based methodology for developing a tool collision free

modular fixture design system using the Unigraphics solid modeller, integrated with a modular

fixture element database, based on a hole-based modular fixturing system. A similar approach

was taken by Hou and Trappey (2001) and Kang et al. (2002) while developing a computer

aided fixture design (CAFD) system for fixture layout planning and verification. Liqing and

Kumar (2005) developed a case based reasoning approach for solving design problems in the

complex fixturing domain on the idea that past problem-solving experiences can be reused in

solving new problems. Mervyn, et al. (2006) developed an information model describing

fixture design knowledge and specification to improve the product quality and reduce product

lead-time.

Yao et al. (2005) divided automatic setup planning into two sub-tasks: setup planning at part

level and at station level in which fixtures and machine tools were selected to machine several

parts sequentially on machine tools. Gaoliang and Wenjian (2006) proposed a hierarchical data

model for representing information related to modular fixturing assembly. This information

was then used in a virtual environment for process planning. Fixture configurations were

mapped on the machine tool configuration by Yao et al. (2007b) for determining a machine

tool’s capability to accommodate a specific fixture assembly. They also considered workpiece

tolerances to generate a fixturing solution which then be mapped onto the machine resource

model for machining setup planning.
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Fixturing is one of the most important aspects in the manufacturing system (Gaoliang and

Wenjian, 2006). Significant research has been conducted on developing computer-aided

fixture design systems. A common conclusion addresses the absence of an information bridge

between fixture design domain and other manufacturing domains (Bugtai and Young, 1998,

Liqing and Kumar, 2005, Mervyn et al., 2006). This highlights the critical relationships in

interlinking the product requirements on available fixturing resources. Summary of the

literature on modelling information regarding fixturing elements is summarised in Table 3.5

vii. Generation of CNC controller interpretable information related to CNC

machining system elements

Every automated machine tool, auxiliary device or workpiece handling system has a data

model embedded inside its controller. Different machine tool and auxiliary device

manufacturers promote their own resource data models; resulting in a plethora of

manufacturing resource representation methods and contemporary non-interoperable

controllers. Thus, the necessity for machine tool resource data representation was addressed

by Suh (ISO Tc184/Sc4, 2007) in the STEP-Manufacturing meeting held in Funchal, Portugal in

2007. There he proposed a New Work Item Proposal (NWIP), “Machine tool data model for

general manufacturing processes”. This part of the machine tool data model is known as Part

110 of the STEP-NC standard (ISO 14649) (ISO 14649-1, 2002). This model will constitute the

different machine elements such as spindles, slides, swivel tables, columns, tables, cross slides,

bases, column bases and beds. However, using this model (Suh et al., 2003b) for process

planning would require more machine specific information such as maximum feed limits and

swing angle of the swivelling head of the machine tool, etc. The corresponding STEP-NC

compliant controller’s architecture and associated shop floor programming system’s blueprint

was proposed by Suh et al. (2002)and Suh et al. (2003a) respectively. Analogous data model

have been proposed by Yang and Xu (2008), which has additional constructs to represent

machine tool capability. Sokolov et al. (2006) proposed a STEP-NC compliant data model for

electro-discharge wire cut machining.

Lee and Bang (2003), Tanaka et al. (2006) and Lee et al. (2006) developed a milling machine

operated on ISO 14649 data definitions. The interpreter module receives machine resource
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information in the form of a STEP-NC file. They successfully managed to develop a controller

which receives data in the form of an XML structure and delivers it to the individual motor

driver with PCI-7212c motor control board installed on the PC on a single machine with its

information stored in the XML file. They addressed the issue of developing a machine tool

resource data model for considering machine specific information.

Park et al.(2006) accessed the CNC controller’s kernel for enabling reconfigurability. They

developed a range of technology specific resource models for a controller to establish an

“open controller”. Similar objectives were achieved by Michaloski et al. (2000) for designing an

“Open Modular Architecture Controller”(OMAC) for a range from a single axis device to a multi

arm robot. Li et al. (2005b) introduced a new paradigm termed a Reconfigurable Mechanism

for Application Control (RMAC), where machine tools are controlled in a manner similar to the

way printers are controlled by a personal computer. The RMAC architecture developed is

generic, and therefore applicable to various control applications, such as machining, welding,

robotics etc. A device driver is designed as a DLL file and developed to connect a machine tool

directly to the CAD/CAM system. This system eliminates unnecessary intermediate files,

generated from the conventional controller, and some unnecessary process steps such as

machine specific code description used in the conventional machining method. However, the

whole system still depends on a machine concept dependent driver file to generate the tool

path. Function blocks (FB) are used by Xu et al. (2006), Wang et al. (2006b), Minhat et al.

(2008) for transfering STEP-NC compliant information to the controller. When the controller

receives working step information in FB files, it decides whether the machine tool’s

configuration is capable of executing a manufacturing task.

A project called Smart Machining System (SMS) was launched at NIST with the objective of

promoting interoperability throughout CAx applications (Deshayes et al., 2005). Consequently,

a comprehensive machine tool resource model has been proposed, which considers the

majority of standard machine elements including specification of the NC controller. The

machine description in this NIST model follows a hierarchical classification, with machine tools

being classified into milling and turning types. One concern with this approach is that it may

limit the model validity and could not be used for complicated multi-tasking or multi-process

machining centers which are no longer bound by process identifiers of milling or turning
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centers. Though, it is worth noting that the universal CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machines)

controllers have been realized today by using the I++ DME interface (International Association

of Co-Ordinate Measuring Machine Manufacturers, 2009) developed by various European

automobile manufacturers and NIST for inspection working steps.

3.6. Commercial solutions for making and executing manufacturing
decisions

Figure 8.4 illustrates the major application domains namely, shopfloor programming systems,

PLM systems, virtual manufacturing systems and Enterprises Resource Planning (ERP) systems

and corresponding commercial tools in the manufacturing decision making. These commercial

tools are summarised below.

3.6.1. CNC controllers

Some of the CNC controller vendors are listed in Figure 3.20. The basic function of these

controllers is to generate and execute a part program for component manufacture. The

majority of machine tool controller vendors offers shopfloor programming systems (SFP)

installed on the controller. Some examples of these are ShopMill and ShopTurn on the

Siemens 840D controller (Siemens Plc, 2009), Manual Guide i on the GE Fanuc 21i controller

(GE Fanuc, 2009), SmarTNC on the Heidenhain iTN530 controller (Heidenhain Gmbh, 2009) and

KRC and KMC on Kuka’s robotic arm controller (Kuka, 2009) etc. Every controller has a

proprietary way of describing the machine tool configuration to generate a part program for

component manufacture. This situation results in two different part program structures for

executing a common manufacturing task on two different controllers. For example, part

program structures are different for a VMC with Siemens 840D as compared to similar VMC

with GE-Fanuc 18i while executing a common manufacturing task.

In addition, a single controller vendor may have different data models for describing process

specific resources. For example, Siemens 840D CNC has different ways of describing milling

centre resources and turning centre resources. This situation often results in two different part
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programs structures for a common manufacturing task that can be executed on turn/mill

centre and milling centre.

Figure 3.20: Application domains in manufacturing decision making

3.6.2. PLM systems

PLM systems play a very important role in tracing product related data in the supply chain.

Manufacturing decisions such as resource allocation, vendor selection, manufacturing

collaboration in the agile environment are made on the basis of resources available in the

supply chain. These decisions demand resource repositories to be able to curtail product

launching time. Today, large scale enterprises enforce and precondition independent SMEs to

use specific PLM systems before collaborating them in a supply chain. However, many SMEs

are apprehensive with this clause due to heavy investment issues in deploying PLM systems.

The situation is exacerbated when a particular SME intends to become a part of several supply

chains. In addition, there are situations when two large scale enterprises using different PLM

systems collaborate. Such collaboration strives for resource data sharing environment.
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These situations strongly demand a neutral standard for exchanging product related

information. There are neutral standards such as IGES, STEP, STL etc for exchanging product

related geometric information. There are some standards such as ASME B5.59-2, MANDATE

for exchanging resource specific information. However, they are not capable of covering the

diversified resource domains found in the CNC machining system; hence, resource data sharing

problem still persists.

3.6.3. Virtual manufacturing systems

Various Virtual manufacturing (VM) systems are available on the market for simulating

component manufacture in the virtual environment. Typical examples of those are shown in

the Figure 3.20. These are used in evaluating component manufacturability by executing part

program on the virtual machines. The majority of VM systems can model CNC machining

system resources such as machine tools, material handling systems, fixtures and relevant

kinematics. In addition, they can emulate CNC controller logic for observing controller specific

performance. Thus, a VM system can be used for simulating the manufacturing process and

interaction of corresponding resources to anticipate a range of manufacturing problems.

However, only nominal process simulation is possible where processes are designed by a

manufacturing engineer; thus, applications such as automatic process plan generation,

resource allocation, compensating process variations, incorporating inspection results for

corrective measures are still regarded as manufacturing challenges. Another disadvantage of

the above commercially available systems is that their information regarding the machine tool

resource functionality is not exchangeable.

3.6.4. ERP systems

Enterprises Resource Planning (ERP) systems are customised software packages for catering to

the specific needs of an enterprise. A wide range of business applications such as

manufacturing, banking, trading, etc benefit from ERP systems. Often, manufacturing

enterprises employ PLM systems for managing a product life cycle; at the same time the ERP

system for monitoring business transactions. This situation triggers multiple format product

data to be administered for executing day-to-day tasks. This situation can be avoided by using
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higher end ERP systems such as SAP (SAP, 2009), which consists of build-in PDM package for

handling a product’s Bill of Material (BOM). However, these systems are not powerful enough

for addressing other aspects such as manufacturing and decommissioning of the product life

cycle. On other hand there are some ERP systems specifically addressing special needs of the

production such as costing, energy estimation etc. These systems often rely on separate PLM

packages for gathering resource specific information. There are some solutions such as

OPENPDM (PROSTEP AG, 2009) available on market for integrating multiple ERP and PLM

systems. However, this platform has PLM system specific translators for integrating resource

specific information.

3.7. Critique on contemporary approaches for representing CNC
machining system resource information

The literature review reveals a wide range of approaches that have been adopted by

researchers and industries to represent manufacturing resources. The literature can be

classified into two categories: manufacturing resource information representation which

depends on the objective of the representation (i.e. viewpoint) and manufacturing resource

information modelling methodologies which emphasis on the modelling methods to represent

manufacturing resource information.

The manufacturing resource information models developed only provide objective oriented

representation of available machine tools without having the proper methodology for deriving

the capability associated with different machine elements in manufacturing decision making

process. The reason for this is that the machine tools modelling methodologies in integrated

design and manufacturing have been overlooked and not thoroughly explored. A number of

vital unexplored research areas are identified and explained in the following subsections.

3.7.1. Machine tool resource capability representation

Various objectives and viewpoints of manufacturing resources are explained in the literature

review (Section 3.5). The majority of the work has been done on the application oriented

information representation of manufacturing resources. For example, manufacturing resource
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capability is the most important viewpoint of the manufacturing resource in the automatic

process planning operation. Various approaches (Erdogan and Teo, 1996, Zhang et al., 1999,

Arslan et al., 2004, Tao et al., 2006, Wang et al., 2006a) have been taken to represent machine

tool capability. However, these approaches lack the resource modelling methodology to derive

resource capability on the basis of available manufacturing resource elements. A majority of

these approaches can prescribe what the capability of the machine is, but they cannot answer

how to derive that capability. They possess the necessary information structure to represent

machine tool capability, but do not have a data model for describing machine tool elements.

Different axes of movements attached to the mechanical machine elements impart range of

capabilities. For example, attaching one linear axis and one rotational swivelling axis to the

machining head of the milling machine enables tool movement inclined to the table plane, as

shown in Figure 3.21, namely a simple drilling operation. The machine is capable of drilling this

inclined hole due to the rotational swivelling axis attached to the machining head. The author

believes that keeping the type of machining process detached from the machine model is

essential to simplify the capability representation of the machine tool resource model.

3.7.2. Representing resource information related to material handling elements

Fixturing is one of the important aspects in the manufacturing system as explained in section

3.3.3. Although a vast amount of research has been conducted on developing computer-aided

fixture design systems (Bugtai and Young, 1998, Paris and Brissaud, 2000, Yao et al., 2005,

Mervyn et al., 2006), the need for information exchange between the fixture design domain

and other manufacturing domains has not been thoroughly dealt with. The author would like

to advocate a data modelling approach taken by Mervyn et al. (2006) for representing fixture

resources. Workpiece location and clamping representation issue is addressed by Paris and

Brissaud (2000), highlights critical relations in mapping product requirements on available

fixturing resources.
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Figure 3.21: Machine tool resource capability representation

The author concludes from the literature review that a feasible standardised approach to

machining system representation is a potential area to be researched. Although some research

work on workpiece and tool handling system representation (Erdogan and Teo, 1996, Lopez-

Ortega and Ramirez, 2005) has been undertaken (section 3.3.2), synchronising these

workpiece and tool handling systems representation with a machine tool data model requires

an unified data model which can model machine tools with attached auxiliary devices. Other

auxiliary devices such as pallet changers, tool magazines, tool bank inventories and workpiece

changers are essential elements in the manufacturing system to represent unified functionality

of the manufacturing facility. There is thus a need for research on representing such auxiliary

devices in the manufacturing system.

3.7.3. Machine tool kinematics information

Currently, very few controllers are capable of controlling PKM units; for example the Siemens

840D and some customized controllers, can control PKM configurations (Maier, 2001). To be

able to represent cutting tool axis orientation using a PKM’s linkage mechanism rather than

the traditional rotary axes requires a controller which can understand the information

regarding an available parallel kinematic configuration.  At present, the literature (Section

3.3.1 and Section 3.6.1) reveals no standard or universally accepted methodology among
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available software tools or controllers to represent machine tool elements and exchange

working steps (part program) required for executing a process plan.

The traditional way of configuring and representing serial kinematic machines in the CNC

controller provides insufficient information to represent various aspects of the parallel

kinematic mechanisms. The machine tool development in combining the advantages of serial

and parallel kinematic structures is hindered by these traditional approaches for configuring

CNC controllers. For eliminating the barriers for control and to realise the reconfigurability on

the machine control level, a flexible approach for representing diversified configurations of

machine tools is required.

Machine tool kinematics is based upon the coordinates that describe the various positions and

orientation of the end effector i.e. workpiece and cutting tool. For any machine tool, the

prerequisite of positioning and orienting the end effector is the information regarding

displacement of linear axes and joint angles with machine tool elements geometry. The

majority of the CNC controllers today have a distinct way of modelling various axes, joints and

respective Cartesian transforms. The counterpart of this representation in the CAM domain is

known as machine specific postprocessors. The present requirements for developing any

machine specific postprocessor are the declaration of transformation placement of the various

axes mounted on top of each other, information of joints for representing rotary axes, various

travel limits and controller specific NC functions for developing controller specific tool paths.

3.7.4. A data model for representing machine tool information

Although an abundant amount of literature utilises various objective oriented machine tool

resource viewpoints, very few machine tool resource modelling methods are reported in the

literature. The necessity for machine tool resource data representation was addressed by Suh

(ISO Tc184/Sc4, 2007) in the STEP-Manufacturing meeting held in Funchal, Portugal in 2007.

He proposed a new work item proposal (NWIP), ‘Machine tool data model for general

manufacturing processes’. This part of the machine tool data model was designated as Part

110 of ISO14649. The model presented at this meeting constitutes different machine elements

such as spindle, slide, swivel table, column, table, cross slide, base, column base and bed.

However, using this (Suh et al., 2003b) model for process planning would require more
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machine specific information like maximum feed limit and swing angle of the swivelling head

of the machine tool. The process plan also needs simultaneous axis engagement information

for multi-tasking machine tools. Another comprehensive machine tool resource model was

proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with contents detailed

information regarding machine tool elements (ISO Tc184/Sc4, 2007). This model considers the

majority of standard machine elements including specification of the NC controller. However,

machine description in this model still follows a hierarchical classification. Machine tools are

classified into milling types and turning types. This approach may limit model validity and could

not be used for complicated multi-tasking machining centres.

3.7.5. Absence of a neutral file format for representing CNC machining system
information

Various software, such as the VNC of Delmia (Delmia Corp, 2005), VERICUT of CGtech(CGtech.

Ltd, 2007), Machine Tool Builder and Synchronization Manager in Unigraphics NX3 (Christman,

2004), and ESPRIT (DP Techinology Corp, 2007) have been developed in the recent years for

representing virtual machine tools and robots. The main foci of these systems is to represent

CNC machine tool resources and enable a NC simulation for a collision free toolpath with

optimised sequence of operations to reduce machining cycle time. Very few of these can

model and integrate an entire range of manufacturing resources including machine tools,

material handling resources, fixtures etc. Mazak Corporation (2007) has come up with

different modules of the software system to simulate virtual machines with workpiece and tool

handling systems attached to the machine tool. However, these resource models are only

compatible with Mazak’s machines. The disadvantage of the above commercially available

systems is that their information regarding the machine tool resource functionality is not

exchangeable.

In addition, some of these software systems are capable of representing a wide range of CNC

machining systems resource domains for rendering a virtual manufacturing (VM) environment.

VM environments are designed for simulating a manufacturing process and interaction of

corresponding resources to anticipate a range of manufacturing problems. However, only

nominal process simulation is possible where processes are designed by the manufacturing

engineer; thus, applications such as automatic process plan generation, resource allocation,
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compensating process variations, incorporating inspection results for corrective measures are

still regarded as manufacturing challenges. For example, Delmia’s VNC (Delmia Corp, 2005) can

simulate manufacturing processes designed by the manufacturing engineer; however, it

cannot take corrective measures on inspection results to avoid process variations. Whereas,

Renishaw’s productivity plus (Renishaw Plc, 2009) or Delcam’s PowerINSPECT (Delcam Plc,

2009) can incorporate inspection results in the decision making process; however, their scope

is only limited to plan inspection working steps. Thus, manufacturing enterprises often rely on

multiple software systems, purchased from different vendors, each of which requires access to

different representations of the manufacturing resources used by that facility. This situation

results in resource data stored and maintained multiple times in multiple formats for different

applications within a manufacturing enterprise.

STEP (ISO 10303-1, 1994) offers various application protocols (AP) designed for representing

domain specific information. For example, AP 203 (ISO 10303-1, 1994) has vendor

independent information constructs to represent geometry and design data; AP 224 (ISO

10303-224, 2000) describes machining features for process planning activity; AP 240 (ISO

10303-240, 2003) specifies information requirements for generating process plans for CNC

manufacture; AP 238 (ISO 10303-238, 2006) is an Application Interpreted Model (AIM) for CNC

controllers, which maps STEP-NC (ARM) information requirement constructs against integrated

resources (IR) to represent CNC manufacture; nonetheless, AP 239 Product Life Cycle Support

(PLCS) (ISO 10303-239, 2005) can describe information needed and created during the use and

maintenance of complex products.

STEP-NC (ISO 14649-1, 2002), as described in Section 3.4.2 describes different types of

operations, an extensive feature catalogue, tool library, and technological details for different

manufacturing processes. However, there is an inevitable need for a representation of

machine tool resources for developing machine specific process plans. After reviewing the

competence of STEP and STEP-NC in the various domains of manufacturing system, author

believes that STEP-NC compliant machine tool resource modelling would be the best guiding

vehicle for developing a neutral file format for exchanging machine tool resource functionality

knowledge.
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3.8. Research gaps

 The majority of the work has been done on the application oriented information

representation of manufacturing resources. However, these approaches lack the

resource modelling methodology to derive resource capability on the basis of available

manufacturing resource elements.

 Although a vast amount of research has been conducted on developing computer

aided manufacturing applications; majority of them address very specific

manufacturing resource domains. Thus, their validity fails in the multi-domain

resource environment. The research is needed for developing manufacturing

applications which can address multi-domain manufacturing resources. For example,

PKM configurations are not considered in the majority of the research for representing

machine tool capability information in the process planning stage.

 The potentials of well developed international standards are underutilised in the

current manufacturing environment. Deployment of standards in the manufacturing

environments has not been thoroughly explored due to less encouragement from

machine tool manufacturers.

 The development of international standards is not in parallel with industrial needs. The

acceptance of standards in the manufacturing environment is preliminary dependent

on how well industrial standards satisfy industrial needs. For example, STEP-NC

standard can only describe information regarding cutting tools. However, description

of information regarding manufacturing resources such as machine tool, material

handling devices, fixtures etc. is not covered.

 The author concludes from the literature review that the resource modelling

information is generated and stored multiple times with different manufacturing

applications, this result in redundancy and lack of interoperability.

 Research has to be carried out in developing multiple views of manufacturing resource

information for a variety of manufacturing applications which can utilise well establish

standards.
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4. UNIFIED MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODEL FRAMEWORK

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter the framework for developing a Unified Manufacturing Resource Model is

specified for achieving the aim of the research described in Chapter 2. The research gaps

identified in section 3.8 have been be used to develop a set of requirements for the

framework. The initial part of the chapter lists the basic requirements for developing a

framework. The second part describes requirements of various decision making processes such

as process planning, tool path generation, resource allocation etc., which are then used as

blueprints for various use case scenarios to make manufacturing decisions.

4.2. Requirements for unified manufacturing resource model framework

The critique discussed in section 3.5 and various research gaps identified in the previous

chapters have led to the development of a set of requirements for a Unified Manufacturing

Resource model framework. This framework should be able to support a consistent

representation of CNC manufacturing system elements. In addition, it should have a capability

of representing functionalities or behaviour of these system elements to support process

planning of components. The following requirements have been determined for the

development of an effective framework:

 Pre-established entities in the ISO 14649 manufacturing information standard

 A data model for unifying manufacturing resource elements

 Information requirements for a variety of manufacturing applications

4.2.1. Pre-established entities in the ISO 14649 manufacturing information standard

As discussed in section 3.2.3, STEP-NC is a manufacturing information standard, which

provides a data model for representing manufacturing information. It provides the necessary

entities to represent product geometry information with a feature catalogue, milling and
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turning type cutting tools and technological details for different manufacturing processes. This

information content can be categorised as i) product information such as geometry, machining

features, tolerances, etc., ii) process information such as manufacturing operations,

technological description, etc., and iii) resource information as shown in Figure 4.1. At present,

STEP-NC compliant process plans are resource independent and generic in nature due to the

absence of machine tool and associated auxiliary device information in the model. Although,

the present information contents of STEP-NC is not enough to construct resource specific

process plans, these pre-established entities are appropriate for product and process

representation within the context of this research.

Figure 4.1: Information contents of STEP-NC

4.2.2. A data model for unifying manufacturing resource elements

Although ISO 14649 does provide cutting tool representations, the mechanical and electronic

representations of the machine tools and auxiliary devices such as a pallet changer, tool and

workpiece changing arms, gantry loaders, conveyers and robotic arms, these are currently

outside the scope of the existing information contents of ISO 14649. ISO/TC 184 SC1 has

recently started the development of ISO 14649-110 in 2009, a manufacturing resource data

model for representing machine tools. Though but at the time of writing of this thesis, the

model is not mature enough for use and not at a working draft stage.
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Hence, it is the precondition for a Unified Manufacturing Resource model to have a

manufacturing resource data model which can represent CNC machining system resources

such as machine tools and a variety of material handling devices such as tool holding devices,

fixtures, pallets, conveyers, robots etc. as shown in Figure 4.2. These resource elements are

considered in the scope of this research for developing the Unified Manufacturing Resource

Model. Chapters 5 and 6 provide a detailed description of the various CNC machining system

resources using the Unified Manufacturing Resource Model. As the research has been pursued

in parallel with STEP-NC, the developed data model can act as a complementary part of ISO

14649 for representing CNC machining system resources.

Figure 4.2: Manufacturing resource element considered in UMRM framework

4.2.3. Information requirements for a variety of manufacturing applications

To provide information regarding manufacturing resources for a variety of manufacturing

applications such as process planning, tool path generation, postprocessor development,

kinematic chain representation, resource reconfiguration, interoperable manufacturing etc,

the UMRM approach explores what resource specific information is needed for these

manufacturing applications. These information requirements for specific manufacturing

application are described in the following sections.
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i. Process planning

Resource specific information is one of the key requirements for the process planning activity.

This process planning activity in ISO 14649 is described as “create process plans and machine

mechanical parts” shown in Figure 4.3. The scope of the activity “is planning a material

removing sequence by using a cutting tool controlled by a CNC machine tool. The information

requirements for this activity are presented through an IDEF0 diagram in Figure 4.3; where

input is a geometric data of a component to be machined. The controls for this activity are

displayed with the arrows entering the top of the activity box. The controls are i)

manufacturing technology data base which consist of information constructs for representing

the machining process, ii) manufacturing resources data base which represent information

regarding available manufacturing resources, iii) Manufacturing resource data model for

modelling manufacturing resource information iv) machining design feature data model for

modelling machining feature information associated with geometric data v) machining process

data model for modelling technology specific information vi) data model for computerised

numerical controllers for modelling controller interpretable information to execute this activity

on the CNC controller and vii) NC programming language for generating structured part

programs (NC code). This activity is governed by the manufacturing engineer, fixtures, cutting

tools and machine tool with a CNC controller as shown in Figure 4.3 with arrows entering from

the bottom of the activity box. The outputs of this activity are displayed on the right side of the

Figure 4.3, which consists of machining process design with working steps, resource

configuration specific NC programs for executing this activity, machined part and structured

process plans for machining features.

This means a versatile resource data model is the prerequisite for unpacking the scope of this

activity. For example, this activity can only be utilised for planning a machining sequence using

a parallel kinematic machine when a resource data model can represent information regarding

the configuration of the PKM.
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Figure 4.3: IDEF0 diagram representing information requirement for an activity

“Create process plans and machine mechanical parts” (ISO 14649-1, 2002).

ii. Tool path transformation

The generation of NC program needs resource information such as the kinematic

configuration, cutting tool configuration, NC programming language etc as shown in Figure 4.3.

The process of tool path generation can be executed on two levels: CAM application level for

simulation purposes and the machine controller level, which involves transferring generic

cutter location (CL) data into controller specific format. The latter is known as the generation

of NC code by post-processing CL data.

Generation of the tool path in a CAM application, as shown in Figure 4.4, involves generating

cutter locations with respect to workpiece coordinate system (WCS). This cutter location data

is then transferred to the machine coordinate system (MCS) by using a machine tool specific

postprocessor. Thus, depending upon the machine tool kinematic configuration NC code is

generated. Figure 4.4 illustrates two configurations of machining centre. One configuration has

the machining head with a swing motion (Figure 4.4a) and other has the machine tool table
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with a swing motion (Figure 4.4b). A tool path generated by a CAM system (CL data) is

referenced from the WCS (i.e. x,y,z,i,j and k variables). This tool path is then transferred to the

machine tool controller through a machine tool specific postprocessor. The postprocessor

consists of i) machine tool configuration information for generating machine tool configuration

specific axis movements and ii) controller vendor specific NC codes for generating the machine

tool specific part program. By virtue of information regarding the resource configuration, the

postprocessor generates axis movements to position either a machining head (Figure 4.4a) or a

machine table (Figure 4.4b) at an angular position.

Figure 4.4: Generation of NC codes from CL data
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Mapping CL data from the WCS to MCS is relatively simple for SKM configurations as compared

to PKM configurations (Bianchi et al., 2002, Glavonjic et al., 2009). For example, movement of

the cutting tool and the workpiece in a serial kinematic chain is achieved through two open

and independently controlled kinematic chains, where every machine tool element (sub-

element) is referenced from its previous element (super-element) in the kinematic chain as

shown in Figure 4.5a. There might be a case where two sub-elements are referenced from a

single super-element; for example the Y axis slide (element 3) and Z axis slide (element 1) are

installed on the machine frame (element F).

Figure 4.5: (a) A typical serial kinematic machine tool representation (Suh and Cheon, 2002)

(b) Hybrid kinematic machine tool representation
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iii. Representing information regarding PKMs and Hybrid Kinematic machine units

Unlike serial kinematic machine tools, in parallel kinematic machine tools (PKM), the machine

tool sub-elements are driven and oriented by multiple super-elements in the kinematic chain.

For example, the orientation and placement of the end effector plate is controlled by the

stroke of 3 glides as show in Figure 4.5b. Thus, placement of the end effector can be

referenced from three mechanical machine elements (glides). In addition, the serial kinematic

link is mounted on the end effector platform for enabling A and B rotary axes.

The approach for representing the serial kinematic machine tool configuration shown in Figure

4.5a lacks the ability of representing a parallel kinematic configuration as shown in Figure 4.5b

where one sub-element has to be referenced from several super-elements. A new approach is

needed for preserving placement and orientation information of multiple super-elements with

respect to a single sub-element.

For example, an axis holding joint of the end effector place has to be referenced from three

different ball joints as shown in Figure 4.5b. To avoid the perplexity in referencing such a child

element with respect to multiple parents in parallel kinematic structures, child element’s

kinematic joint placement (A axis joint) has to be referenced from its each parent’s kinematic

joint. In addition, it is important that every transfer placement of the child kinematic joint

keeps a track of its reference (parent) kinematic joint. For example, after declaring the transfer

placements of the child kinematic joint with respect to multiple parents, the corresponding

references have to be maintained for solving further kinematic problems (forward or inverse)

and preserving linkage information.

The state of the art generic postprocessor development software and machine tool controllers

lack the capability to represent such parallel kinematic structures along with their serial

kinematic links (Wavering, 1998, Bianchi et al., 2002, She and Chang, 2007, Glavonjic et al.,

2009). Thus, these post processors cannot be utilised while generating NC codes for parallel

kinematic machine tools.
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Figure 4.6: Backward referencing of the kinematic joints

Figure 4.6 illustrates backward referencing of the hybrid kinematic chain of the machine tool

shown in Figure 4.5b. The kinematic chain starts from the frame Joint J0. The frame joint is
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preserve the references of these transfer placements so that any new position of the machine

element 9 can be obtained through the positions of the respective kinematic joints. Once

transfer placements and corresponding references of the kinematic joints for the machine tool

configuration have been stored, the information can be utilised for a variety of manufacturing

applications such as tool path generation, postprocessor development, etc.

iv. Representing information regarding kinematic joints

Another drawback of the traditional approach is its limited capability of representing

information regarding kinematic joints. A wide variety of kinematic joints such as lead screws,

geared drives, hydraulic actuators, universal joints, prismatic slides etc. are used in

manufacturing resources. The capability of a manufacturing resource, such as axes travel

limits, speed, degrees of freedom etc. is by virtue of such kinematic joint configurations. This

capability information plays a very important role in the manufacturing decision making such

as tool path generation, multi-route process planning, resource allocation etc. A new approach

is needed to represent the kinematic joint information of the manufacturing resources. The

possible linkage between the two machine elements could be a combination of kinematic pairs

such as a hydraulic cylinder with spring damper, cam and follower etc. STEP’s IR 105 (ISO

10303-105, 1996) specifies an information model for the kinematic aspects of the mechanical

product. It describes a variety of kinematic joints and associated information constructs which

are utilised in this framework.

v. Resource reconfiguration

Reconfigurability in CNC manufacture certainly demands more than a versatile data model that

can represent a wide range of manufacturing resource. It requires modular and standardised

mechanical machine elements. However, the use of prevalent non-standard mechanical

elements cannot be eradicated in the actual manufacturing practice. Thus, a data model for

representing manufacturing resources should represent non-standard machine elements.

Another requirement for executing an activity “reconfigure manufacturing resources” is a clear

definition of an objective function. This objective function could be machining time, material

handling time, productivity etc. However, focal requirement to act upon these objective
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functions is the fixturing configuration information among mechanical machine elements for

configuring the kinematic joints. Thus, a data model for representing mechanical machine

element information should preserve the fixturing configuration so that this information can

be utilised to reconfigure that machine element by forming a new kinematic joint.

vi. Fixturing setup planning

General purpose fixturing elements such as vices, clamps, modular jaws etc. available on the

market are standardised in design. Thus, its use in component manufacture does not require

any expert planning system. However, customised fixtures found in automobile and aerospace

industries are more complex and designed with a variety of objectives. This design consists of a

set of reconfigurable locating, clamping and supporting features, which requires to be known

for changes in design, progression in work, changes in product etc. This requires a data model

which can represent information regarding fixturing setup for developing an expert fixture

design system.

vii. Interoperability in CNC manufacture

Interoperability in CNC manufacture is mainly concerned with transferring and compiling

information required for manufacturing a component from one CNC machine to another. This

information could be resource specific NC codes, process plans, tool paths (CL data) or

required product geometry. The essential information in achieving interoperability is a

resource configuration which includes information regarding structural configuration of

machine elements and controller specific information such as proprietary NC codes.

Alternative approaches for achieving interoperability demands an international standard for

CNC controllers; however, not encouraged by controller vendors due to their own business

requirements. Still, there is need of representing information regarding structural

configuration of the mechanical resources to realise interoperable CNC manufacture.
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4.3. Implementation framework for a unified manufacturing resource
model (UMRM)

The goal of the framework is to provide resource information for making manufacturing

decisions such as fixture planning, resource capability analysis and resource dependent

process planning as shown in Figure 4.7. In addition, this framework facilitates integration of

geometric, technological and kinematic information for preserving the context of modelling

CNC machining system as discussed in chapter 1.

This will be achieved by using pre-established information entities from the ISO 14649

manufacturing information standard and developing a Unified Manufacturing Resource model

which is able to preserve technological information of the CNC machining system resource

elements for constructing various use case scenarios (manufacturing applications)reported in

section 4.2.3. Figure 4.7 represents a framework for utilising Unified Manufacturing Resource

Model (UMRM) for a variety of manufacturing applications.

Manufacturing information entities in ISO 14649 are categorised in to product information,

process information and resource information as shown in the Figure 4.7. As explained in

section 3.4.1 and shown in Figure 4.7, ISO 14649 provides information constructs for

describing product information such as geometry, manufacturing features etc. It also provides

a variety of technology specific information such as machining processes library, machining

strategies etc. At present resource information content in ISO 14649 is only capable of

representing cutting tools. The Unified Manufacturing Resource Model can represent the

remaining manufacturing resources such as machine tools, material handling devices, fixtures

to render the whole CNC machining system. Thus, pre-established product and process

information with UMRM’s resource information, as shown in Figure 4.7, is used for a variety of

manufacturing applications.

The entities defined in the UMRM’s EXPRESS schema offers a static representation and

represent a single instance of the resources. This static representation can provide an answer

to the question: “What resources are available in the CNC machining system”. The aim of this

framework is to provide a static representation of the CNC machining system resources

elements for developing a variety of manufacturing applications.
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Some of these applications are shown in the Figure 4.7 and required information constructs

regarding resources are explored in this framework. For example, resource capability analysis

determines suitability of the resource configuration for performing desired manufacturing

operations. This requires information regarding kinematic configuration of the resources. Thus,

versatile data model for representing wide spectrum of kinematic configurations including

SKM, PKM and hybrids needs to be defined in the framework.

Many manufacturing applications such as manufacturing data exchange, application

integration platforms etc demands integration of geometric, kinematic and technological

information of the CNC machining system resource as shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, a framework

requires a methodology for describing technological aspects of the resources while integrating

geometric shape and kinematic information.

Fixturing domain, as highlighted in the critique (section 3.7) has remained detached in the

process planning stage. Thus, the framework should have a provision for representing fixture

specific information required for the process planning activity. Nevertheless, other

manufacturing applications requiring resource information, discussed in section 4.2 should be

considered while developing a framework.
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5. FOUNDATIONS OF A NOVEL APPROACH FOR REPRESENTATION OF

MANUFACTURING RESOURCE INFORMATION

5.1. Introduction

This chapter presents UMRM’s data model for representing information regarding CNC

machining system configurations. The proposed data model has the novel capability of unifying

the information related to the various configurations of the CNC machining system resources

discussed in section 3.2. Configuration information for representing kinematic constructs have

been modelled using STEP’s EXPRESS-G (ISO 10303-1, 1994) diagrams throughout the chapter.

A detailed EXPRESS schema of the corresponding information entities can be found in

Appendix A.

Figure 5.1 illustrates an overall view of the UMRM’s methodology for representing information

regarding the CNC machining system. The logical grouping of manufacturing resources is

identified by an entity “logical_manufacturing_unit”. These logical groups are “factory”,

“shop”, “cell” and “station”. The use of this entity in representing a variety of CNC machining

systems is described in section 5.2. Every logical manufacturing unit consists of a variety of

manufacturing application resources such as machine tools for material removing processes,

material handling processes, material adding processes, assembly etc. UMRM regards these

resources with the abstract entity “manufacturing_resource” as explained in section 5.3.

Detailed configuration of any manufacturing resource can be modelled with the entity

“mechanical_machine_element” as explained in section 5.4. The kinematic aspect of the

manufacturing resources configuration are described with the entity “kinematic_joint” as

explained in section 5.4.

5.2. Manufacturing facility abstraction layers

A manufacturing enterprise, depending upon the quantity and layout of its manufacturing

resources may consist of several production shops, production cells, or workstations. For

example, a typical automobile manufacturing enterprise may consist of production shops for
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manufacturing cylinder heads, crank cases, chassis, transmission units and car bodies. These

production shops consist of several workstations arranged in a transfer line for manufacturing

different parts of the automobile. Another entirely different form of manufacturing enterprise

may consist of a single workstation for achieving manufacturing objectives. Essentially, these

manufacturing resource sets are designed to achieve desired manufacturing objectives. In the

manufacturing environment, these objectives are planned, analysed and executed using

manufacturing applications. The resources are organized on the basis of a variety of

manufacturing identifiers such as processes, products, quality, quantity etc.

Figure 5.1: Overall view of modelling CNC machining system using UMRM’s information

constructs
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resource cluster in the automotive manufacturing enterprise has a specific objective of

producing cylinder heads. This resource cluster may consist of several sub-clusters for the

roughing operation and the finishing operations etc. Again, these sub-clusters have their

unique objectives; thus, logical boundaries are desirable to be modelled. The EXPRESS

language, by virtue of its rich inheritance modelling capability allows constructing such logical

boundaries using information modelling constraints. For example, constraint “ONEOF”

specifies that there are different types of resource clusters, but no single instance of a

resource cluster belongs to more than one type. For example, if the resource cluster instance

is a production shop, it cannot be a workstation. Through association links in EXPRESS it is

possible to define a logical relationship between the various resource cluster units. For

example, a shop floor could be composed of other resource clusters such as cells. Other

information modelling constraints available in EXPRESS such as “ANDOR”, “ONEOF” and “AND”

are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: EXPRESS information constraints and corresponding solutions

Expression Possible combinations
(A) ANDOR (B) (A), (B), (AB)
ONEOF (A), (B) (A), (B)

(A) AND (B) (AB)

Various types of resource clusters shown in Figure 5.2 are modelled with UMRM’s entity

“logical_manufacturing_unit”. A particular manufacturing resource can be a part of

manufacturing work station, manufacturing cell where several work stations are arranged to

satisfy production needs, production shop which may consist of several manufacturing cells or

a factory comprising of various production units. Thus, the entity “logical_manufacturing_unit”

is defined as an abstract super-type of entities “work_station”, “cell”, “shop” and “factory” as

shown in EXPRESS-G diagram in Figure 5.3. The mutual exclusiveness of the resource cluster

instance for representing logical boundaries of the resource clusters is preserved with STEP’s

inheritance constraint “ONE OF”. Every logical manufacturing unit may consist of several child

manufacturing units which can be represented with the recursive attribute “its_child_lmu”.

Thus, a factory and its various production shops and associated logical boundaries can be

represented with the attribute “its_child_lmu” and entity “logical_manufacturing_unit”.
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Similarly, a cell and its various work stations can be represented using the same attribute and

the entity as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Representation of various logical manufacturing units in the CNC machining system

using abstraction layers
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Figure 5.3: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “logical_manufacturing_unit”

This entity is identified with the attribute “its_name”. The placement of any resource cluster

can be defined with the STEP entity named “axis2_placement_3d”. It can locate a geometric

entity with respect to the coordinate system of its geometric context (ISO 10303-42, 1994) by

defining a location and orientation in three dimensional space. Various manufacturing

resources within a logical manufacturing unit are presented with an entity

“manufacturing_resource” using an attribute “its_resources”.

5.3. Representation of manufacturing resources

Manufacturing resources involved in taking manufacturing decisions are described in the

section 2.2. Among these, information regarding mechanical resources is utilized by electronic

and software resources for making manufacturing decisions. The EXPRESS-G diagram shown in

Figure 5.4 represents systematic classification of these manufacturing resources. The “ONEOF”

constraint is used for this classification for preserving logical boundaries among them. The

abstract entity “manufacturing_resource” is identified with the attribute “its_id”.

Mechanical resources can be classified according to application domains (e.g. material

removing processes, material handling processes, assembly processes, material adding

processes and measurement processes etc.). The common attribute amongst these resources

is the structural assembly of the mechanical machine elements. The structural assembly

information can be utilized for various application domains depending upon the capability of

end effector. For example, a typical machining centre is capable of removing material using a
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cutting tool and measuring location of machined features using a measurement probe. Thus,

common structural assembly information is utilised for two different application domains. For

example, the material handling arm attached to the turning centre for changing workpiece

setup.

An instance of a new manufacturing resource is constructed by combining two application

domain specific resources. Thus, an instance of a manufacturing resource could represent an

application specific resource configuration or it may consist of instances of sub-resources to

combine several application domains described above. The EXPRESS language allows the

modelling inclusive capability of the manufacturing resource by combining application specific

capabilities using “ANDOR” information modelling constraint as shown in Table 5.1. UMRM

utilized “ANDOR” information constraints for representing exclusive and inclusive capabilities

of the manufacturing resource instance as shown in the Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entities “manufacturing_resource” and

“mechanical_resources”
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Every mechanical resource has a model and vendor information which is presented using the

entity “label”. The link between two manufacturing resources is established by using entity

“kinematic_joint” as shown in Figure 5.4. Thus, every mechanical resource is attached with a

set of kinematic joints to be able to assemble it with other manufacturing resources. For

example, an external rotary table can be assembled on the machining centre using several bolt

joints. Detailed description of the various types of manufacturing resources can be found in

Chapter 6.

5.4. Kinematic configuration of CNC machining system resources

The kinematic configuration of the CNC machining system resources have been defined by the

author through four major areas namely:

i. Representation of Kinematic joint information

ii. Placement of mechanical elements within the manufacturing resources

iii. Representation of axes of movement information

iv. Representation of axes capability information

5.4.1. Representation of kinematic joint information

Kinematic aspects of the mechanical resource are modelled with UMRM’s entity

“kinematic_joint” (Figure 5.5). This entity preserves the kinematic linkage information among

various machine elements. The kinematic linkage between a kinematic joint and the machine

element can be represented with the attribute “kinematic_link”. Thus, a kinematic joint can be

attached to the set of machine elements using this attribute. It has a unique identifier and

distinct transfer placements for referencing it from the previous machine element’s kinematic

joints. It may have a set of axes attached for representing various degrees of freedom

available.
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Figure 5.5: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “kinematic_joint”

UMRM allows resource integration by using the entity “logical_manufacturing_unit” and

utilises a kinematic pair library described in STEP’s IR (ISO 10303-105, 1996). The type of the

kinematic pair together with UMRM’s entity “kinematic_joint” defines the placement of the

manufacturing resource and type of kinematic joint and associated constraints of degrees of

freedom.

5.4.2. Placement of mechanical elements within the manufacturing resources

As highlighted in section 4.2.3, the information requirement for describing the capability of a

serial and parallel kinematic chain requires placement information of the machine element to

be preserved. In the case of a parallel kinematic chain, where one sub element is driven by

several super-elements, it is crucial to know placement and orientation of a sub-element with

respect to its super-elements. This backward referencing, as explained in section 4.2.3 is one of

the prerequisites for analysing whether the desired position and orientation of the sub-

element is within the capability of individual kinematic joints associated with its super-

elements.

Any mechanical resource has a base kinematic joint to be able to reference and hold a chain of

other machine elements. Its placement and orientation information is preserved with the the

entity “transfer_placement”. This entity is associated with the STEP entity

“axis2_placement_3d” which defines the required information constructs for storing the
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information in regard to location and orientation. The entity “axis2_placement_3d” has a

name, a Cartesian point for describing a location and two directional vectors for describing the

orientation of the location. Two directional vectors of the entity “axis2_placement_3d” are

“axis” and “ref_direction” attributes. The attribute “axis” represents the Z axis direction of the

placement and the attribute “ref_direction” approximate the X axis direction of the placement.

Both of these attributes are associated with the STEP entity “direction”. The entity “direction”

in the STEP is defined with vectors. A vector in 3D space is represented by its components in

the x,y,z direction using the unit vectors i,j,k in the x,y,z direction respectively; each has a

magnitude of one. Thus,

= 100 , = 010 , = 001 (5.1)

A methodology within STEP for calculating unit vectors considers vector “D” for presenting

placement Z axis direction and then projects a vector “R” onto the plane defined by the

Cartesian point L of the placement and the vector “D” to give the placement X axis direction.

This orthogonal projection (i.e. placement X axis) and corresponding placement Y axis is

derived as:= (5.2)= − ( . ) (5.3)= × (5.4)

Thus, placement and orientation information is represented with the transformation matrix

shown in equation 5.5; where Vz, Vx and L represent attributes “axis”, “ref_direction” and

“location” of the entity “axis2_placement_3d” respectively.

0 0 0 1 (5.5)

Figure 5.6 illustrates a model of MCM’s Jetfive-L machining centre which has 5 axes of

movement attached with a cutting tool. The entity “axis2_placement_3d” is utilised for

representing placement and orientation information of a kinematic chain as shown the extract

of part 21 file in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Use of entity “axis2_placement_3d” for representing Kinematic chain of

MCM’s Jetfive-L machine tool

Entity “mechanical_resource” is utilised to represent a machine tool. A kinematic joint is used
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kinematic chain is described with respect to the base kinematic joint as shown in Figure 5.6. A

typical serial kinematic structure, in which one axis slide is mounted on another axis slide, can
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sub-element with respect to individual super-elements. This information can be preserved

using an attribute “ref_joint”. Thus, it is possible to reference every kinematic joint in the

kinematic chain from kinematic joint its super element. In the case of the SKM chain, every

kinematic joint has one backward reference joint; whereas in the case of the PKM chain, a

particular kinematic joint may be back-referenced from several kinematic joints of its super-

elements.

Figure 5.7: Extract of the part 21 file for representing Kinematic chain of

MCM’s Jetfive-L machine tool

/* base joint */
#1000=CARTESIAN_POINT('BASE JOINT',0.0,0.0,0.0);
#1010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#1020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#1030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#1000,#1010,#1020);

/* axis 1 slide joint */
#2000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,3550.0,291.0);
#2010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#2020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#2030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2000,#2010,#2020);

/* axis 2 slide joint */
#3000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,-1500.0,150.0);
#3010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#3020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#3030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3000,#3010,#3020);

/* axis 3 slide joint */
#4000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,-450.0,550.0);
#4010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#4020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#4080=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#4000,#4010,#4020);

/* axis 4 slide joint */
#5000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,0.0,500.0);
#5010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#5020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#5030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#5000,#5010,#5020);

/* axis 5 slide joint */
#6000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,0.0,500.0);
#6010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#6020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR ',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#6030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#6000,#6010,#6020);

/* tool holder joint */
#7000=CARTESIAN_POINT('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,-601.887,347.5);
#7010=DIRECTION('AXIS',0.0,-0.886,0.5);
#7020=DIRECTION('REF_DIR',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#7030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#7000,#7010,#7020);
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5.4.3. Representation of axes of movement information

Assembly of the machine tool is considered as a set of different mechanical elements linked

with each other. The link between the two elements may be transitional, rotational or rigid

depending upon the type of the kinematic joint. Description of the possible movements

between these mechanical elements demonstrates the positional capability of the machine

tools.

Movement of axes associated with a kinematic joint can be subdivided in to rotary and linear

axes. As shown in Figure 5.8, rotary motion in CNC machining centres can be subcategorized

as: Drive motion (Figure 5.8a), which continuously drives the cutting tool or workpiece held in

the main spindle; Feed motion (Figure 5.8b), which is known as C axis in the case of turning

centres for controlling the rotary feed of the workpiece in a turn-milling operation; Swing

motion (Figure 5.8c), which describes the tilting position of the machining head such as in a 5

axis vertical machining centre; and Indexing (Figure 5.8d), which is required to index the

desired tool mounted on the turret. The axes of movement information of kinematic joint can

be represented with the entity “axis” (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.8: Representation of various types of axes of movement

Rotary feed

Tool
indexing

Swing motion

Continuous
drive

(a) Continuous drive (b) Rotary feed

(d) Swing movement(c) Indexing movement
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Figure 5.9: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “axis”

When several axes are attached to the entity “kinematic_joint”, it represents a kinematic joint

capable of moving in different directions to perform the intended manufacturing operations.

The majority of movements in series kinematic machine tools are servo controlled. Very few

movements, such as movement of the manually operated tailstock in the turning centre are

uncontrolled. Contrary, in the case of PKM units, an end effector plate which carries a cutting

tool is unconstrained and free to move in any direction depending upon servo controlled leg

strokes. To represent these movements of machine tool elements it is imperative to accurately

represent the axes of movement. Thus, kinematic properties of these movements can be

represented with the entity “axis”. As shown in Figure 5.9, axes can be subdivided into rotary

and linear axes. To be able to represent the capability of the axis movement, each axis has

linear or rotary travel limits. For example, the entity “rotary_axis” is capable of representing

minimum and maximum spindle speed and rotary spindle feed (C axis). It is possible to

synchronise the rotation of the headstock spindle (C-axis) with the axial or radial movement of
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the rotary head to cut spiral grooves, shown in Figure 5.8b. However, this attribute is set to

optional for representing unconstrained movements in the various kinematic pairs (ball joint,

pivot joint, etc).

The entity utilises the direction entity to specify the axis direction within its coordinate system.

For rotary axes this is the normal vector (V) while for linear axis it is a vector pointing along the

axis. Travel limit values for linear axes and rotary axes are referenced from corresponding

kinematic joint placement and stored as lengths and angles respectively.

The linear axis within UMRM is represented utilising linear transformation matrix as described

in the equation 5.5.

= .0 1 (5.5)

The rotary axis revolves around a normal vector (V). Thus, rotation matrix can be formulated

as shown in equations 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8; where, θ represents angle of rotation around

respective axis.

( , ) = 1 0 0 00 cos −sin 00 sin cos 00 0 0 1 (5.6)

( , ) = cos 0 sin 00 1 0 0−sin 0 cos 00 0 0 1 (5.7)

( , ) = cos −sin 0 0sin cos 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 (5.8)

In addition, this data model considers servo drives attached to the axes. Any displacement of

the mechanical machine element is directly proportional to the corresponding servo drive

input. Plotting displacements of all servo drives against a single time line would represent in

the simultaneous movement of all mechanical machine elements. The power requirement of

the attached servos can be referenced the STEP entity “power_measure” (ISO 10303-41, 2008).
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5.4.4. Representation of axes capability information

Linear motion for CNC machining centres can be subcategorised as: Linear rapid motion;

usually identified by G00 in the CNC program, Linear feed motion; usually identified by G01 in

the CNC program and Linear index movement; used for indexing a cutting tool in the linear

turret. The minimum and maximum speed of the drive can be presented using STEP entity

“speed_measure”. Similarly, Rotary motion in CNC machining centres can be subcategorized as

(Figure 5.8): Drive motion; which continuously drives the cutting tool or workpiece held in the

main spindle, Feed motion; which is known as C axis in the case of turning centres for

controlling the rotary feed of the workpiece in a turn-milling operation and Rotary index

movement for indexing a rotary turret. The swivelling motion of the machining head can be

expressed as a rotary feed motion with distinct travel limits. The minimum and maximum

rotary speed can be specified by using STEP entity “rot_speed_measure”.

The extract of the part 21 file for representing information about axis movement and

capability is shown in the Figure 5.10. The example used is MCM’s jetfive-L machine tool

described in Figure 5.6. It has a lead screw joint between machine frame and axis 1 slide. The

information regarding linear axis of movement and associated axis capability is given in the

extract of part 21 file. Similar joint is present between axis 1 slide, axis 2 slide and axis 3 slide.

A rotary axis is attached to the kinematic joint of axis 4 slide and axis 5 slide as shown in the

figure. Corresponding travel limits and capabilities are described in the part 21 file using

information constructs described in previous subsection.

5.5. Representation of information regarding mechanical machine
elements

A mechanical resource is an assembly of various mechanical elements intended to convert a

workpiece into finished product. There are numerous manufacturing processes which take

place to manufacture such a product. Some processes remove material with a physical cutting

tool, others form the workpiece in to a desired shape and some processes are energy based

(eg. EDM, laser cutting, plasma cutting, heat treatment etc). There are also processes which

manufacture positive features by depositing material (eg, welding, rapid prototyping, etc).
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These processes have different technological principles, and thus carry very specific

technological data. A common aspect amongst these applications is the assembly of

mechanical elements which enable the desired position between the workpiece and the tool

to execute the desired manufacturing operation.

Figure 5.10: Extract of the part 21 file for representing axis capability of MCM’s Jetfive-L

machine tool

The approach taken by the author is that any mechanical resource such as a machine tool or

material handling device in the CNC machining system can be considered as an assembly of

various mechanical machine elements with different kinematic joints to facilitate constrained

movements and thus can perform the desired manufacturing operations. Thus, a variety of

mechanical machine elements such as machine tool spindle, table, machine frame, turret etc

are represented with an abstract UMRM entity “mechanical_machine_element” as illustrated

in the EXPRESS-G diagram (ISO 10303-11, 1994) shown in Figure 5.11.

/*axis 1 slide joint */
#2000=LEAD_SCREW(‘AXIS 1 LEAD SCREW’,#1003,,#2031,,);
#2031=TRANSFER_PLACEMENT(#2030);
#2030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2000,#2010,#2020);
#1000=DIRECTION('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',1.0,0.0,0.0);
#1001=LINEAR_RAPID(0.0,70.0);
#1002=LINEAR_FEED(0.0,70.0);
#1003=LINEAR_AXIS('AXIS 1 SLIDE JOINT',#1000,1500.0,1500.0,0.0,,(#1001,#1002));

/*axis 2 slide joint */
#4000=LEAD_SCREW(‘AXIS 2 LEAD SCREW’,#3003,,#4031,,);
#4031=TRANSFER_PLACEMENT(#4030);
#4030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#4000,#4010,#4020);
#3000=DIRECTION('AXIS 2 SLIDE JOINT',0.0,1.0,0.0);
#3001=LINEAR_RAPID(0.0,70.0);
#3002=LINEAR_FEED(0.0,70.0);
#3003=LINEAR_AXIS('AXIS 2 SLIDE JOINT',#1000,3500.0,3500.0,0.0,,(#3001,#3002));

/*axis 4 revolute pair */
#8000=REVOLUTE_PAIR(‘AXIS 4 REVOLUTE PAIR’,#7003,,#8031,,);
#8031=TRANSFER_PLACEMENT(#8030);
#8030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#5000,#5010,#5020);
#7000=DIRECTION('AXIS 4 REVOLUTE PAIR',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#7002=ROTARY_FEED(0.0,22000.0);
#7003=ROTARY_AXIS('AXIS 4 REVOLUTE PAIR ',#7000,0.0,360.0,0.0,,(#7002));

/*axis 5 revolute pair */
#6000=REVOLUTE_PAIR(‘AXIS 5 REVOLUTE PAIR’,#5003,,#6031,,);
#6031=TRANSFER_PLACEMENT(#6030);
#6030=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#9000,#9010,#9020);
#5000=DIRECTION('AXIS 4 REVOLUTE PAIR',0.0,0.0,1.0);
#5002=ROTARY_FEED(0.0,22000.0);
#5003=ROTARY_AXIS('AXIS 4 REVOLUTE PAIR ',#5000,60.0,60.0,60.0,,(#5002));
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Figure 5.11: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “mechanical_machine_element”

Any mechanical machine element (MME) can either hold another MME through the kinematic

joint, cutting tool (ISO 13399-1, 2006) or workpiece as shown in Figure 5.11. The major

advantage of using the entity “mechanical_machine_element” is to preserve the flexibility of

the resource model to represent any customized manufacturing resource element. Likewise,

the entity “kinematic_joint” is used for representing possible kinematic links between two

machine elements. Every kinematic joint has a definite transfer placement and a set of

constrained movements as discussed before.

The starting point of the machine tool assembly is its machine tool frame. Each element of the

machine tool is a mechanical machine element which has the ability to hold one or more

further mechanical machine elements. For example, the machine tool frame is one type of

mechanical machine element. This holds another mechanical machine element, the double

turret holder. The double turret holder holds two turrets, with each turret having a set of tool

locaters. Each tool locater holds another machine element such as a small collet chuck, tool

clamping unit or bar stop mounted on the turret. This concept of resource modelling can be

extended to represent the whole tool holder assembly as shown in Figure 5.12, where the

machine element ‘spindle’ holds another machine element ‘tool holder’. The tool holder holds

another machine element ‘collet’, and finally, the collet holds the cutting tool.
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Mechanical machine element
(Spindle)

Mechanical machine element
(Tool holder)

Mechanical machine element
(Collet)

Cutting tool

Figure 5.12: A typical tool holder assembly

5.6. Representation of fixturing configuration information

In the case of process planning with the aid of CAx systems, the manufacturing engineer has to

model the fixture assembly. Various details such as clamping and location units have to be

modelled for generating a collision free tool path. A manufacturing engineer’s knowledge and

experience is vital for planning such a fixturing setup. Generating a resource specific tool path

is the next step which is well-automated using available CAM systems on the market.

However, the machining setup for a different job, using the same fixturing resources requires

the engineer’s intervention. This is due to the fact that the configuration and capability

information of these fixturing elements have not been modelled. In addition, exchanging

fixture specific information in the computing environment for the integrated product and

process design is difficult due to a lack of standard constructs.

Every mechanical machine element modelled using UMRM has a capability of representing

information regarding the fixturing configuration to be able to assemble it with another

machine element. For example, a typical machine tool table is a mechanical machine element,

which has T-slots for accommodating other fixtures. Thus, T-slots can be represented by

exploiting various attributes of the entity “fixturing_config”. This entity (Figure 5.13) is

abstracting various types of fixturing configurations that could be available on the mechanical

machine element and can represent placement and pattern information of the fixturing

feature by using entity “placement_pattern”. Thus, it possible to construct a kinematic joint by
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mapping various fixturing features as shown in Figure 5.14. Details of these fixturing features

and corresponding pattern placement are described in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.13: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “fixturing_feature”

Figure 5.14: Fixturing features and corresponding mapping for constructing kinematic joints

5.6.1. Representation of fixturing feature placement pattern information

The majority of fixturing equipment has an array of fixturing features such as slots, sockets etc.

This enables reconfigurability with fixturing elements. The information regarding such a

fixturing configuration has to be stored to be able to be used for change in work setup,

Mechanical
machine
element 1

Mechanical
machine
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Fixturing configuration
mapping

Mechanical
machine
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element 1
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progression in work etc. The placement pattern of the fixturing configuration is described with

UMRM’s entity “placement_pattern”. Two placement patterns, namely circular pattern and

rectangular pattern can be presented using this entity.

Thus, any fixturing feature such as location hole or fixturing slot can be described once and

used again for representing its progressive placement. The pattern placement has a distinct

reference which can be presented using an attribute “pattern_placement_reference”.

Rectangular pattern (Figure 5.15) can be represented using an entity “rect_pattern” and its

associated attributes.

Figure 5.15: rectangular patterned fixturing features on the table

This entity details placement of the fixturing feature in every row and column by using an

entity “feature_placement” as shown in the EXPRESS-G diagram illustrated in Figure 5.16.

Entity “cir_pattern” can represent circular arrangement of fixturing features by storing the

increment angle, pitch circle diameter, and number of instances. Attributes “no_of_rows” and

“no_of_columns” can represent number of rows and columns respectively in a rectangular

pattern. An attribute “first_feature_placement_spacing” can store placement of the first

fixturing feature form the reference coordinated system as shown in Figure 5.15.

First feature placement

Linear increment

Fixturing feature
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Figure 5.16: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “placement_pattern”

5.6.2. Representation of information related to fixturing slots

Fixturing features such as fixturing slots are utilised for holding and/or clamping a workpiece

and/or cutting. They can also be utilised for assembling one mechanical machine element to

another. There are standards slot profiles such as vee profile, tee profile, rectangular profile

utilised in most common fixturing devices as shown in Figure 5.17. UMRM unifies a variety of

such slot profile under an abstract entity “fixturing_slot” as shown in Figure 5.18. Customised

slot information can be represented by defining a trajectory and cut section using a STEP entity

“shape_representation”. In addition, it is possible to represent information regarding slot end

condition using a STEP entity “end_condition”.

Figure 5.17: Example of slots in mechanical machine lements

Rectangular profile

Vee profile

Tee profile
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Figure 5.18: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “fixturing_slot”

5.6.3. Representation of information related to locating shanks and sockets

Machine tool manufacturers use customised elements for holding tools and workpieces.

Though there is an abundant diversity in the design of tool or workpiece holders, the common

element among these units is their purpose, namely to hold; either a workpiece or a tool. The

proposed model for machine tool resources emphasises the role of these elements. Hence,

abstract entities, namely “location_socket” and “location_shank” are designed within UMRM

for generalising and representing fixturing features as shown in Figure 5.19.

The entity “location_socket” is an abstract representation of fixturing features such as square

shaped shank sockets, threaded holes, location holes, tapered sockets and tool clamping

fingers. Figure 5.20 illustrates use of this entity for representing various fixturing features

prevalent in manufacturing resource construction. Similarly, the entity “location_shank” is an

abstract representation of fixturing features such as square shanks, rigid pins, straight shanks,

studs, tapered shanks among many. The use of this entity for representing fixturing features is

illustrated in Figure 5.20. In addition, these entities can represent customised and standard

fixturing features such as standard bolts, standard tool holders, tool clamping finger etc. Thus,

these entities can represent fixturing arrangement of general machine elements with another

machine element or it can be utilised to represent cutting tool holder assembly elements.

Detailed use of these entities can be found in Chapter 6, where entity “tool_locator” utilises

them as an attribute for representing cutting tool holder assembly.
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Figure 5.19: EXPRESS-G representation of UMRM entities “locating_socket” and

“locating_shank”
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a) Examples of location sockets (from left): Square shank socket, location hole,

threaded hole socket, tool clamping finger

b) Examples of location shanks (from left): Square shank, cylindrical shank,

taper shank, location pin

Figure 5.20: Use of UMRM entities “location_socket” and “location_shank” for representing

fixturing features
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6. UNIFIED MANUFACTURING RESOURCE INFORMATION IN AN INTEGRATED

DATA MODEL

6.1. Introduction

The previous chapter has outlined various information constructs for representing abstract

resource elements. In this chapter representation of the technological aspects of

manufacturing resources is investigated based on the constructs presented in Chapter 5. The

resulting information model is then integrated within the EXPRESS schema to unify the

information representing various manufacturing resources.

6.2. Notations for describing kinematic information within UMRM

In order to represent kinematic aspects such as configuration, axes capability, degrees of

freedom, placement etc. of the resource elements, information constructs described in

Chapter 5 are utilised and corresponding notations prescribed in Figure 6.1 are used

throughout the research.

Figure 6.1: Notations for representing UMRM information constructs
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6.3. Representation of the machine frame information

A machine tool frame carries the static and dynamic mechanical elements that constitute the

physical existence of the mechanical resource such as the spindle, the table, the turret, pallets,

and the robotic arm end effectors. In fact, advances in machine tool frame design are one of

the key triggers for the evolution of CNC machine tool configurations. For example, five

decades ago machine tools available on the market were designed for specific technology;

today, conventional lathes have evolved into turn/mill centres which incorporate both milling

and turning technology on a single machine frame, and in some cases other processes

(Moriwaki, 2008).

The mechanical elements that make up a machine tool can be organised into a hierarchy

resembling the kinematic structure of the machine as discussed in section 4.2.3. At the base of

this hierarchy is the static “machine_frame” which carries all other mechanical elements at the

manufacturing resource. Even though in some moving manufacturing resources the base

element is not static, it can be identified as the mechanical element which carries the other

elements. Thus, every machine tool frame shares all the attributes of the entity “mechanical

_machine_element”. Other mechanical machine elements installed on the machine frame can

be presented with the recursive occurrence of this entity through the entity “kinematic_joint”.

Hence, a machine frame is a mechanical machine element, which houses other machine

elements through the kinematic joint as shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2 shows a machine

frame with mechanical elements attached on it. In fact, any element can be considered as the

base, but a static “machine_frame” would make the kinematic equations and data model

simpler. In fact, any element can be considered as the base, but a static “machine_frame”

would make the kinematic equations and data model simpler.

A kinematic chain using UMRM’s constructs described in Chapter 5 is modelled as shown in

Figure 6.2 for representing information regarding the machine frame which depicts: A logical

manufacturing unit consisting of a manufacturing resource. This manufacturing resource is a

machine tool. This machine tool has a base kinematic joint which is utilised to place a machine

tool in the logical manufacturing unit. A base kinematic joint is linked with the mechanical

machine element called the machine frame. The machine frame is linked to another
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mechanical machine element called “axis slide” through a lead screw type kinematic joint.

Transfer placement information i.e. location and orientation of the lead screw is preserved by

storing a backward reference of the lead screw joint with respect to the base joint placement.

A lead screw joint is associated with the servo driven linear axis that provides a controlled

linear axial movement to the axis slide.

Figure 6.2: Machine frame example and its representation within UMRM

6.4. Representation of machine tool spindle information

A machining head is a part of a milling centre which houses the main machine tool spindle as

shown in Figure 6.3a. It holds various cutting tools such as drills, end mills, boring bars,

grinding wheels, face mills, taps etc. Usually, the machining head is mounted on the machine

slides to facilitate the various degrees of freedom to the cutting tool. Different machine tool

manufacturers have their own machine tool configurations, resulting in a wide range of

diversity in the machining head specifications. Figure 6.3 illustrates a machining head and its

representation within UMRM. In the case of turning centres, the machine spindle is housed in

the headstock which holds a workpiece as shown in Figure 6.3b.

Base Joint

Machine frame

Lead screw
kinematic joint

Axis slide
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Figure 6.3: Machine tool spindles and its representation within UMRM
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(a) Vertical machining centre machining head
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(b) Turning centre machining head
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In the majority of the turning centres the headstock is stationary. However, some machine tool

manufacturers provide a movable headstock mounted on a machine slide. Figure 6.4 illustrates

an EXPRESS-G diagram for representing machine tool spindle specific information. A machine

tool spindle has a distinct home position and cutting tool or workpiece changing position,

which can be presented using the entity “transfer_placement”. If a machine tool has a multiple

cutting tool exchange positions such as in DMU’s 50eV (DMG, 2007), a set of transfer

placements can represent those positions as shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “machine_spindle”

6.5. Representation of machine tool table information

The table is the machine tool element which is mounted on the machine tool slideway to

install workpiece fixturing systems. Usually 3 axis machining centres employ a rectangular

table which can move with the machine slides associated with it. A circular table is usually

used on the 4 and 5 axis machining centres to facilitated rotation of the workpiece.

Nevertheless, tables on the vertical turning centre can also hold cutting tools to perform

inverted turning and milling operations. Typical machine tool tables have threaded holes or

standard T-slots to enable locate any type of fixturing system.

There are separate rotary tables available on the market to enhance the capability and

productivity of the 3 axis machining centres as shown in Figure 6.5. These tables can be

mounted on the machine tool table and also can act as a pallet indexer to machine multiple

workpieces in a single machining setup. However, control for these systems cannot be

embedded with the main machine tool controller due to its autonomous control system.

The information constructs for planning a fixturing system on the machine tool while

developing a process plan can be retrieved with UMRM’s entity “table”. This entity is a subtype

of the entity “mechanical_machine_element” and abstracts entities “circular_table” and

“rectangular_table” as shown in Figure 6.6. Every table has a distinct position for exchanging a
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pallet through the pallet exchanger. Several machine tool vendors allows to change or

program pallet exchange positions of the machine tool. Some machine tools available on the

market allow programming of several pallet exchange positions at a time. Thus, an attribute

“machine_pallet_exchange_placement” allows storing of a set of exchange positions for

representing machine tool capability by using entity “transfer_placement”. The entity

“fixturing_feature” (described in section 5.6) is utilised to represent fixturing arrangements of

the table.

Figure 6.5: External rotary tables with autonomous control system

Figure 6.6: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “table”
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6.6. Representation of rotational part holders

A variety of rotary part holders can be found as a part of manufacturing resources. Primarily,

these resources are utilised for holding rotary components; nevertheless these can be utilised

for holding cutting tools as well. The selection of these resources in the manufacturing

processes requires an information about their specific characteristic such as maximum/

minimum holding length, maximum/minimum gripping diameter, maximum gripping force,

bore diameter for through bar feeding etc. In addition, some specific details depending upon

type of holder are required in the resource allocation process.

For example, a chuck (Figure 6.7 a) is the most common machine tool element used in the

turning centres to hold the workpiece. The two main types of work holding devices used in

turning centres are the jaw and collet chucks.  The most commonly used jaw chuck on turning

centres is the self-centring three jaw chuck. It is also designed to withstand tremendous

cutting forces generated by the metal removal process.  Moreover, the jaws are hydraulically

activated with electronic control to select the desired clamping force. The collet chuck (Figure

6.7b) is used on a turning centre particularly with automatic operation for bar feeding.

However, it can only accommodate a limited variation in the size of the work. It consists of a

collet, which can be activated through a chuck sleeve. Another type of rotary part holder

prevalent in the turning processes is a face driver (Figure 6.7c). This type of holder is utilised

for machining entire length of the workpiece in a single setup, where workpiece is held

between driving pins and a tailstock centre. Driving pins located on a face plate offers enough

space to carryout turning operation on the end of the workpiece.

Figure 6.7: Rotational part holders

(a) Jaw chuck (c) Face driver(b) Collet chuck
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Figure 6.8 abstracts information constructs for representing capability of rotary part holding

devices. The common attributes such as maximum gripping length, maximum work offset,

maximum and minimum holding diameter can be presented using entity “length_measure”.

The information regarding maximum gripping force and maximum allowed speed can be

preserved with entities “force_measure” and “speed_measure” respectively. Actuation

characteristics of the chuck can be presented with EXPRESS data type representation

“actuation_type”.

In addition, device specific information is preserved through entities “jaw_chuck”,

“collet_chuck” and “face_driver”. For example, an attribute “its_jaw_type” is used to represent

type of jaws assembled on the chuck. Compatible collets those can be utilised in the collet

chuck are address with the set of collet standards numbers.  The face driver specifications such

as clamping length, pin stop length are preserved with attributes “clamping_length” and

“pin_stop_length” respectively.
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its_type
actuation_type [manual, automatic, collet]

bore_diameter

jaw_mass
mass_measure

max_gripping_force

max_allowed_speed

force_measure

speed_measure

face_driver

jaw_chuck

no_of_jaws
INTEGER

its_jaw_type
tooling_type [internal, external]

collet_chuck

1

label
its_compatable_collet_std S[1:?]

length_measure
sleeve_stroke

INTEGER
no_of_driving_pins

length_measure
clamping_length

pin_stop_length

Figure 6.8: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “rotational_part_holder”
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6.7. Representation of information related to cutting tool holding
elements

The turret is an important machine tool element for turning centres, as it holds the cutting

tools in different directions as shown in Figure 6.9. Generally there are three types of turret

heads, namely standard type, VDI type, and combination type as shown in Figure 6.9. A

standard type turret head has a shank type clamping as shown in Figure 6.9. It has several tool

locating sockets which could be square, round, threaded, tapered, or bolting holes as shown in

Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: Various types of turrets and tool locator

The term “Live tooling” relates to rotating or milling tools which are typically mounted on the

VDI turret heads. The VDI turret has 6 or 12 positions that can hold different types of live tools.

A built-in spindle motor inside the turret provides power to drive the milling tools mounted on

the VDI tool locating sockets as shown in Figure 6.9. VDI turret is some time called as a power

VDI live tooling

Shank type clamping

Clamping with threaded
holes

Standard type
(Shank type clamping)

VDI
(Live tooling)

Combination turret
(Standard and live tooling)

Various types of tool locators arranged on a turret
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turret and always used in conjunction with the C axis (rotary feed) of the spindle. Combination

type turret heads can hold shank type and live cutting tools on the same turret head.

Corresponding information constructs for representing turret and associated tool locators are

illustrated in the EXPRESS-G representation of UMRM’s entities “turret” (Figure 6.10) and

“tool_locator” respectively. Both are types of mechanical machine elements; thus inherit the

entity “mechanical_machine_element”. The turret carries a set of tool locaters, where each

tool locater holds another machine element such as a small collet chuck, tool holding unit or

bar stop. The tool locating sockets situated on the turret are considered as a part of the tool

locater and have been described with the entity “tool_locator” in the following section.

Figure 6.10: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “turret”

6.7.1. Representation of information related to tool locators

Machine tool manufacturers have customized units for holding tools and workpieces. Though

there is an abundant diversity in the design of tool or workpiece holders, the common element

among these units is their purpose, namely to hold; either a workpiece or a tool. The proposed

model for machine tool resources emphasises the role of these elements. Figure 6.8 illustrates

an arrangement of tool locaters around the turret. A tool locater has an axis orientation and is

referenced from its parent mechanical machine element. For example, the turret in Figure 6.11

has 12 tool locaters. Each tool locater is referenced from the turret presentation point. Their

placement and orientation is given in Table 6.1. It should be noted that every turret

configuration existing in the industry can be modelled using this approach. After referencing

the tool locater positions from the turret presentation point, any tool clamping unit or tool

holder can be mounted on the tool locater. This new machine element is referenced from the

corresponding tool locater presentation point.
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The EXPRESS-G diagram for an entity “tool_locator” is shown in Figure 6.12. This entity can

represent types of tool locating sockets of the turret head by using attributes of the entity

“locating_socket” as shown in Figure 6.8. The type of tool can be declared with the attribute

“its_tooling_type”.

Figure 6.11: Tool locators arranged on the turret

Table 6.1: Placement and orientation of 12 tool locators using attributes of an entity

“axis2_placement_3d”

Representation
points

Radius and angle with respect to
turret reference point

Axis (Z
axis)

Ref_direction
(X axis)

Turret presentation
point

- [0,0,1] [1,0,0]

Tool locater: T1 (144.89, 180°) [0,0,1] [-1,0,0]

Tool locater: T2 (144.89, 210°) [0,0,1] [-0.86,-0.5,0]

Tool locater: T3 (144.89, 240°) [0,0,1] [-0.5,-0.86,0]

Tool locater: T4 (144.89, 270°) [0,0,1] [0,-1,0]

Tool locater: T5 (144.89, 300°) [0,0,1] [0.5,-0.86,0]

Tool locater: T6 (144.89, 330°) [0,0,1] [0.86,-0.5,0]

Tool locater: T7 (144.89, 0°) [0,0,1] [1,0,0]

Tool locater: T8 (144.89, 30°) [0,0,1] [0.86,0.5,0]

Tool locater: T9 (144.89, 60°) [0,0,1] [0.5,0.86,0]

Tool locater: T10 (144.89, 90°) [0,0,1] [0,1,0]

Tool locater: T11 (144.89, 120°) [0,0,1] [-0.5,0.86,0]

Tool locater: T12 (144.89, 150°) [0,0,1] [-0.86,0.5,0]

Tool locators

Turret presentation
point

Tool locator presentation
point

Tool holder
presentation point
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its_max_allowed_tool_diameter

its_max_allowed_tool_length

tool_locater

its_tooling_type
tooling_type [live, static]

length_measure

its_tool_locating_socket
(ABS)locating_socket

Figure 6.12: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “tool_locator”

6.7.2. Representation of information related to tool holding units

The capability of a machine tool invariably relies on the use of a variety of cutting tools. The

tool holding method employed is dependent on the machine tool resource specification. For

example, a machine tool spindle, holding a tool locator with BT 40 tool location socket could

only use a BT 40 shank for holding a cutting tool. Figure 6.13 represents various types of tool

holding units used in machine tools. The large majority of them hold cutting tools; while some

tool holders may hold another tool holder for extending cutting tool length. Generally each

tool holder has a tool locating socket and shank, as shown in Figure 6.13. A tool locating socket

holds another machine element and shank is used to locate a tool holder in another tool

locating socket. Figure 6.14 illustrates an EXPRESS-G diagram of the entity “tool_holder_unit”.

6.8. Representation of information related to cutting tools and
workpiece changing arms

The purpose of a tool handling system in the CNC machining system is to load a cutting tool

assembly in the spindle or turret from tool magazines. However, some machining centers have

their tool changing position directly on the tool magazine as illustrated in Figure 6.15a without

using a tool changing arm. The tool holding spindle approaches a tool changing position

mounted in the tool magazine to grab or release a programmed tool. The most common

machine tool magazine types are chains, drums, or disks which are usually equipped with a

tool changing arm (Figure 6.15a and 6.15b). Figure 6.10 illustrates three different cases where

tool exchange placements are indicated with dotted circles. It can be concluded that such tool
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handling systems can be a part of a single machine tool or multiple machine tools where

machine tools are attached to the single tool handling system.

Figure 6.13: Various types of tool holder units

Figure 6.14: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “tool_holder_unit”

The machine tool resource information for representing the tool magazine and tool changing

arm is provided in the EXPRESS-G diagram shown in Figure 6.16 and 6.17 respectively. There

are two major important positions considered in the modelling of the tool magazine namely,

the active_tool_changing_position and spindle_tool_changing_position. The large majority of

tool magazines (ie. drum, disk and chain) carry tools in a tool conveyer. This tool conveyer

trajectory can be described with the entity representation_item. It should be noted that an

+ +

locating_socket locating_shank
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active tool changing placement of the individual machine tool is referenced from the machine

home position. Thus, when a tool magazine is attached to the parent machine tool, an active

tool changing placement is referenced for the machine home position and not from the tool

magazine holder. Similarly, in the case where multiple machine tools share a single and stand

alone tool handling system, active tool changing placements are referenced for the home

position of the tool handling system.

Figure 6.15: Various cutting tool handling system configurations

Figure 6.16: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “tool_magazine”

Machine spindle Tool magazine
Tool magazine

Tool changing armTool magazine
Machine table

active_tool_changing_placement spindle_tool_changing_placement

(a) Case 1: Machine tool spindle
picks up a cutting tool from the

tool magazine without using tool
changing arm

(b) Case 2: Tool
changing arm is used
to load a cutting tool

in the machine
spindle

(c) Case 3: A single tool
magazine is shared by various
machine tools with the help of

travelling tool changing arm
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Figure 6.17: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “tool_changing_arm”

Like tool handling systems, workpiece handling systems are one of the crucial resources of the

CNC machining system. The most prevalent workpiece handling systems are pallets, fixtures,

gantry loaders, conveyers etc. The exchange of workpiece from conveyer pallet to machine

table can be represented with the same logical cases described in the previous section by

replacing a cutting tool with the workpiece. For example, Figure 6.18 illustrates three types of

workpiece handling system. Figure 6.18a illustrates most basic pallet changer configuration

where workpiece carrying pallet is exchanged from a conveyer to machine table. There may be

a case where multiple workpieces are mounted on the indexable pallet. The flexible data

model of UMRM allows representation of such cases by mounting one type of mechanical

machine element on another through variety of kinematic joints. For example, workpiece

handling systems such as gantry loaders (Figure 6.18b) and pallet changers (Figure 6.18c) can

be modelled as assemblies of conveyers and robotic arms as shown in Figure 6.18.

The necessary UMRM entities for representing such workpiece handling systems are illustrated

in the Figure 6.19 and 6.20. The two most important attributes of the pallet changer are

“machine_pallet_exchange_placement” and “conveyer_pallet_exchange_placement”. These

attributes represent workpiece exchange position between machine tool table and conveyer

respectively. Another important aspect in representing such workpiece handling systems is a

conveyer trajectory which is illustrated in the EXPRESS-G diagram of an entity conveyer, with

the conveyer trajectory being represented by the entity “representation_item”.
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Figure 6.18: Various cutting tool handling system configurations

Figure 6.19: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “conveyer”

Figure 6.20: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “pallet_changer”

6.9. Representation of tailstock information

The tailstock is a mechanical machine element, typically installed on the turning centres.

Turning work with larger length to diameter ratio requires this machine element to hold a

workpiece from a free end. A typical tailstock slide is motorized by a lead screw and guided on

Conveyer trajectory
Robotic arm

Machine table

Machine spindle

Pallet changing arm

(a) Case 1: A pallet changing
arm is used to load a pallet
from conveyer to machine

table

(b) Case 2: A robotic arm is
mounted on the gantry

conveyer to load a workpiece
from one machine to another

(c) Case 3: Pallets are mounted
on the conveyer
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the machine frame. Some machine tool manufacturers provide a tailstock, which can be

programmed to travel toward and away from the workpiece. An external live centre can be

used on a tailstock as shown in Figure 6.21 to support a turning job; however, a built in live

centre is recommended while machining heavy parts. These attributes of the tailstock are

considered in the UMRM entity “tailstock” shown in Figure 6.22. The selection of the machine

tool for a specific manufacturing task requires tailstock specific information. For example,

typical shafting operation on the turning centre requires programmable tailstock to support

overhanging workpiece from a free end of the shaft. The application of preload mechanisms is

prevalent in tailstocks to overcome the backlash errors in the lead screw. A variety of preload

mechanisms such as friction drive, air screw, piezo-electric actuators etc. are developed for

high resolution long stroke tailstocks.

Figure 6.21: A tailstock with built in and external live centre

Figure 6.22: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “tailstock”

6.10. Representation of bar feeder information

Another major element of the CNC machining system particularly turning centres is an

automatic bar feeding mechanism (Figure 6.23). UMRM considers the bar feeder as an

auxiliary device attached to the parent machine tool. Single spindle turning centres typically

External live centre

Built in live centre
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employ a bar feeder with a single opening; whereas multi-spindle turning centres use multiple

bar holders arranged in a bar feed mechanism as represented in the UMRM entity “barfeeder”

shown in Figure 6.24. An Attribute “its_bar_holders” can represent a set of multiple bar holder

openings and corresponding bar diameters.

Figure 6.23: A typical multi-spindle bar feeder

Figure 6.24: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “barfeeder”

6.11. Representation of fixturing assembly information

The recursive nature of the entity “mechanical_machine_element” for representing CNC

machining system resources has a capability of representing functional details of the various

sub systems of the parent CNC machining system. For example, a machine tool is attached

with the robotic arm. This robotic arm has a capability of handling workpieces as well as

cutting tool. This case can be represented with attaching two “fixture_assly” entities to the

robotic arm head. One of which holds fixture setup for holding workpiece and other

“fixture_assly” holds another fixture setup for holding cutting tool. This has only been possible

Bar holders
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due to the flexibility of mechanical machine element to hold a set of another mechanical

machine element, workpiece or cutting tool.

An entity “fixture_assly” shown in Figure 6.25 addresses locating, clamping and supporting

elements available in the fixture assembly. The fixture assembly can either be modelled by

using an entity “std_fixture_assly” for representing standards fixturing devices such as a vice or

the entity “modular_fixture_elements” for modelling a reconfigurable fixture tower. For

example, a V block vice can be modelled by attaching “fixturing_slot” feature to both of the

vice jaws.

Figure 6.25: EXPRESS-G representation of the UMRM entity “fixture_assly”
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7. CNC MACHINING SYSTEM RESOURCES MODELLING WITH UMRM

7.1. Introduction

This chapter exploits UMRM’s ability through representing multidisciplinarily CNC machining

system resources. Three case studies with wide diversity in resource configuration have been

modelled using UMRM information constructs. The initial study consists of a basic machine

tool configuration including the modelling of kinematic information. This is then followed by a

case study for representation of fixturing and tooling resources of the CNC machining system.

The final case study exemplifies UMRM’s ability to model an hybrid kinematic structure. In

addition, industrial application scenarios are discussed which are modelled using UMRM

entities.

7.2. Case study: 4 axis vertical machining centre

The author has chosen Dugard’s Eagle 850 vertical machining centre (VMC) available in the

Advance Machining Processes and Systems (AMPS) laboratory at the University of Bath for a

case study. It is 4 axis machining centre consisting of 3 axis CNC machine with a 4th auxiliary

rotary axis mounted on the table as shown in the Figure 7.1. It has Fanuc 21i-TB controller,

which can be configured for 3 linear axes by disabling the 4th rotary axis.

Specific information related to kinematic configuration, travel limits, axes configuration,

tooling interface and fixturing setup has been extracted from a machine catalogue and

supplied technical documents. This information can be utilised in a variety of manufacturing

applications such as postprocessor development, process planning, tool path generation, tool

path verification, fixture setup etc.

The station level resources consist of a machine tool, fixturing elements and cutting tools. The

information regarding these resources is consistently used by the operator, machine tool

controller and attached PLM system for process planning. Thus, UMRM has been exploited for

representing available station level resources in following sections.
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Figure 7.1: 4 axis vertical machining centre with 3 linear axes and auxiliary rotary table

7.2.1. Machine tool configuration

This 4 axis machining centre is considered as a logical manufacturing unit, which consists of a

machine tool frame carrying two kinematic chains for holding workpiece and cutting tool

respectively. The axis of movement associated with the cutting tool is the Z axis and those with

the workpiece are the X axis and the Y axis as shown in Figure 7.2. Additional rotary axis (A

axis) is mounded on the machine tool table in order to enable machine cylindrical components.

Corresponding arrangement of machine tool elements and associated axes are illustrated in

the Figure 7.2.

Every kinematic joint in the kinematic chain has a transfer placement, which is a reference for

its super-element’s kinematic joint. Thus, the placement and orientation information of the

individual kinematic joint can be preserved. Degrees of freedom associated with a kinematic

joint are presented with attaching different axes as shown in the Figure 7.2. Corresponding

notations for representing UMRM’s information constructs are given in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 7.2: Representation of kinematic structure using UMRM information constructs

7.2.2. The transformation of tool path

With the kinematic chain illustrated in Figure 7.2 and UMRM’s constructs for representing

information regarding axis capability, travel limits (section 5.4) and kinematic configuration, it

is possible to determine the efficacy of the machine tool for performing a desired operation.

This information is utilised in translating the work coordinate system (WCS) specific cutter

location data into machine coordinate system (MCS). In addition, this data is also required in

virtual environments for tool path verification. The prior stage utilises inverse kinematic

equations for generating axes movement data (x,y,z,i,j and k variables) depending upon

resource kinematic configuration. The later stage associates geometric shapes to the kinematic

configuration of the machine tool for verifying cutter collisions in the virtual manufacturing

stage using forward kinematic equations. Figure 7.3 illustrates UMRM’s information constructs

those can be utilised for developing forward and inverse kinematic equations for developing

postprocessor and verifying tool path for Dugard’s Eagle 850 vertical machining centre.
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Figure 7.3: Kinematic chain representing location, orientation and travel limit information of

machine tool elements
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Two open kinematic chains for a cutting tool and a workpiece respectively are shown in the

Figure 7.4. Rigid joints and rotary drive axis joints as shown in Figure 7.2 have no axis of

movement attached for positioning and orienting the workpiece or the cutting tool; thus not

considered in forming kinematic equations for the sake of simplicity. Thus, cutting tool

kinematic chain includes base joint, Z axis lead screw joint and cutting tool with coordinate

systems CS0, CS1, CS2 and TCS respectively. Workpiece kinematic chain includes base joint, Y

axis lead screw joint, X axis lead screw joint, rotary table A axis joint and workpiece with

coordinate systems CS0, CS2, CS3, CS4, CS5 and WCS respectively.

The information regarding the kinematic configuration of a machine tools can be modelled

with the homogenous transformation matrix (HTM) [T]4X4 for two open chains of the machine

tool. A homogenous matrix that transforms the coordinates of a point from coordinated

system CSn to CSm can be denoted by Tm
n. Corresponding linear and rotary axes travel variables

are represented using equations described in section 5.4.2.

Thus, the transformation matrix for transforming Y axis lead screw joint with respect to the

base coordinate system CS0 is given is equation 7.1. The placement of the CS3 is 500mm,

700mm and 787mm in X, Y and Z axis of the CS0. Thus, this transformation can be described

as:

= 1 0 0 5000 1 0 7000 0 1 7870 0 0 1 (7.1)

There is Y axis attached to this kinematic joint. Thus further transformation with the axis

variable can be modelled as shown in the equation 7.2

= 1 0 0 00 1 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 (7.2)

Thus, resulting transformation of the Y axis kinematic joint is

= 1 0 0 5000 1 0 7000 0 1 7870 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 00 1 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 = 1 0 0 5000 1 0 700 +0 0 1 7870 0 0 1 (7.3)
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Similarly, the transformation of X axis kinematic joint with respect to CS1 can be given by

= 1 0 0 6000 1 0 00 0 1 750 0 0 1 . 1 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 = 1 0 0 600 +0 1 0 00 0 1 750 0 0 1 (7.4)

The A axis rotary table is mounted on the X axis slide. The linear transformation of rotary table

joint with respect to X axis slide joint can be given as

= 1 0 0 6300 1 0 00 0 1 2750 0 0 1 (7.5)

This joint is attached with the rotary axis and its revolution around X axis can be given by

= 1 0 0 00 cos − sin 00 sin cos 00 0 0 1 (7.6)

The order in which fundamental rotations are performed is important and makes difference in

the resulting composite transformations. Thus, this composite transformation with respect to

CS4 can be described as

= 1 0 0 6300 1 0 00 0 1 2750 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 00 cos − sin 00 sin cos 00 0 0 1 = 1 0 0 6300 cos − sin 00 sin cos 2750 0 0 1 (7.7)

Finally, workpiece of length 300mm is mounted on the chuck, which can be represented by a

transformation matrix

= 1 0 0 −3000 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 (7.8)

Thus, the final transformation matrix for transferring workpiece coordinates onto MCS can be

obtained by
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= . . .
= 1 0 0 5000 1 0 700 +0 0 1 7870 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 600 +0 1 0 00 0 1 750 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 6300 cos −sin 00 sin cos 2750 0 0 1 .
1 0 0 −3000 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1 = 1 0 0 1430 +0 cos − sin 700 +0 sin cos 11370 0 0 1 (7.9)

Similarly, cutting tool coordinates are transformed onto a MCS with following transformation

matrices. Transformation of Z axis lead screw joint combines two linear transformations i.e.

= 1 0 0 13500 1 0 10000 0 1 25000 0 0 1 (7.10)

= 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 10 0 0 1 (7.11)

The resultant Z axis lead screw joint transformation with respect to base joint is

= 1 0 0 13500 1 0 10000 0 1 25000 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 10 0 0 1 = 1 0 0 13500 1 0 10000 0 1 2500 +0 0 0 1 (7.12)

Spindle joint is transformed onto the Z axis lead screw joint which is obtained by

= 1 0 0 00 1 0 −1500 0 1 −9100 0 0 1 (7.13)

Finally, TCS is transformed on the spindle joint

= 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 −0 0 0 1 (7.14)

Thus, cutting tool coordinates with respect to MCS can be defined by:
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= . . = 1 0 0 13500 1 0 8500 0 1 1590 + −0 0 0 1 (7.15)

Utilising these transformations it is possible to formulate a transformation matrix to transfer

TCS onto WCS for determining position of the tool tip with respect to any point on the

workpiece. This transformation can be achieved by:= . [ ] =1 0 0 13500 1 0 8500 0 1 1590− +0 0 0 1 . 1 0 0 1430 +0 cos − sin 700 +0 sin cos 11370 0 0 1 (7.14)

The relative orientation and position of the cutting tool with respect to the workpiece

coordinate system obtained through equation 7.14 should be equal to the known CL data. The

CL data consist of desired cutting tool location point (x,y,z) and the cutter axis orientation (i,j,k)

with respect to WCS. Thus, CL data matrix for Dugard’s Eagle 850 vertical machining centre can

be described as:

0 1 = . 0 00 01 00 1 = ( , , , ) (7.15)

The matrix multiplications in equation 7.15 give set of forward kinematics equations:= 0 (7.16)= (7.17)

= (7.18)= −80 − (7.19)= 850 + (7.20)

= 1590− + + (7.21)

For example, the axis movements required for positioning cutting tool of 200mm length at

WCS (i.e. position (0,0,0) with orientation (0,0,1)) can be obtained through equations 7.16 to
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7.21. The equivalent NC axis movements required are X-80, Y150, Z253 and A0. This axis

movement requirements (i.e. X, Y, Z and A) can be checked for travel limits verification with

axis specifications given in Figure 7.3. For example, X axis travel limits are +425, -425; thus, it is

possible to positioning the cutting tool at X-80. Such position and orientation verification can

be done for the coordinates given in CL data file.

Hence, UMRM’s resource information modelling methodology not only provides a generic tool

for developing postprocessors, but also conserves technological aspects of these resources

through a well developed data model.

7.2.3. The fixturing setup

A machine table is a mechanical machine element which has T slots for assembling work

fixturing elements. The configuration of the table can be represented by exploiting attributes

of the entity “table” (Section 6.4). T slots details (geometric shape and technological

information such as type of fixturing configuration) can be represented using entity

“fixturing_config”. The placement of the T slots can be presented with the entity

“placement_pattern” as described in section 5.6. These information constructs can represent

fixturing schema of the machine tool table.

Similarly, an auxiliary rotary table unit is a mechanical machine element, which has fixturing

features for its assembly on the machine table as shown in the Figure 7.4. Thus, corresponding

fixturing features of the machine tool table and auxiliary rotary table can be mapped in order

to form a rigid kinematic joint.

Figure 7.4: Assembly of machine tool table and rotary table

Fixturing slots with
pattern placement

Rigid joint using
fasteners

Auxiliary rotary
table

Machine tool table
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Table 7.1 illustrates various mechanical machine elements and corresponding fixturing

features for modelling vertical machining centre with auxiliary rotary table. Representation of

the fixture element and corresponding fixturing features for constructing kinematic joints is

illustrated in the table. For example, the machine table has fixturing slots, which are mapped

onto the fixturing slots on the base of the auxiliary rotary table to form a rigid kinematic joint

described in STEP’s IR 105.

Table 7.1: Fixturing features and corresponding mapping for constructing kinematic joints

Mechanical
machine element

Fixturing
configuration

Kinematic joint Fixturing
configuration

Mechanical
machine element

Machine frame Lead screw joint X axis slide
X axis slide Lead screw joint Y axis slide
Y axis slide Rigid joint Machine table

Machine frame Lead screw joint Z axis slide
Z axis slide Rigid joint Spindle housing

Spindle housing Revolute joint Machine spindle
Machine table Fixturing

slot
Rigid joint Locating

socket
Rotary table

Rotary table Revolute joint Chuck

7.3. Case study: A turning centre

This case study introduces a turning centre available in the AMPS laboratory at the University

of Bath. The turning centre is a Hyundai-Kia STK15LMS with single spindle and single turret as

shown in Figure 7.5. It has a Fanuc 18i-MB controller with a shop floor programming system

namely “Manual Guide-i”.

Following section details a variety of resource elements associated with the machine tool using

UMRM information constructs.
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Figure 7.5: Schematics of Hyundai-Kia STK15LMS Turning centre
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7.3.1. Machine tool configuration

The entity “logical_manufacturing_unit” is used to represent this turning centre unit. Machine

tool elements such as machine frame, spindle, turret, tailstock, chuck and tool holders can be

modelled using the UMRM entity “mechanical_machine_element” and associated types. For

example, the machine frame is considered as a mechanical machine element which is

associated with the base joint unit as shown in Figure 7.6. It shares all the attributes of entity

“mechanical_machine_element”; thus, have two kinematic joint attached to it. These

kinematic joints are a rigid joint and lead screw joint for holding the workpiece and turret

kinematic chains respectively as shown in Figure 7.6. The lead screw joint is associated with a

linear type axis which facilitates an axial movement to the Z axis slide. Both joints are

referenced from a base joint using the kinematic joint transfer placement as shown in Figure

7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Representation of kinematic structure using UMRM information constructs
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Likewise, two open kinematic chains are modelled using UMRM’s information constructs. The

technological information of entity “chuck” (section 6.5) provides the necessary information

for determining machine tool’s capability to accommodate cylindrical workpiece (with three

jaws) or prismatic workpiece (with four jaws).

Similarly, technological aspects of turret are represented with associating a variety of tool

locators (section 6.6.1) as shown in Figure 7.6. Thus, technological information of mechanical

machine elements along with the kinematic configuration can be utilised for verifying the tool

approach directions as explained in section 7.2.2.

7.3.2. The use of UMRM for enhancing interoperability

A typical problem in the manufacturing practice is the lack of interoperability among

commercially available controllers. For example, the Hyundai-Kia STK15 Turning centre with

auxiliary rotary table and Dugard’s Eagle 850 vertical machining centre have a Fanuc 21i-TB

and Fanuc 18i-MB controllers respectively. Although these machines possess a controller from

the same manufacturer, their part program structures are dissimilar. The resource

identification in the part program is based on different data models which are technology

specific. One of common functionalities of these two machine tools is illustrated in Figure 7.8;

the manufacturing operation which requires rotation of workpiece and interpolation of the

cutting tool. At present, two separate machine tool specific postprocessors are used to

generate required tool path in the CAM system. Thus, interoperable manufacturing is only

possible through use of postprocessors.

As explained in section 3.4.2, STEP-NC compliant manufacturing envisaged freedom from

postprocessors by standardising information (part program) constructs used for generating a

tool path. UMRM’s capability for modelling manufacturing resource information can be

exploited by a STEP-NC controller for generating manufacturing resource specific tool paths.

This has only been possible due to the versatile nature of the UMRM’s data model to represent

discrete CNC machining system resource domains. Thus, interoperability can be enhanced as

shown in Figure 7.7 by deploying the UMRM compliant resource description in the controller’s

data model.
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Figure 7.7: The use of UMRM for realising STEP-NC compliant manufacturing practice

7.4. Case study: A hybrid kinematic machine tool

Unlike traditional approaches for modelling manufacturing resource information (section

4.2.3), UMRM has an information modelling architecture to represent parallel kinematic

machine tools. As described in section 4.2.3, the information requirements for modelling

parallel kinematic configurations needs more information constructs as compared to
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conventional serial kinematic machine tools. This section considers the TriceptPKM T605

(PKMtricept SL, 2009), hybrid kinematic machine tool as a case study. This machine tool, as

shown in Figure 7.8 has linear axes interpolated through parallel configured slides, and serially

configured rotary axes mounted on the end effector. UMRM has been exploited for

representing this hybrid kinematic configuration.

Figure 7.8: Schematics of TriceptPKM T605 model
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7.4.1. Machine tool configuration

This particular configuration is a modular robot, employed for various manufacturing

processes such as machining, welding, assembly (PKMtricept SL, 2009). The assembly consists

of a frame bracket for holding three limbs and a centre shaft. Three limbs are connected to

corresponding limb brackets as shown in Figure 7.8.  A frame bracket holds a gimbal assembly

for allowing two pivoting and one sliding motion of the central shaft. The main purpose of this

central shaft is to bare a torsional load while cutting operation. Three limbs are attached to the

centre shaft using universal joints as shown in the Figure 7.8. The other end of the limb is

connected to a servo driven lead screw for positioning a machining head. In addition, two

rotary axes, namely C axis and A axis are mounted serially on the lower end on the central

shaft as shown in the Figure 7.8.

7.4.2. Integration of geometric, kinematic and technological information

The corresponding kinematic chain configured in this hybrid machine tool is illustrated in the

Figure 7.9. This hybrid kinematic unit has a machine frame bracket, which is mounted on the

rigid machine frame. The machine frame bracket holds three pivoted brackets (through

revolute joint) for holding limbs of the parallel axes as shown in Figure 7.8. There is a revolute

joint between limb body and a bracket. The limb body is attaché to the lead screw joint for

facilitating an axial movement of the push rod. The opposite end of the push rod is attached to

the central shaft through a universal joint. Thus, a central shaft is positioned and oriented with

the axial movements of three push rods as shown in Figure 7.8.

The central shaft is attached to the machine frame bracket with two revolute joints and one

prismatic joint as shown in Figure 7.9. This arrangement facilitates linear movements (X, Y and

Z) to the machining head assembly. The C axis unit is mounted on the central shaft through a

revolute joint as shown in Figure 7.8. This revolute joint has a controlled C axis as shown in

Figure 7.9. The position and orientation of this joint is governed through three parallel axes.

Hence, it is important to preserve information regarding position and orientation of this joint

with respect to the kinematic joints of three sub-elements as explained in section 4.2.3. This

backward reference information is preserved through referencing respective kinematic joints

as shown in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Representation of TriceptPKM T605 kinematic structure using UMRM information

constructs
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An A axis unit is mounted on the C axis unit through another revolute joint for facilitating A

axis as shown in Figure 7.9. Finally, the machining head is mounted on the C axis unit through a

revolute joint for facilitating rotary drive movement to the machine tool spindle.

Thus, UMRM’s information modelling methodology and data model has been exploited for

representing manufacturing resources with hybrid kinematics. Such representation is

commonly known as a “skeleton model” in many PLM systems such as Pro/Engineer, Catia, NX

etc. The purpose of skeleton model is to associate kinematic information with geometric

information of the manufacturing resource elements. This integration is utilised in the virtual

environments for a variety of CAx manufacturing applications explained in section 3.6.

However, the skeleton model in the majority of PLM systems cannot be exchanged; thus,

kinematic context of the resources remains detached form a geometric model.

UMRM offers this information integration mechanism to associate a geometric model with

kinematic information using an attribute “its_shape_representation”. This attribute uses

STEP’s well defined entities for representing geometric constructs. In addition, UMRM has a

rich data model to preserve a context of modelling manufacturing resources. The technological

information such as fixturing configuration of the machine tool table, tailstock specifications,

bar feeder configuration, tool locators and associated information etc. is preserved while

modelling the manufacturing resource elements. Figure 7.10 illustrates the use of UMRM

information constructs to represent kinematic, geometric and technological information of the

manufacturing resources.

7.4.3. Representation of machine tool capability information

The kinematic information presented using UMRM constructs can be exploited for discrete

manufacturing applications. For example, this information is a key requirement for

representing a machine tool capability. Figure 7.11 illustrates the extreme positions of the

machining head achieved with actuating servos on the parallel limbs. These positions can only

be calculated with the kinematic information of the machine tool structure. Information

requirements for calculating the workspace envelope of parallel kinematic mechanisms have

been thoroughly researched in the literature (Zhang et al., 2006, Bi et al., 2008, Kanaan et al.,

2009). In particular, work space analysis of TriceptPKM T605 has been reported by Siciliano
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(1999) and Callegari et al. (2005), where inverse kinematic equations are formulated by suing

spherical coordinates. In addition, Jacobian-based Closed-Loop Direct Kinematics (CLDK)

algorithm was proposed by them to solve the direct kinematics along a defined tool path.

Callegari et al. (2006) used that work space formulation equation (7.22) for calculating a tool

path for metal forming operation. Where, r, α and β denotes the limits of spherical work

coordinate system.930 ≤ ≤ 1530 − ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤ (7.22)

The inverse kinematic equation gives the vector of prismatic joint variables = [ ] as

a function of the vector of spherical coordinates = [ ] . The inverse kinematic equations

derived for this PKM structure are:= + + − cos − √ sin cos (7.23)= + + − cos − √ sin sin + cos + ( √ sin cos −sin ) (7.24)= + + − cos − √ sin sin + cos + ( √ sin cos +sin )
(7.25)

Where, the side lengths of the two triangles are a=600 for the fixed base and b=173 for the

mobile base, respectively.

Corresponding information constructs for deriving work space envelope are available in the

UMRM data model. For example, Entity “axis” and associated attributes can preserve the

information required for modelling kinematic constraints of the configuration. Technological

details can be modelled using entity “mechanical_machine_element” and associated heritance.
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Figure 7.10: Integration of Geometric, Kinematic and Technological information within

UMRM’s framework

Figure 7.11: The extreme position of the machining head achieved with actuating limb servos
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7.4.4. Representation of industrial machining cell

The reconfigurability of the TriceptPKM T605 has been exploited in various manufacturing

sectors such as mould and dies, automotive, railroad, aerospace, etc (PKMtricept SL, 2009).

Figure 7.12 illustrates a deployment scenario where four T605 machining stations are

configured for a machining cell for machining automobile structural components.

UMRM’s information constructs are utilised to represent information regarding this machining

cell. The recursive nature of the entity “logical_manufacturing_unit” allows categorising

manufacturing resources as a part of the manufacturing cell or a manufacturing station

(section 5.2). Figure 7.12 illustrates construction of this machining cell by using UMRM’s

resource information modelling methodology. A single TriceptPKM T605 machining station is

considered as an instance of the logical manufacturing unit (LMU). Four machining stations in a

machining cell are modelled using UMRM’s entity “logical_manufacturing_unit”. A machine

station inside this LMU has a base joint and further hybrid kinematic chain as described in

section 7.4.2. A machining cell LMU has a housing platform as shown in Figure 7.12. Four

stations are attached to the housing platform using their base joints. Thus, the machining cell

LMU consists of four station LMUs as shown in Figure 7.12. UMRM’s resource information

modelling methodology has been utilised to represent logical partitions of this industrial

machining cell.

Logical Manufacturing Unit (LMU): PKM Cell

LMU2 (PKM T605)

LMU1 (PKM T605)

LMU3 (PKM T605)

LMU4 (PKM T605)
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Figure 7.12: Representation of automotive structural machining cell using UMRM information

constructs

In addition, information regarding fixturing configurations of the machining station base is

preserved by using UMRM’s information constructs. This information can be utilised while

allocating these machining stations on other housing platforms available in the industry.
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8. DISCUSSION

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter manufacturing application domains benefiting from the use of UMRM have

been described.  UMRM’s capability in representing CNC machining system resource

information with other approaches reported in the literature as well as commercial tools

available on the market have been compared. A number of issues that have been considered

in the course of the research in relation to the research scope and context are discussed.

8.2. State-of-the-art in utilising manufacturing resource information

The review of the literature on resource modelling in the current manufacturing environment,

identified in chapter 3, has shown that the resource information can be considered as a “core”

requirement for making a variety of manufacturing decisions. Multiple manufacturing

applications in the industry generate multiple versions of same resource data. For example

postprocessor builders, process planning systems, CAM systems, shop floor programming

systems, virtual reality environments, cost estimating modules, scheduling systems and CNC

controllers uses different facets of the same resource data. Thus, current manufacturing

practice is recursively investing money as well as time in generating, storing, maintaining and

utilising multiple version of the resource information. These proprietary applications in the

manufacturing environment make it impracticable to develop translators for every single

combination of CAx resource; which leads to lack of interoperability.

Standardisation efforts that has begun in the form of ASME B5.59-2, STEP-NC, Mandate, ISO

13399 has, so far covers very limited scope of the manufacturing resources; thus, failed to

attract industrial support. In fact, development of standards for sharing and exchanging

resource information is regarded as a “commercial suicide” by the CAx developers. However,

looking at the landmarks of development and establishment of USB technology (USB, 2009),

Microsoft’s commitment towards promoting interoperability (Microsoft, 2009), agreement of

mobile manufacturers for designing unified charger and USB port (BBC, 2009), I++ DME
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interface (International Association of Co-Ordinate Measuring Machine Manufacturers, 2009)

for universal CMM controllers for exchanging inspection working steps encourages author to

believe in realisation of interoperable manufacturing practice through international standards.

8.3. A Novel Unified Manufacturing Resource Model Framework

The framework described in chapter 4, provides information requirements for establishing

versatile manufacturing resource modelling methodology. The philosophy behind the

framework is unpacking the scope of the manufacturing resources in information modelling

and utilising well developed standards for developing interoperable manufacturing

environment and making better informed manufacturing decisions. The framework also

envisaged a variety of manufacturing application domains that are benefited through unifying

and standardising manufacturing resources information.

By unpacking the scope of manufacturing resources, a unified information modelling platform

can deliver resource data for variety of manufacturing applications such as tool path

generation, postprocessor development, process planning etc.

This is an exceptional development, where kinematic information of the manufacturing

resource is modelled independent of manufacturing application domains (material removing

processes, assembly processes, fixturing processes, material handling processes) under a

unified information modelling platform. Through the use of standardised information

modelling constructs (EXPRESS), the framework enables integration of product and process

information for developing a consolidated computational platform for making manufacturing

decisions from station level to factory level.

The framework is also fundamentally different from other academic approaches (Kosanke,

1995, Molina et al., 1995, Kjellberg and Bohlin, 1996, Giachetti, 1999, Golshani and Park, 1999,

Michaloski et al., 2000, Paris and Brissaud, 2000, Costa et al., 2001, Steele et al., 2001, Bernard

and Perry, 2002, Chengying et al., 2003, Kang et al., 2003, Cutting-Decelle et al., 2004, Liu and

Young, 2004, Rubio et al., 2005, Elmaraghy, 2006b, Peng et al., 2006, Tao et al., 2006, Cecil and

Kanchanapiboon, 2007, Putnik et al., 2007) due to its unified nature, information modelling

methodology and strong bonds towards compliance with international standards (i.e. ISO
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14649, ISO 1030) for promoting interoperability. In addition, its implications are not just for

promoting interoperability in CAM and CNC domains, but also reserves use in the industrial

resource information management and utilisation process; thus offers a considerable

commercial advantage. The framework offers following functionalities:

 Manufacturing resource abstraction

 Resource information modelling methodology

 Unification of information

 Versatile data model for representing manufacturing resources

 Use of standardised information constructs

 Integrating kinematic and geometric information in UMRM

8.3.1. Manufacturing resource abstraction

The traditional approach of addressing and classifying of resources in manufacturing

organisations such as manufacturing station, manufacturing cell, production shop and factory

has been preserved in the proposed UMRM framework as described in section 5.2. It offers a

novel capability of representing information regarding organisation of manufacturing

resources in the multi-facility manufacturing enterprises and the small enterprise using a single

data modelling platform. The logical boundaries among these levels of resource organisations

are drawn using rich information modelling constraints of EXPRESS language.

Another advantage of modelling these resource abstraction levels is to address discrete

resources in the supply chain. The prevailing supply chain network for the manufacture of

products such as aerospace components, automobile parts etc. involves a number of

production facilities at 2nd, 3rd and even 4th tier suppliers that address regional market

demands. In this regard, these manufacturers recruit regional vendors to support their

production targets with strict time constraints. In such cases, the decision of facility selection is

preliminary dependent on the manufacturing capability of the facility. The requirements of

representing resource information on the various levels of the facility are captured through
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the literature and well fulfilled while designing a proposed methodology as described in

section 5.2.

8.3.2. Resource information modelling methodology

The methodology of modelling manufacturing resource information in UMRM has changed the

traditional approach of classifying manufacturing resources. Traditional identifiers for

classifying manufacturing resources such as (technology, quality, configuration, applications,

etc) are still prevalent in the industry and academia. These identifiers have suppressed cross-

functional research and development; thus, manufacturing applications for integrated

environment was not thoroughly dealt with.

Although the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) paradigm was realised in 1980s, the

control of resources was disintegrated. Consequently, proprietary integration environments

such as MATRIX CAM (Mazak Corp, 2007), I/O Drivers (GE Fanuc, 2009), Motion Control

Information System (Siemens Plc, 2009) etc. were developed for achieving integrated control

for the manufacturing resources. However, an exceeding number of vendor specific resource

controllers and other manufacturing applications have created need of an interoperable

environment to manage resources and associated resource information.

However, the UMRM methodology does not classify resources according to above identifiers

and thus, preserves the flexibility of modelling multidisciplinary resources for variety of

manufacturing application. This objective is achieved through unifying common aspects of the

multidisciplinary resources with a standardised information modelling platform as explained in

the following sections.

8.3.3. Unification of information

The unification has enabled a broader scope of resource domains to be considered in a variety

of manufacturing applications. In UMRM, the unification of resource information has been

done through following levels:

 Unification of manufacturing resource organisation information for representing

resource abstraction levels such as station, cell, shop and factory (Section 5.2).
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 Unification of technology specific mechanical machine elements such as machine tool

spindle, table, turret, bar feeder, tool locator, etc (Section 5.5).

 Unification of resource applications such as material removing resources, material

handling resources, material adding resources, fixturing setup etc (Section 5.3).

This has allowed integration of decision making algorithms found in the literature. For

example, automatic generation process plan has been thoroughly researched in the literature

(Paris and Brissaud, 2000, Bernard and Perry, 2002, Sadaiah et al., 2002, Allen et al., 2005, Choi

et al., 2006, Elmaraghy, 2006b, Amaitik and Kilic, 2007). Many algorithms are proposed for

allocating resources in the component manufacture. However, majority of them are more

specific towards benefiting distinct resource domain. The algorithms developed for allocating

machine tools cannot be utilised for fixture setup planning and vice-versa. Thus, UMRM’s

capability of unifying segregated resource domains offers an integrated platform to use multi-

domain resources information for component manufacture.

8.3.4. Versatile data model for representing manufacturing resources

UMRM’s versatile data model allows representation of multi-disciplinary resource elements

with abstraction levels such as station, cell, shop and factory. The versatility of data model is

needed for modelling various types and configurations of resources. For example, UMRM

represents series as well as parallel configured resources such as serial and parallel kinematic

machine tools. It can represent resource elements allied with machine tools, material handling

system as well as fixtures. Thus by virtue of the versatile data model, UMRM captures a

broader scope of the CNC machining system resources as compared to other approaches

found in the literature.

8.3.5. Standardised platform for exchanging and using resource information

UMRM is envisaged to be a part of STEP-NC. Due to its capability of representing the broader

resource domain it was presented and well received in the ISO technical 184/TC1/SC1

committee meeting held in Bussan, Korea. Being STEP-NC compliant, UMRM can be exploited

by STEP’s application protocols. For example, resource specific information generated through
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UMRM can be anchored with corresponding geometric representation (ISO 10303-203, 1994).

Thus, current state-of-the-art in PLM data exchange, as explained in 3.6.2 can be elevated by

attaching kinematic and resource specific information with corresponding geometric entities.

In addition, this UMRM’s resource data can be utilised in developing standardised process

plans, inspection plans due to the fact that resource specific information is a crucial element in

decision making process. Thus, standardisation has allowed UMRM to be incorporated with

other application domains illustrated in Figure 8.1.

In addition, standardisation can allow SMEs to use UMRM’s resource description libraries for

sharing their resource specific information with large scale enterprises. Thus UMRM provides a

standardised platform to build resource repositories for modelling supply chain resources in

the manufacturing collaboration.

Figure 8.1: Integration of resource information with STEP’s application protocols

8.3.6. Integrating kinematic and geometric information in UMRM

A typical vertical machining centre consists of a servo drive and a gear train associated with

axis of movement. Thus, a kinematic joint that can be described while modelling kinematic

information is usually a lead screw type for a linear axis and revolute pair for a rotary axis.

However, other manufacturing resources such as fixtures and PKM units consist of a variety of
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kinematic joints such as prismatic, cylindrical, universal, gear, rack and pinion etc. Very few

machine tool simulators available on the market can model information regarding these

kinematic joints and are thus incapable of modelling other manufacturing resources than

typical machining centres. Similarly, generic postprocessor builders are available on market.

Very few of them can model variety of kinematic joints; thus incapable of developing

postprocessor for PKM configurations.

A standardised STEP compliant information modelling platform has enabled UMRM to use

information constructs of STEP’s IR part 105 (section 3.5) for describing kinematic joint

information. This integration is the key enabler in UMRM’s capability to represent information

regarding multidisciplinary manufacturing domains.

In addition, UMRM’s methodology allows mechanical machine elements to be attached with

the geometric entities described in the STEP’s AP 203. The integration of geometric and

kinematic information with UMRM’s information constructs as shown in case study (section

7.4.2) has enabled modelling a resource specific data that can be utilised for a variety

manufacturing applications such as machine tool builder, postprocessor developer, tool path

generator, process planning, resource allocation, etc. Thus, UMRM’s potential of retrieving

geometric, kinematic and technology specific information can be well exploited in the industry

in exchanging resource specific information among different CAx environments. The current

state-of-the-art in resource information exchange allows only geometric data to be exchanged

with loss of kinematic and technology specific information (Kim et al., 2008).

8.4. Evaluation of UMRM with case studies

To evaluate the Unified Resource Modelling Framework, actual manufacturing resources in the

University of Bath’s AMPS Laboratory has been used to represent a typical manufacturing

scenario. In addition, an industrial case study has been presented for utilising UMRM for

representing information regarding the manufacturing cell with several PKM units. These

scenarios address the use of UMRM for the following manufacturing application:
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8.4.1. Representation of the kinematic information

Kinematic information of the resource configuration using UMRM’s information constructs has

been illustrated in section 6.2. This information includes technological specification of the

mechanical machine elements such as machine tool spindle, table, etc. This information also

consists of axis capabilities such as travel limits, axes configuration, type of drive etc. Majority

of manufacturing application has a capability of modelling axes specifications; however very

few of them such as NC SIMUL (Spring Technologies, 2009) can model technology specific

information such as maximum work holding diameter, type of table, type of tool locator etc of

the mechanical machine elements. Thus, UMRM aids current state-of-the-art by providing a

mechanism to model technology specific information.

8.4.2. Utilising UMRM’s information constructs for developing a postprocessor

Postprocessor development is still regarded as a skilled and time consuming job in the

industry. It requires an experienced manufacturing engineer to decode and model kinematic

information of the machine tool for developing a postprocessor. UMRM, due to its rich data

modelling capability, can preserve kinematic information illustrated in section 7.2.2 for

developing a postprocessor. This kinematic information enables construction of reverse

kinematic equations required to position machine tool elements for achieving desired cutter

locations.

8.4.3. Utilising UMRM’s information constructs for tool path verification

Nonetheless, kinematic information of the machine tool configuration can be utilised in tool

path verification modules such as Vericut (CGtech. Ltd, 2007), Virtools (Virtools Dev, 2007),

etc. Thus UMRM’s unique methodology can provide standardised geometric, kinematic and

technological information to a range of manufacturing applications without recursive

modelling of the manufacturing information.
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8.4.4. Utilising UMRM’s information constructs for fixture planning stage

Amending the UMRM structure for representing various fixtures has been considered as a

crucial milestone in developing its versatile data model. UMRM’s data model can represent a

complete kinematic chain between tool and workpiece considering various fixture

configurations (Bugtai and Young, 1998, Cecil, 2001, Liqing and Kumar, 2005, Gaoliang and

Wenjian, 2006, Mervyn et al., 2006) as shown in section 7.2.3. It utilised pre-established

standardised information constructs for representing information regarding a range of

kinematic joints; thus, it facilitates an exchange of information regarding fixture setup in the

manufacturing environment.

8.4.5. Utilising UMRM’s capability for achieving interoperability in component
manufacture

Even today, postprocessor based CNC manufacture is causing users to invest a considerable

amount of time and money either in developing a postprocessors or a vendor specific

interoperable chain for exchanging manufacturing information. Application engineers regard

vertical machining centres and turn-mill centres as a “different species” although many

operations that can be carried on both (as described in section 7.3.2) require entirely separate

CNC controller specific part program structures. Such situations trigger unreasonable non-

interoperability in the manufacturing environment. These situations strongly advocate a need

for a standardised resource description method for a controller where part program structure

for executing each situation described above would be same.

UMRM is envisaged as a STEP-NC compliant CNC controller interpretable data model which

unifies information constructs for representing a variety of technology specific resources. As

UMRM is capable of presenting multiple process (milling, turning etc) and configuration (SKM,

PKM, Hybrid) specific resources, commercial controllers can utilise UMRM’s data model for

generating resource specific part program. Thus, the author believe this research forms the

basis for a major breakthrough in developing a “universal CNC controller” for integrating a

control of various CNC machine tools along with attached auxiliary devices due to its unified

resource modelling methodology.
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8.4.6. Utilising UMRM’s capability to integrated geometric, kinematic and technology
specific information

UMRM’s capability of integrating geometric, kinematic and technology specific resource

information have been illustrated in section 7.4.2 while modelling industrial PKM units. Thus,

author believes that UMRM’s resource information modelling methodology has created an

opportunity to standardise CAx chain in the manufacturing environment.

8.4.7. Representation of the resource abstraction levels

The use of the resource abstraction mechanism in UMRM has enabled creating flexible logical

partitions of manufacturing resources as explained in section 7.4.4. A single machining station

is considered as a logical manufacturing unit, which has then become a part of another logical

manufacturing unit for representing machining cell. This abstraction mechanism is then linked

with the information constructs for deriving resource capability. Thus, unlike other approaches

found in the literature (Molina et al., 1995, Suh et al., 2003a, Yang and Xu, 2008) UMRM

provides information constructs for deriving a resource capability rather than representing

technology specific capabilities.

8.5. Advantages of using UMRM framework

To be able to evaluate the usability of UMRM for making manufacturing decisions in virtual or

actual production environment, several characteristics are explained in the following

subsections. The author has carefully considered the information requirements for multi-

disciplinary manufacturing applications and the associated decision making process through

literature while developing information constructs of the UMRM.

Thus, this section re-reviews the various use case scenarios found in the literature which use

resource specific information for making manufacturing decisions. Thus UMRM, due to is

capability to address multiple resource domains, can be comparable to other manufacturing

models for the range of application domains found in the literature. Figure 8.2 illustrates

possible application horizons for exploiting UMRM’s capabilities, which is then mapped in
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Table 8.1 in “Manufacturing applications” column for highlighting associated research found in

the literature.

Table 8.1 gives overview of resource modelling work found in the literature with the author’s

publications (highlighted at the bottom of the table) from this research. The research gaps

discussed in section 3.7 are evident enough from the literature overview in the table 8.1.

These gaps are collectively taken as a research challenge in this research for developing the

novel information integration framework.

Initial development of UMRM started with the objective of modelling technological

information regarding material removal machine tools and some material handling resources

with serial kinematic chains (Vichare et al., 2009a, Vichare et al., 2009c). However, considering

increasing popularity of the parallel kinematic machine tools, their pre-occupation in

manufacturing industry and associated information modelling challenges, the need of

modelling PKM structures was taken into account while developing the proposed framework

(Vichare et al., 2009b). The importance of fixture setup information in the complex process

planning activities found in automotive and aerospace industries motivated author to

incorporate fixturing domain while manufacturing resource information (Vichare et al., 2009d).

The flexible resource information modelling methodology of the UMRM allowed information

constraints for representing fixturing setup information to be integrated in the framework.

Figure 8.2: UMRM’s application horizon
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8.6. Limitations of UMRM Framework

There are number of limitations associated with the framework proposed in the thesis.

 The entities defined in the STEP’s EXPRESS schema can offer a static representation.

These UMRM entities can only represent a single instance of the resources. This static

representation can provide an answer to the question: “What resources are available

in the CNC machining system”. However, the functionality or behaviour of these

resource elements cannot be modelled due to the limitation of the EXPRESS modelling

methodology. The vision of the future research relating to UMRM is to use this static

representation for rendering the behaviour of the entire CNC machining system.

 Current version of UMRM can represent technology specific information regarding

manufacturing resources allied with traditional material removal technologies such as

turning, milling, grinding, etc.

 Manufacturing resources such as measurement gauges, scales etc. used in the

inspection operation are not included in the current version of UMRM.

 Material handling devices such as automatic guided vehicles are not included in the

scope of the current version of UMRM.

 Other manufacturing resources such as human resources, electro-mechanical devices,

and software resources are not considered in the current scope of the UMRM.

 The current version of UMRM does not offer any information construct for identifying

machine tool accuracy on the basis of preload mechanisms.
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

9.1. Introduction

In this chapter the conclusions that have been derived as the result of this research are

provided. The contribution of this research to the knowledge is highlighted together with

possible future areas of research.

9.2. Conclusions

 Due to the fact that resource information plays a very important role in the

manufacturing decision making process; a variety of manufacturing applications

available on the market promotes proprietary methods for representing application

specific information regarding manufacturing resources. Thus, resource information in

the current manufacturing environment is multifaceted and not integrated.

 The traditional approach of modelling manufacturing resource capability defines what

associated manufacturing resources are able to achieve. However, manufacturing

resource capability is a result of the resource configuration. This research has shown it

is more prolific to derive resource capability by modelling relevant technological

aspects for the manufacturing resources.

 Current international standards for describing and exchanging manufacturing resource

information are not well developed to respond to industrial needs due to their

application scope. These standards have been developed for specific applications and

cover limited manufacturing resources in their scope. Thus, universal acceptability of

these standards is curtailed.

 STEP and STEP-NC has provided promising manufacturing standards where the

application scope of the standard is unpacked through various application protocols.

However, manufacturing resources included in its scope are still limited. A similar
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approach is needed for unpacking the scope and describing information regarding a

variety of manufacturing resources.

 UMRM facilitates a novel framework to unpack the scope of manufacturing resources

by providing a resource information modelling methodology. It has a provision of

modelling information regarding a variety of manufacturing resources for a variety of

manufacturing applications. This has been achieved through unifying and standardising

information constructs within UMRM’s framework.

 The unification of resource information allows a variety of manufacturing resources,

technological aspects and logical partitions among manufacturing resources to be

modelled with UMRM’s framework. In addition, it facilitates integration of a variety of

resource information facets such as geometric information, kinematic information,

technological information etc.

 UMRM, being STEP-NC compliant allows integration of product and process

information within UMRM’s framework. This integration facilitates resource

dependent process plans for the envisaged STEP-NC compliant controller. Another

advantage of standardising UMRM’s information constructs is to make use of resource

data for other application protocols described within STEP.

 A versatile data model of UMRM enables representation of the serial, parallel and

hybrid kinematic chains. A majority of manufacturing resources, independent of

application domain has mechanical machine elements arranged in a kinematic chain.

Thus, UMRM has a capability of representing information regarding these kinematic

chains. This reserves UMRM’s applicability for wider manufacturing application

domains.

 Practical challenges encountered in the manufacturing environments were addressed

through industrially inspired case studies undertaken in the research. UMRM was

utilised in these use case scenarios. The research has shown that unifying

manufacturing resources information is a prerequisite for developing a consolidated

platform for manufacturing decision making.
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9.3. Contribution to knowledge

The main contribution of this research is the novel vision of modelling and utilising

manufacturing resource information for variety of manufacturing applications. The traditional

approach of scoping manufacturing resource information for a specific application domain has

been replaced with a novel open approach that envisages resource information should be

versatile enough to be utilised for variety of manufacturing applications. Associated

advantages with this approach open many avenues to reform current manufacturing practice

for advancement.

In addition, this approach has provided a key contribution in development of the international

standard ISO14649 (STEP-NC) part 110: a data model for computerized numerical controllers.

The resource modelling methodology and developed data model was proposed in the ISO

technical committee (ISO/TC184/SC1) meeting in November 2008 in Bussan, Korea, which was

very well received and has been considered due to its capability of addressing multiple

manufacturing domains.

9.4. Future work

During the course of this research a number of opportunities of taking the work further are

identified. The proposed framework, due to its extensible nature can be scaled towards a

variety of manufacturing applications and provide a platform for future research.

9.4.1. Computational platform for representing behaviour of the CNC machining
system

Pre-established product and process information constructs within ISO 14649 along with

UMRM can be utilised to develop a variety of manufacturing applications. However, the

entities defined in the EXPRESS schema can only offer a static representation and can only

represent a single instance of the resources. This static representation can provide an answer

to the question: “What resources are available in the CNC machining system”, but the
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functionality or behaviour of these resource elements cannot be modelled due to the

limitation of the EXPRESS modelling methodology.

The UMRM’s static representation of manufacturing resource information is envisaged for

representing the functionality of the whole CNC machining system. Hence, it is inevitable to

use a data modelling tool which can model the functionality of these resource elements. The

requirements for developing the functionality of CNC machining system elements through

UMRM are depicted in Figure 9.1. The purpose behind developing the functionalities is to

develop manufacturing application oriented execution methods which facilitates resource

information to be utilised for automatic decision making. The functional model will then be

able to answer a question “How resources available in the CNC machining system are

functioning”.

Figure 9.1: Author’s vision towards utilizing manufacturing resource data for generating

resource specific process plans and machining tool paths
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For example, the basic requirement of generating a resource specific process plan is mapping

the product model onto the available manufacturing resources. This resource allocation

procedure needs investigation into the design and development of mapping rules. For

example, a three jaw chuck is not suitable for turning of a square billet. This turning operation

is possible only when a four jaw chuck is available. Various rules and methods need to be

modelled for execution of the manufacturing resource specific process plans and

corresponding tool paths. A manufacturing decision support system can be developed for

planning alternative machine tool specific process plans. This decision support system can

provide manufacturing alternatives in the case of an unexpected resource failure. It can make

an effective use of resource data and support the process planning engineer by giving multiple

options to manufacture a single product.

9.4.2. Representation of information regarding electro-mechanical and electronic
manufacturing resources

Electro-mechanical manufacturing resources, as explained in Chapter 2 convert mechanical

motion of machine elements into electrical signals and vice-versa. Generation and

interpretation of these signals is achieved by a controller using dedicated software.

For example, servos are part of the electro-mechanical elements of CNC machine tools. The

main function of servos is to convert electric signals into controlled motion of the mechanical

elements in the machine. Encoders and sensors are utilised in conjunction with servos to

achieve the desired level of control. In addition, machine probes utilised in on-machine

measurements (OMM) utilises such electro-mechanical sensors to generate control signals and

register the values of axis encoders within controller’s software.

The author believes, electro-mechanical devices and their interaction with controller is the

main source of non-interoperability in the manufacturing environments. The resource specific

information is embedded in this interaction which can be presented and standardised by using

UMRM’s resource description methodology. Other parameters of this interaction such as a

method of signal generation and interpretation, information regarding axes interpolators,

controller specific NC lexicons etc are needs to be investigated.
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The STEP-NC community has taken a very bold step of standardising these parameters for the

betterment of CNC users. However, adoption of the standard requires fundamental

modifications to the existing CNC control methods. Despite providing an excellent data model

for execution of CNC control, STEP-NC has failed to gather commercial following because of

the above reasons and the perceived negative impact on the controller manufacturers’

business.

However, the envisaged scope of UMRM covers information representation of such

proprietary (non-standard) manufacturing resources as well. For example initial development

towards representing information regarding the CNC controller has been undertaken. This

requires a detailed investigation of a variety of existing CNC controllers available on the

market. The outcome of this task would be a comprehensive data warehouse for describing

vendor specific information regarding a variety of mechanical resources and associated

controllers. This would include a configuration of the controller, information regarding axes

interpolators, controller specific NC lexicon etc. A framework entitled the “Universal

Manufacturing Platform” (UMP) has been proposed (Newman and Nassehi, 2006) which

envisaged UMRM as a resource information generation engine as shown in Figure 9.2.

9.4.3. Towards universal manufacturing platform

This platform is envisaged to stores standardised manufacturing information in a

manufacturing data warehouse shown in Figure 9.3. The manufacturing knowledgebase

contains conceptual transformations for exchanging information from one CAx domain to

another. The intercommunication bus is designed to provide a mobile-agent based messaging

system that enables the various CAx systems to communicate with each other as well as the

manufacturing knowledgebase and the manufacturing data warehouse. The knowledge

transformation is intended to occur in the standard domain of the data warehouse. This data

warehouse can utilise UMRM for performing desired activities discussed above.

The current Prototype of UMP supports feature based product information and has interfaces

for shopfloor programming systems from Heidenhain (SmartNC) and Siemens (Shopmill) as

well as the capability to communicate with a feature based CAM solution from Delcam

(FeatureCAM) (Newman and Nassehi, 2006).
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Figure 9.2: Universal Manufacturing Platform architecture (Newman and Nassehi, 2006)

9.4.4. UMRM’s mullti-prospective extensibility

Currently, UMRM has been exploited for representing information regarding mechanical

resources that are used in CNC manufacture. However, it has the potential for multi-

prospective extensibility, as shown in Figure 9.3:

A variety of manufacturing processes such as material handling, material removing, material

adding, assembly, inspection, nonconventional process etc are envisaged in the extension of

UMRM. The resources used for these processes can be unified under UMRM’s entity

“manufacturing_resources”. Various elements of manufacturing resources described in Figure

9.3 are envisioned to be incorporated in UMRM. This would enable a computational platform

to represent physical and virtual elements and their interactions for representing the entire

machining system.

Different combinations of manufacturing resources along with manufacturing processes would

then be able to represent information regarding a variety of application domains as shown in

Figure 9.3. The resource information within these application domains can be visualised from

various organisational levels such as the station, cell, shop, factory or global supply chain.

Manufacturing applications then can be described depending upon organisational levels and

application domains. For example, the station level of general CNC manufacturing is utilised in
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executing manufacturing tasks desired by a manufacturing engineer. Thus, UMRM will be

utilised in planning that manufacturing task by providing resource specific information such as

the machine tool’s kinematic configuration, detailed description of the controller and

associated software, human resource involvement and availability for loading and unloading

operations etc.

Figure 9.3: UMRM’s multi-prospective extensibility
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APPENDIX B. UNIFIED MANUFACTURING RESOURCE DATA MODEL (EXPRESS
LISTING)

(*SCHEMA umrm_schema;*)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* umrm_schema University of Bath   *)
(* Author: Parag Vichare                                      *)
(* Contact: P.Vichare@bath.ac.uk *)
(* Version: ? date: 2009-09-01                            *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)

(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* *)
(*             Manufacturing resource description               *)
(* *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)
(* ************************************************************ *)

(* ************************************************************ *)
(* Logical Manufacturing Unit *)
(* ************************************************************ *)

ENTITY logical_manufacturing_unit
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (factory, shop, cell, work_station));
its_name: OPTIONAL label;
its_child_lmu: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF logical_manufacturing_unit;
its_placement: OPTIONAL axis2_placement_3d;
its_resource: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF manufacturing_resource;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY factory
SUBTYPE OF (logical_manufacturing_unit);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY shop
SUBTYPE OF (logical_manufacturing_unit);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY cell
SUBTYPE OF (logical_manufacturing_unit);
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY work_station
SUBTYPE OF (logical_manufacturing_unit);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY manufacturing_resource
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (mechanical_resource,
electro_mechanical_resource,
electronic_resource, software_resource, human_resource));
its_id: identifier;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY mechanical_resource
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (mlt_removal_app ANDOR mtl_adding_app ANDOR assembly_app
ANDOR

measurement_app ANDOR mlt_handling_app)
SUBTYPE OF (manufacturing_resource);
its_model: OPTIONAL label;
its_make: OPTIONAL label;
its_base_kinematic_joint: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF kinematic_joint;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY electro_mechanical_resource
SUBTYPE OF (manufacturing_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY electronic_resource
SUBTYPE OF (manufacturing_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY software_resource
SUBTYPE OF (manufacturing_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY human_resource
SUBTYPE OF (manufacturing_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY mlt_removal_app
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY mtl_adding_app
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY assembly_app
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY measurement_app
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_resource);
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY mlt_handling_app
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (pallet_setup, fixture_setup, conveyer_system,

mtl_handling_robot, agv))
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_resource);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY pallet_setup
SUBTYPE OF (mlt_handling_app);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY fixture_setup
SUBTYPE OF (mlt_handling_app);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY conveyer_system
SUBTYPE OF (mlt_handling_app);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY mtl_handling_robot
SUBTYPE OF (mlt_handling_app);
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY agv
SUBTYPE OF (mlt_handling_app);
END_ENTITY;

(* ************************************************************ *)
(* Machine tool kinematic joint *)
(* ************************************************************ *)

ENTITY kinematic_joint;
its_name: OPTIONAL label;
its_axis: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF axis;
kinematic_link: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF mechanical_machine_element;
kinematic_pair_type: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF kinematic_pair;
its_transfer_placement: OPTIONAL transfer_placement;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY kinematic_pair;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY transfer_placement;
ref_joint: OPTIONAL kinematic_joint;
its_placement: OPTIONAL axis2_placement_3d;
END_ENTITY;
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(* ************************************************************ *)
(* Machine tool configuration *)
(* ************************************************************ *)

ENTITY mechanical_machine_element
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (conveyer, chuck, turret, table, tailstock,
tool_locator,

pallet_changer, machine_spindle, tool_magazine, custom_machine_element,

tool_changing_arm, bar_feeder, machine_frame, fixture_assly));
its_id: OPTIONAL identifier;
its_name: OPTIONAL label;
kinematic_joint: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF kinematic_joint;
its_fixturing_setup: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF fixturing_config;
its_shape: OPTIONAL shape_representation;
its_machining_tools: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF machining_tool;
its_workpieces: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF workpiece;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY fixturing_config
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (fixturing_slot ANDOR locating_socket ANDOR
locating_shank);
its_placement: OPTIONAL axis2_placement_3d;
its_placement_pattern: OPTIONAL placement_pattern;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY fixturing_slot
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (vee_profile ANDOR tee_profile ANDOR rect_profile ANDOR

user_defined_profile ANDOR dovetail_profile)
SUBTYPE OF (fixturing_config);
slot_trajectory: OPTIONAL shape_representation;
end_condition: OPTIONAL SET [0:2] OF slot_end_type;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY conveyer
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (pallet_conveyer, gantry_guide))
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_machine_element);
conveyer_trajectory: OPTIONAL representation_item;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY pallet_conveyer
SUBTYPE OF (conveyer);
conveyer_pallet_exchange_placement: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF
transfer_placement;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY gantry_guide
SUBTYPE OF (conveyer);
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY chuck
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_machine_element);
no_of_jaws: OPTIONAL INTEGER;
max_gripping_length: OPTIONAL length_measure;
its_jaw_type: OPTIONAL jaw_type;
max_work_offset: OPTIONAL length_measure;
min_holding_diameter: OPTIONAL length_measure;
max_holding_diameter: OPTIONAL length_measure;
its_type: OPTIONAL chuck_type;
END_ENTITY;

TYPE jaw_type = ENUMERATION OF (internal, external);
END_TYPE;

TYPE chuck_type = ENUMERATION OF (manual, automatic, collet);
END_TYPE;

ENTITY fixture_assly
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_machine_element);
its_locating_elements: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF

mechanical_machine_element;
its_clamping_elements: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF

mechanical_machine_element;
its_supporting_elements: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF

mechanical_machine_element;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY turret
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_machine_element);
its_thickness : OPTIONAL length_measure;
active_tool_changing_placement : OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF transfer_placement;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY table
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (circular_table, rectangular_table))
SUBTYPE OF (mechanical_machine_element);
max_allowed_weight : OPTIONAL weight_measure;
machine_pallet_exchange_placement: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF
transfer_placement;
its_fixturing_setup: OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF fixturing_setup;
END_ENTITY;

TYPE weight_measure = REAL;
END_TYPE;

ENTITY circular_table
SUBTYPE OF (table);
table_diameter : OPTIONAL length_measure;
table_height : OPTIONAL length_measure;
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY rectangular_table
SUBTYPE OF (table);
table_length : OPTIONAL length_measure;
table_width : OPTIONAL length_measure;
table_height : OPTIONAL length_measure;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY fixturing_setup
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (t_slot, bolt_holes));
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY t_slot
SUBTYPE OF (fixturing_setup);
max_clamping_bolt_dia: OPTIONAL length_measure;
max_clamping_bolt_head_height: OPTIONAL length_measure;
t_slot_height: OPTIONAL length_measure;
its_placement_pattern: OPTIONAL placement_pattern;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY bolt_holes
SUBTYPE OF (fixturing_setup);
max_clamping_bolt_dia: OPTIONAL length_measure;
max_clamping_bolt_length: OPTIONAL length_measure;
its_placement_pattern: OPTIONAL placement_pattern;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY placement_pattern
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (cir_pattern, rect_pattern));
pattern_placement_ref: OPTIONAL transfer_placement;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY cir_pattern
SUBTYPE OF (placement_pattern);
its_pcd: OPTIONAL length_measure;
no_of_features: OPTIONAL INTEGER;
angular_increment: OPTIONAL plane_angle_measure;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY rect_pattern
SUBTYPE OF (placement_pattern);
its_row_config: OPTIONAL row_config;
its_column_config: OPTIONAL column_config;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY row_config;
its_feature_placement: OPTIONAL feature_placement;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY column_config;
its_feature_placement: OPTIONAL feature_placement;
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY feature_placement;
first_feature_placement_spacing: OPTIONAL length_measure;
linear_increment: OPTIONAL length_measure;
no_of_features: OPTIONAL INTEGER;
END_ENTITY;


